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Lynn Woman
Pardoned; Six
Paroles Given
Boston, Nov. 20 (JP)—A full pardon for a Lynn woman and six
pardons under parole cond.tions
were recommended to the executive council by GoverAizianies M.
Curley today.
Jessie Chapman, '70-year-o41
Lynn woman released in 1930 on
parole from a life sentence, was
recommended for a full pardon.
Governor Curley said, because "it
appears that she is living a Godfearing, simple existence with her
husband.." Mrs. Chapman served
part of a life term for the killing
of a woman during a quarrel.
The other six selected for pardons were male inmates of the
state prison. The six included:
August Voce of Lynn. sentenced
in 1930 to serve 10 to 12 years for
the wounding of G. Joseph Tauro,
an attorney, in a quarrel; Albert
Mercier, Lawrence, sentenced In
1931 for 10 to 15 years on an
armed robbery charge.
William C. Howard, 53, sentenced to life imprisonment in
1909, while a soldier at Fort Rodman, New Bedford, for murdering
his wife; Sylvester Perham, sentenced to life in 1918 for murder
In the second degree.
Harry Harrison, 66, of Worcester, sentenced in 1931 to an 18 to
20 year term for killing a man in
a quarrel; and William Rolfe, 38
,Boston, sentenced to a 25 to 30year term for armed robbery in
11925.
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CURLEY TO LIMIT
HOLIDAY PARDONS
Governor Curley will limit to 15
the number of Thanksgiving and
Christmas pardons, it has been
announced.

Curley's Predicted
' Shake-up Underwa)
McCarthy Named Welfare Commis
sioner Succeeding Conant and
Moriarty Gets Labor Dept. Post
Boston, Nov. 20—(JP)---A predicted shakeup on Beacon Hill
began today as Gov. James M.
Curley appointed Walter V. Meearthy state commissioner of puuilc
and James T. Moriaity
state commissioner of labor and
industries.
McCarthy will succeed Richa.d
K. Connant, whose term expires
Dec. 1, and Moriarty will take the
piace of the late Dewitt DeWoif,
who died last week, if the ap•
pointments are confirmed by the
executive council.
Miss Mary Carmody of Worcester, will head the hairdressc:'s
board, created by the recent legislature. and the governor has indicated Thomas Green, Boston
city councillor, will be made comelissioner of civil service.
The majority of the appointments will be held up until the
Nov. 27 council meeting, however.
Representatives of private and
Public social agencies gave a vote
tn Richard K. Copant, state commissioner of
public
welfare, at a meeting of the Boston council of social agencies last
right.. Conant has been commissioner for 14 years. His arr4nt
i.s one of those expiring on
Dec.
1.
Educators throughout the state
have urged the reappointment of
Dr. Payson Smith, commissioner
of education. and the governor recently said his mind was "still
open" on that appointment.
Two labor organizations announced their support of Charle
s
G. Wood, Concord, former memher of the state board of arbitra
tion and conciliation, for appoin tment to that post again.
Both the United Shoe
Leather Workers' union and and
ment Trades union joint Gatendorsed Wood, who servedboard
cently as federal conciliator. reOther labor organizations
manufacturers' associations in and
shoe and garment industries the
w,:te
nlirrned hehind Wood.
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SOLONS FEAR CURLEY
)R E E
I 1936 SPENDING SI
Ready to Block
New- Acts
STATE HOUSE, Boston, Nov.
20—Uneasy lie the heads of legislators awaiting definite indication
of the type of program Governor.
James M. Curley will recommend
on Jan. 1.
1 #I
Throughout the state, solons are
more than a little perturbed over
the character of the Governor's
forthcoming proposals.
There is a wide difference of
opinion as to which course he will
follow.
Fear New Tussle
1 Several Republican legislators,
as well as many Democratic members of the General Court look
with considerable fear on another
"work and wages" tussle, largely
because of the failure of the 1935
ed harpromises to reap anticipat,
vests.
Representative Charles H. Cooke
of Athol who opposed the bond issue will find his celleagues supporting him should another such
program be recommended for the
1936 sitting.
The bond issue expenditure 11113
served somewhat as a boomerang
for the political manipulators and
some concern is expressed lest
Governor Curley submit a similar
project for the purpose of handing out more jobs to aid in the
forthcoming test of the New Deal
and Curleyism.
See Bond Issue
issue for bulletAs to the bond
_
Me of institutions, defeated in
1935, political observers in the
Democratic party who are close to
the Governor (on their own say
so) feel that a similar project may
be brought out of the files.
Republicans in both branches
appear to have become a little
shaky at the political trends in
district where special elections
have been held.
The pliable lgislature which
Governor Curley held all during
the past year, may become unvieldly and cause him considerable trouble should he attempt to
lam through a program similar to
that adopted in his first session.
In January of 1935 when it became apparent to farseeing politicos that the Governor would be
forced to resort to a bond issue in
order to meet the financial obligations of his spending program,
both Republican imp Democratic
memben lneiked with much favor

•

on the plan as a tneans of providing work awl wages on government projects for their constituents.
Solons Harrassed
The stagger plan has reacted
unfavorably for legislators fortunate enough to get some jobs. Constituents now given work are bitter—those who worked two or
three weeks and then laid off are
more critical than those not given
any work at all, the sum total being that the average legislator is
willing to scrap th whole thing
rather than continue his harrassed life.
That Governor Curley will not
find the legislature as acquiescent
in 1936 as it was in 1935 appears
certain at present, although there
is no assurance that after a heart
to heart talk with the Governor
i some members now appearing de,I termined to block his plans, cannot be noted in a swing into line
again shouting louder and louder
the praises of the Chief Executive.
Seeks Nomination
Whether the program to be offered in January is a greater
spending regime for the 1935-36
legislature, or a reduction in pub.
lie works on the basis of political
talk that private industry is absorbing unemployment, one thing
appears certain.
The public will be appeased in
the best political manner known
to the present administration. Solons will be held in line with honeyed words and catch phrases, but
above all insurance of a pro-Curley pre-primary convention will be
the net result of the January first
; message by His Excellency.
A.

i

•
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By WA LTER A. DYER
Gray aays are for introspectf-on. Now and
then come dull mornings in the'fall when the
On my last birthday a person near and dear mist hangs like a curtain over the land, heavy
to me presented me with a new thermometer to and all-embracing. There is a breathless, apprehang outdoors. It carries with it a barometer— hensive quality in the air. The voices of birds and
one of those fascinating glass tubes of liquid, insects have been stilled. One is reminded of
the cloudy portion of which rises and falls with Kipling's road to Mandalay, "where the silence
'ung that 'eavy you was an afraid to speak."
changes in the weather.
Now I don't like to look a gift horse in the The mind withdraws into itself like the head of
mouth, but so far as I have been able to judge, a turtle. Thoughts become philosophic, self-searchthis barometer is scarcely more reliable as a ing, melancholy. One is tempted to abandon oneprophet than the weather predictions in the self to a sadness that is almost a pleasure. Then
morning paper. In so far as the cloudy portion perhaps the sun breaks through the fog and the
usually hovers around the spot marked "change" world and we suddenly awaken to life.
With November there come more of the
it is reasonably correct, but unfortunately it
toward
rise
to
days, and throughout the winter we must
cloudy
tendency
shows a marked
"stormy" on pleasant days and to drop toward expect a minimum of sunshine here in New Eng"fair" when storms are brewing. Maybe the land. Though I love a snowstorm and think there
thing is marked wrong. It happens to be raining is nothing so invigorating as a bright, crisp,
as I write this, and has been drizzling all day, sunny winter's day, I find the dull, rainy ones
and the barometer is well down toward "fair." depressing. Then is when one needs a crackling
Perhaps it is a long-distance prophet and is O pen fire and a good book or lively companiontrying to tell me that the weather will clear ship. "For it's always fair weather when good
day after tomorrow, when the barometer, rising fellows get together," and the human spirit
toward "stormy," will give a hint of the weather should be able to rise above the rule of the
barometer.
next week.
Barometers have always interested me. Old§ § §
fashioned homes still have on their mantel
Where doctors disagree, what shall we poor
shelves those quaint barometers of Swiss origin laymen do? Here comes another out-of-town'
in the form of a little cottage with two door- reader of the Record to take issue with W. R.
ways. When fair weather is indicated the figure Brown and the Oxford Dictionary on the subject
of a woman appears as though to take a look of the "tinker's dam" phrase.
at the sky. If a storm is impending she withSaugus. Mass.
draws and the little man steps forth. It has Dear Sir:—
always seemed to me a pity that they couldn't
In reference to the origin of the well used
both come out together and enjoy the fine phrase„ tinker's dam," I beg to differ with Mr.
weather, but I suppose married lifa is often like Brown. When I read it in the Record today I rethat.
called an argument we had in the army, and to
The human organism is no less susceptible verify my memory of the original source of the
to atmospheric changes if we will give heed to phrase I checked by my "Lincoln Library" as
its message. The bees and certain animals are follows:
depended upon in some places to foretell the
"Tinker's Dam. A little mound of soft clay
weather. Their nerves are sensitive to changes in or dough placed around a leak or joint that a
air pressure. The old man trusts to twinges of plumber is about to mend, in order to retain the
rheumatism to forecast rain, and some people claim melted solder until it cools. After the clay has
to have very intelligent corns. But the healthy served its purpose, it is thrown away, as it
human nervous system is also responsive. Dull, cannot be used the second time. Hence the prodamp weather, particularly if protracted, makes verbial worthlessness of 'a tinker's dam.' The
us blue; a clear, dry atmosphere and sunshine latter word, however, through perversity of misgive us pep and a sense of vigor and well being, understanding is often spelled 'damn' to the
and we are unaccountably happy.
detriment of the tinker's reputation."
The mind responds also in more subtle ways.
Joseph F. O'Connor.
frost
On fine autumn mornings when the hoar
you may remember.
The
Oxford
Dictionary,
bright to
is on the grass and the sun comes up
conjecture."
"an
calls
this
but
baseless
ingenious
exhilaration
dispell the mist there is an active
I fancy we'll have to let the lexicographers fight
are
Ideas
in the air. The mind tends to expand.
wide. A it out among themselves.
stimulated and the intellect ranges
draughts of
§ § §
sense of power comes with the deep
killed the
Since our readers seem to be interested in
have
clear air. The frost seems to
the autumn this sort of thing, here are a few more common
microbes of gloom. The beauty of
a positive phrases as elucidated by Brewer.
exerts
skies
blue
the
and
landscape
and
expand
Hobson's choice. meaninw no choice at all—
life,
love
influence. We smile and
air.
the
build castles in

ø)0-4440t icr•-(1?"
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SOLONS FEAR CURLEY
1936 SPENDING SP RE E
Ready to Block
New Acts
STATE HOUSE, Boston, Nov.
20—Uneasy lie the heads of legislators awaiting definite indication
of the type of program Governor
James M. Curley will recommend
on Jan. 1.
Throughout the state, solons are
more than a little perturbed over
the character of the Governor's
forthcoming proposals.
There is a wide difference of
opinion as to which course he will
follow.
Fear New Tussle
'
Several Republican legislators,
as well as many Democratic members of the General Court look
with considerable fear on another
"work and wages" tussle, largely
because of the failure of the 1935
harpromises to reap anticipated
..
vests.
Representative Charles H. Cooke
of Athol who opposed the bond issue will find his c011eagues supporting him should another such
program be recommended for the
1936 sitting.
The bond issue expenditure has
served somewhat as a boomerang
for the political manipulators and
some concern is expressed lest
Governor Curley submit a similar
project for the purpose of handing out more jobs to aid in the
forthcoming test of the New Deal
and Curleyism.
See Bond Issue
As to the bond issue for build

i

me of institutions, defeated in
1935, political observers in the
Democratic party who are close to
the Governor (on their own say
so) feel that a similar project may
be brought out of the files.
Republicans in both branches
appear to have become a little
shaky at the political trends in
district where special elections
have been held.
The pliable lgislature which
Governor Curley held all during
the past year, may become unwieldly and cause him considerable trouble should he attempt to
jam through a program similar to
that adopted in his first session.
In January of 1935 when it became apparent to farseeing politicos that the Governor would be
forced to resort to a bond issue in
order to meet the financial obligations of his spending program,
both Republican aria Democratic
member: lailceti with much favor

•

on the plan as a fneans of providing work and wages on government projects for their constituents.
Solons Harrassed
The stagger nlan has reacted
unfavorably for legislators fortunate enough'to get some jobs. Constituents now given work are bitter—those who worked two or
three weeks and then laid off are
more critical than those not given
any work at all, the sum total being that the average legislator is
willing to scrap th whole thing
rather than continue his harrassed life.
That Governor Curley will not
find the legislature as acquiescent
in 1936 as it was in 1935 appears
certain at present, although there
is no assurance that after a heart
to heart talk with the Governor
some members now appearing determined to block his plans, cannot be noted in a swing into line
again shouting louder and louder
the praises of the Chief Executive.
Seeks Nomination
Whether the program to be offered in January is a greater
spending regime for the 1935-36
legislature, or a reduction in pub's
lie works on the basis of political
talk that private industry is absorbing unemployment, one thing
appears certain.
The public will be appeased in
the best political manner known
to the present administration. Solons will be held in line with honeyed words and catch phrases, but
above all insurance of a pro-Curley pre-primary convention will be
the net result of the January first
! message by His Excellency.
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By WALTER A. DYER
Gray days are for introspection. Now and
I then come dull mornings in the'fall when the
On my last birthday a person near and dear mist hangs like a curtain over the land, heavy
to me presented me with a new thermometer to , and all-embracing. There is a breathless, apprehang outdoors. It carries, with it a barometer— hensive quality in the air. The voices of birds and
one of those fascinating glass tubes of liquid, I insects have been stilled. One is reminded of
the cloudy portion of which rises and falls with Kipling's road to Mandalay, "where the silence
changes in the weather.
'ung that 'eavy you was arf afraid to speak."
Now I don't like to look a gift horse in the The mind withdraws into itself like the head of
mouth, but so far as I have been able to judge, a turtle. Thoughts become philosophic, self-searchthis barometer is scarcely more reliable as a ing, melancholy. One is tempted to abandon oneprophet than the weather predictions in the self to a sadness that is almost a pleasure. Then
morning paper. In so far as the cloudy portion perhaps the sun breaks through the fog and the
usually hovers around the spot marked "change" world and we suddenly awaken to life.
With November there come more of the
it is reasonably correct, but unfortunately it
shows a marked tendency to rise toward cloudy days, and throughout the winter we must
"stormy" on pleasant days and to drop toward expect a minimum of sunshine here in New Eng"fair" when storms are brewing. Maybe the land. Though I love a snowstorm and think there
thing is marked wrong. It happens to be raining is nothing so invigorating as a bright, crisp,
as I write this, and has been drizzling all day, sunny winter's day, I find the dull, rainy ones
and the barometer is well down toward "fair." depressing. Then is when one needs a crackling
Perhaps it is a long-distance prophet and is open fire and a good book or lively companiontrying to tell me that the weather will clear ship. "For it's always fair weather when good
day after tomorrow, when the barometer, rising fellows get together," and the human spirit
toward "stormy," will give a hint of the weather should be able to rise above the rule of the
barometer.
next week.
Barometers have always interested me. Old§ § §
fashioned homes still have on their mantel
Where doctors disagree, what shall we poor
shelves those quaint barometers of Swiss origin laymen do? Here comes another out-of-town'
in the form of a little cottage with two door- reader of the Record to take issue with W. R.
ways. When fair weather is indicated the figure Brown and the Oxford Dictionary on the subject
of a woman appears as though to take a look of the "tinker's dam" phrase.
at the sky. If a storm is impending she withSaugus, Mass.
draws and the little man steps forth. It has Dear Sir:—
always seemed to me a pity that they couldn't
In reference to the origin of the well used
both come out together and enjoy the fine phrase„ tinker's dam," I beg to differ with Mr.
weather, but I suppose married life is often like Brown. When I read it in the Record today I rethat.
called an argument we had in the army, and to
The human organism is no less susceptible verify my memory of the original source of the
to atmospheric changes if we will give heed to phrase I checked by my "Lincoln Library" as
its message. The bees and certain animals are follows:
depended upon in some places to foretell the
"Tinker's Dam. A little mound of soft clay
weather. Their nerves are sensitive to changes in or dough placed around a leak or joint that a
air pressure. The old man trusts to twinges of plumber is about to mend, in order to retain the
rheumatism to forecast rain, and some people claim melted solder until it cools. After the clay has
to have very intelligent corns. But the healthy served its purpose, it is thrown away, as it
human nervous system is also responsive. Dull, cannot be used the second time. Hence the prodamp weather, particularly if protracted, makes verbial worthlessness of 'a tinker's dam.' The
us blue; a clear, dry atmosphere and sunshine latter word, however, through perversity of misg've us pep and a sense of vigor and well being, understanding is often spelled 'damn' to the
and we are unaccountably happy.
detriment of the tinker's reputation."
The mind responds also in more subtle ways.
Joseph F. O'Connor.
On fine autumn mornings when the hoar frost
The Oxford Dictionary, you may remember,
is on the grass and the sun comes up bright to calls this "an
ingenious but baseless conjecture."
exhilaration
active
dispell the mist there is an
we'll
have
fancy
to let the lexicographers fight
are
in the air. The mind tends to expand. Ideas
it out among themselves.
A
wide.
ranges
stimulated and the intellect
of
§ § §
sense of power comes with the deep draughts
the
Since our readers seem to be interested in
clear air. The frost seems to have killed
autumn this sort of thing, here are a few more common
microbes of gloom. The beauty of the
positive
a
phrases as elucidated by Brewer.
exerts
skies
blue
the
landscape and
expand and
Hobson's choice. meaning no choice at all—
influence. We smile and love life,
air.
build castles in the
t5N)
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this or nothing. Tobias Hobson, says Brewer, was
a carrier and inn-keeper at Cambridge, England,
who erected the handsome conduit there and
settled "seven lays" of pasture ground toward its
maintenance. According to the Spectator (Joseph
Addison), "He kept a stable of forty good cattle,
always ready and fit for traveling; but when a
man came for a horse he was led into the stable,
where there was great choice, but was obliged
to take the horse which stood nearest to the
stable door; so that every customer was alike
well served, and every horse ridden with the
same justice."
To be in somebody's black books, meaning in
disfavor. The original Black Books were complied in the reign of Henry VIII to contain accounts of the scandalous proceedings of the
English monasteries. They were bound in black.
Not a jot or a tittle. Jot is a contracted
form of iota, the smallest letter in the Greek
alphabet. Tittle is an obsolete form of little,
still found in titmouse, tit-bit, and tittle-tattle.
Tit for tat, however, is merely a form of this
for that, possibly from the Dutch, dit vor dat.
Being on tenter-hooks (not tender-hooks, as
some say), meaning filled with anxiety, apprehension, impatience or curiosity. The phrase is
understandable when one knows the derivation
of the word from the Latin tentus, meaning
stretched. A tent is a stretched piece of canvas.
Cloth, after being woven, is stretched or tentered on hooks passed through the selvages.
When a vehicle or a project starts off it is
often said to be under way, but that is not the
correct phrase. It should be under weigh. When
an anchor is raised from its moorings it is, in
nautical language, weighed. Then the vessel gets
under weigh.
I fancy that's enough for one dose. One
reader has asked me for the origin of the phrase
"more holy than righteous," but Brewer throws
no light on that.
§ § §
I see they're talking of starting a Townsend Club in Amherst. While no doubt there will
be a few people here who will be lured by the
hope of getting $200 a month for nothing, I
don't believe that Amherst is the sort of town
in which this visionary scheme will make much
headway.
There are at least two cogent reasons why
it is unworkable. In the first place, where is the
money coming from? The proponents of the
plan assert that all that is needed is a few millions to start it off, and that after the first
month or two the fund will start to rotate automatically. Th43 statement is not backed up by
any facts and is basically unsound and unimpressive. The spending of this money is expected
to increase the sale of commodities to such an
extent that a tax on increased sales will furnish ample means for carrying on. It looks to
me like the old fatuous dream of perpetual motion. Personally, I haven't the slightest belief in
it.
In the second place, how can the plan be
administered without setting up vast machinery?
Who will manage it? How many agents in each
- community will be required to see that the money
is spent according to contract? How is this
army of agents to be paid, and what will it
cost? Where will that money come from? And
what a beautiful chance for graft!

These are questions that I have never seen satisfactorilly answered. Think them over before
you follow this will-o'-the-wisp.
§ § §
As I have remarked before, this is not a
political column. For one thing, I am not a party
man and never have been. I have voted for
Democrats, Republicans, Socialists, and Prohibitionists. But I have no hesitancy in offering my
present opinion that it is high time that we got
rid of Cuaeyism in Massachusetts; that the best
way to do tra is to become a Republican in the
next election; and that the man best qualified
to represent the common sense of western Massachusetts is John W. Haigis of Greenfield. Let's
all go to the primaries and take no chances.
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ADVISES FULL PARDON
A MAINE WOMAN
( FOR --Boston, Nov. 20. (R)—A full pardon
for a Kezar Falls, Maine, woman and

six pardons under parole conditions
were recommended to the Jxecutive
council by Gov. JagrA.ALCurley today.
Jessie Chapman, 40, a foi•mer Lynn
woman, released in 1930 on perole from
a life sentence, was recommended for a
full pardon, Governor Curley said, because it appears that she is living a
God fearing, simple existence with her
husband.
Mrs. Chapman served part of a life
term for the killing of a woman during
a quarrel.
The otner six elected for pardons
were male inroates from the state prison.
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The State's Courteous Tea
chers.
HEY spoke for 21,000 teac
hers in the public schools
of Massachusetts, the six officers of
the State federation who
received by Gov. Curley at
were
his home two nights ago,
spoke with dig-Cation, tact
and good manners. It's a and
their high standards are not
pity
more general. Their erra
do with the appointment of
nd
had
to
a
cally to tender the governor commissioner of education; specifia
tion, asserting: "Dr. Payson resolution adopted by the federaSmith has faithfully and
served the schools . •. has brou
effic
ght the highest professional iently
nition not only within the
recogState but throughout the
nation."
No demands supplemented
their high estimate of an educ
who has "ven this com
ator
monwealth his best for 18
years. There
was courteous recognition
of the fact that the choice
of the commissioner is the governor's
prerogative and responsibility.
"We feel that you, as gove
teachers' spokeswoman said. rnor, will do whatever is best," the
Unless Mr. Curley is all his
political enemies say he is,
he isn't, having his share
which
of the better qualities, the
gentle tribute to Dr. Pays
teac
hers'
on Smith will have more
weight with
the governor than pressure
in Dr. Smith's behalf from
fluential quarters.
more in-
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CURLEY STARTS
JOBS SHAKE-UP
BOSTON, Nov. 20.—(Up)—A predicted shake-up on Beacon Hill began to-day as Gov. James M. Curley appointed Walter V. McCarthy
State commissioner of public welfare and James T. Moriarty State
commissioner of labor and industries.
McCarthy will succeed Richard K.
Connant, whose term expires Dec. 1,
and Moriarty will take the place of
the late DeWitt DeWolf, who died
last week, if the appointments are
centirmed by the executive council.

Biddeford, Me.

NOV 20 1935
GET EDUCATION
CURLEY URGES
Boston, 118r 20.—(AP)—In a
birthday message to the young
folks, Gov. James M. Curley of
Massachusetts today urged them
to absorb all the education they
could before starting on a vocation.
Governor Curley is ill today. He
has gleaned his own educatipn
from personal observations and
two hours a day with his books.
"Regardless of a youngster's
aim in life," the governor said, ,
"he should base it on a firm educational foundation. Then he is
ready for anything."
The one achievement of a long
political career which brought him
'the most joy was his election as
governor last November, Curley ,
oils!.
,

1

i

NOV 2U 1936

111111Y URGES'
SEVEN PARDONS
BOSTON, Nov. 20.—(UP)—Goy.
ernor Curley to-day reco
to the executive council mmended
sgivinr, pardons under parolThank
e
tions for six inmates of Statecondiprison and a full pardon for a 79-ye
arold woman who was released
in
1930.
Mrs. Jessie Chapman of Kezar
Falls, Me., was paroled Dec. 23, 1930,
She had been serving a life sente
nce
for the murder of a Lynn
woman
during a quarrel over a man.
Other pardon recommendations
were: August Voce, Lynn, sente
May 27, 1930, to 10 to 12 yearsnced
murderous assault; Albert Mercifor
Lawrence. sentenced May 22, 1931,er,
to
10 to 15 years for putting in fear
and
armed robbery in connection with
gasolene station holdup: Willi a
Rolfe, Boston, sentenced Dec. am
18,
1925, to 25 to 30 years for armed robbery; William C. Howard, sentenced!
March 10, 1909, to life imprisonment
for second-degree wife murder at
New Bedford; Sylvester Parham,
Wiricnester. sentenced March 13, 1918,
to life imprisonment for second degree murder, and Harry Harrison, 66,
of Worcester, sentenced Nov. 2, 1931,
to 18 to 20 years for manslaughter.
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ANXIOUSLY AWAIT
PROGRAM TO BE
TAKEN BY CURLEY
Governor Will Make His
- Recommendations On
January 1
By ARTHUR W. WOODMAN
Times Staff Correspondent

average legistatOr
Lotal being that the
whole thing
is willing to scrap the
harrassed
rattier than continue his
Life.
find
That Governor Curley will not 1930
in
the legislature as acquiescent
at
certain
as it was in 1935 appears
assurpresent, although there is no
heart talk
ance that after a heart to members
with the Governor some
block
now apnearing determined to swing
in a
his plans, cannot be noted louder and
into line again shoutiqg
Execulouder the praises of the Chief
tive.
Whether the program to be offered
spending rein January is a greater
or a
gime for the 1935-36 legislature, the
reduction in public works on inbasis of political talk that private
dustry is absorbing unemployment,
one thing appears certain.
the
The public will be appeased in the
to
best political manner known
will
present administration. Solonswords
be held in line with honeyed all inand catch phrases, but above
pre-primary
surance of a pro-Curley
of
convention will be the net resultExHis
the January first message by
celjency.

STATE HOUSE, Boston, Nov. 20—
Uneasy lies the heads of legislators
awaiting definite indication of the '
type of program Governor James
M.
Curley will recommend on January
first.
Throughout the State solons are
more than just a bit perturbed over
the character of the Governor's forthcoming proposals.
There Is a wide difference of opinion as to just which course he will
follow. •
Several Republican legislators, as
well as many Democratic memners
the General Court look with considerable fear on another "work and
wages" tussle, largely because or the
failure of the 1935 promises to reap
anticipated harvests.
Representatives Frank L. Floyd
Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., John C. Wllson, who opposed the bond issue wil)
rind their colleagues supporting them
should another such program be rec=mended for the 1936 sitting.
The bond issue expenditure has
;erved somewhat as a boomerang for
he political manipulators and some
;oncern is expressed lest Governor
:lurley submits a similar project for
he purpose of handing out more
obs to aid in the forthcoming test
)1'. the New Deal and Curleyism.
As to the bond issue for building
if institutions, defeated in 1935,
some political observers in the DemoI•ratic party who are close to the
Governor (on their own say so) feel
that a similar project may be brought
)ut of the Inca.
Republicans in both branches appear to have become a bit shaky at
the political trends in districts where
special elections have been held.
The pliable legislature which Governor Curley held all during the past
year, may become unweildy and cause
him considerable trouble should he
attempt to jam througl). a program
similar to that adopted in his first
session.
In January of 1935 when it became
apparent to farseeing politicos that
the Governor would be forced to resort to a bond issue in order to meet
the financial obligations of his spending program, both Republican and
Democratic members looked with
much favor on the plan as a means
of providing work and wages on government projects for their constituents.
The stagger plan has reacted favorably for legislators fortunate enough
to get some jobs. Constituents now
given work are bitter — those who
worked two or three weeks and then
laid off are more critical than those
not given any work at all, the sum
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I TRANSPORTATION
KIWANIS TOPIC'
Judge Walsworth at
I Thursday Luncheon
Judge Roscoe Walsworth, trustee of
the Boston Metropolitan Transportation District, will be a guest and
speaker at the weekly noon luncheon
and meeting of the Kiwanis Club
tomorrow in Elks' hall.
Long an advocate of the purchase
of the Chelsea Division of the Eastern Mass. St. Railway by the Boston Elevated Railway, the former Revere mayor 'will discuss the benefits
to be derived by Revere and Chelsea citizens should the sale now
pending materialize.
The Judge has been identified with
transportation problems for many
years and only recently was reappointed trustee of the Metropolitan
District by Gov. James M Curley.
Dr. Martin T. Ford, service club
president, will preside and introduce
the speaker.
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'all River Men To Work
On Bourne Guard Camp

1

(Special to The Herald Newel
Nov. 20
STATE HOUSE, Boston,
this
—Governtrjey announced
conat work on the
afternoon
National
struction of the new
Cape Cod,
Guard camp at Bourne,
10 days. Ern.
would start in about
about six
ployment of 500 men for
, he demonths will be provided
those being
clared. In addition to
a number of
, taken from the towns employment
men will be given
and New Bedford.
'from Fall River
I
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Republicans Laud Drive
Against Cote and Baker
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Governor Names Moriarty
As Labor Commissionet
(1Ns)—Nominationof James T. Moriarty, for
BOSTON, Nov. 20
h of American Federation of Labor
mer head of the State branc
ssioner was forwarded to the Ex
commi
to be labor and industries Gov. James M. Curley. William V
ecutive Council today bypublic welfare commissionor
McCarthy was nominated
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BOSTOIN, Nov. 20, (UP)—Governor Curley today recommended to
he Executive Council Thanksgiving pardons under parole eonditiona
for six inmates of State prison and
a full pardon for a 70-year-old woman who was released in 1930.
Mrs. Jessie Chapman- of Kezar
Falls, Me., was paroled Dec. 23, 1930.
She had been serving a life sentence for the murder of a Lynn
woman during a quarrel over a
man. The governor said that it
appeared she was "leading a Godfearing, simple existence with her
husband," and he wished her "to
,end her days fully pardoned for her
'offense against society."
Other pardon recommendations
were: August Voce, Lynn, senftenced May 27, 1930, to 10 to 12
years for muderous assault; Albert
Mercier, Lawrence, sentenced May
22, 1931, to 10 to 15 years for putting in fear and armed robbery in
connection with a gasoline station
holdup; William Rolfe, Boston, sentenced Dec. 18, 1925. to 25 to 30
years for armed robbery; William
C.7. Howard, sentenced March 10,
1909, to life imprisonment for see1nd-degree wife-murder at New
Bedford; Sylvester Parham, Win.
theater, sentenced March 13, 1018.
.0 life imprisonment for second-de..
free murder; and Harry Harrison,
II of Worcester, sentenced Nov. 2,
931, to 18 to 20 years for manlaughter.

1

I
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Gov. Curley Appeints
IVICrarthy, Moriarty
To Important Posts
BOSTON, Nov. 20 ('P)—A predicted shakeup on Beacon Hill bean today as Gov. James M. Curley
appointed Walter V. McCarthy
state commissioner of public welfare and James T. Moriarty state
commissioner of labor and industries.
McCarthy will succeed Richard
K. Conant, whose term expires
Dec. 1, and Moriarty will take the
place of the late Dewitt Dewolf,
who died last week, if the appointments are confirmed by the executive council,
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LUNENBURG
The arts and crafts class of the
Lunenburg Woman's club met at the
home of Mrs. Loren Kenney on
day
Massachusetts avenue yester
et
afternoon. Lessons in chain filltwere continued. Knitting, croche
ing and cut work are being done by
t
;several of the members. The nex
imeeting will be held Dec. 10 at the
home of Miss Mabel Eaton on
Massachusetts avenue.
The Lunenburg Teachers' association sent a telegram last night to
Gov. James M. Curley expressing
the unanimairriope that he would
reappoint Payson Smith as state
Arl
commissioner of education.
Lunenburg teachers have taken the
teachers' oath.
Sally Biggtine, state chairman for
girls' basketball affiliations, will attend a demonstration game in the
high school tomorrow at 2.30 p. m.
between the Ayer Girls and the
Lunenburg Girls' teams. The object
is to demonstrate correct officiating
and interpretation of the rules of the
game. Invitations have been extended to school principals and
coaches and members of girls' teams
in surrounding towns to attend; also
to officials who will be at league
games this year. No admittance fee
will be charged.
At the meeting of Lunenburg
Grange tonight at 8 o'clock Rev.
Donald Fraser, minister of the Congregational church, will be the
speaker and there will be a musical
program. The roll call will be on
"What Is There to Be Thankful
For?"
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OTHERS' VIEWS
WRITING FOR HAIGIS
(Greenfield Recorder-Gazette)
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YOU MIGHT!
(Springfield Union)
With Dick Grant going to the Public Utilitlei
Commission at $7000 a year and J. Arthur Baker
gettng an appointment to the Superior Court bench
at a good salary, you might say thetCJI,....ley administration is getting pretty well straightened out.
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CONANT OUSTED
B 0 S T 0 N—(AP)—A predicted
hakeup on Beacon Hill began today
las Governor James M. Curley apinted,Valter V. McCarthy state
commissioner of public welfare and
James T. Moriarty state conunissioner of labor and industry.
McCarthy will succeed Richard K.
Conant whose term expires Dec. 1
and Moriarty will take the place of
DeWitt DeWolf who died last week,
if the appointments are confirmed
by the executive council.
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Late Bulletins
PARDONS ELDERLY WOMAN
BOSTON, (AP)— A full pardon
for a Lynn woman and six pardons
under parole conditions were recommended to the executive council
by Gov. Curley today. Jessie Chapman, 70 'Pear old Lynn woman released in 1930 on parole from a life
sentence, was recommended for a
full pardon by Gov. Curley. Among
the other six are Harry Harrison,
66, of Worcester, sentenced in 1930
to an 18-20 years term for killing
a man in a

11.411.10lA
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FEAR ANOTHER
CURLEY WORK AND
, WAGES TUSSLE
Legislators Look Ahead with Fear, Because of Failure To Reap Anticipated
Harvests from Big Fund
Constituents Bitter.
The stagger plan has reacted unfavorably for legislators fortunate
enough to get some jobs. Constituents
now given work are bitter—those who
worked two or three weeks and then
laid off are more critical than those
not given any work at all, the sum
total being that the average legislato scrap the whole thing
Throughout the state solons are tor is willing
d
more than just a bit perturbed over rather than continue his harasse
,
the character of the governor's life.
That Governor Curley will not find
forthcoming proposals.
as acquiescent in 1936
There is a wide difference of opin- the legislature1935
appears certain at
ion as to just what course he will as it was in
h there is no assur,
althoug
present
follow.
heart-to-heart
; Several Republican legislators, as ance that after a or
some memwell as many Democratic members talk with the Govern
ined to
of the General Court look with con- bers now appearing determ
be
noted in a
cannot
siderable fear on another "work and block his plans,
shouting louder
wages' tussle, largely because of the swing into line again
of the chief
failure of the 1935 promises to reap and louder the praises
executive.
anticipated harvests.
be offered
to
Whether the program
Will Find Lots Support.
in January is a greater spending
Representatives Frederick H. Tarr, regime for the 1935-36 legislature, or
Jr., and Frank L. Floyd who opposed a reduction in public works on the
the bond issue will find their col- basis of political talk that private insupporting them should dustry is absorbing unemployment,
leagues
another such program be recom- • one thing appears certain.
mended for the 1936 sitting.
• The public will be appeased in the
The bond issue expenditure has best political manner known to the
for
ang
boomer
a
served somewhat of
present administration. Solons will be
the political manipulators and some held in line with honeyed words and
concern is expressed lest Governor catch phrases, but above all insurCurley submit a similar project for ance of a pro-Curley pre-primary
the purpose of handing out more convention will be the net result of
jobs to aid in the forthcoming test the January first message by His Excellency.
of the New Deal and Curleyism.
As to the bond issue for buildind
of institutions, defeated in 1935,
some political observers in the Democratic party who are close to the Governor (on their own say so) feel that
a similar project may be brought out
of the files.
Republicans in both branches appear to have become a bit shaky at
the political trends in districts where
special elections have been held.
The pliable legislature which Govpast
ernor Curley held all during thecaus(
year may become unwieldy and
in
him considerable trouble should
m
a
h
progra
throug
jam
attempt to
similar to that adopted in his first
session.
In January of 1935 when it became
lricteicdostothrea_t
-stledinbge
reonvertnoorfawro
gaG
mot to a bond issue in order to meet
the financial obligations of his
spending program, both Republican
and Democratic members looked with
much favor on the plan as a means
wages on
of providing work and
government projects for their constituents.
(Special to the Times).
State House, Boston, November 20.
—Uneasy lies the head of legislators
awaiting definite indication of the
type of program Governor James M.
Curley will recommend on January
1st.
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Miss Hewes Named
ToAdvisoryCouncil
On Gimpens at i o P.
BOSTON, Nov. 20—Dr. A. Lawirence
Lowell, president-emeritus of

81
Harvard University, who will be cf
next month, was named chairman
unemploymcnt
non-salaried
the
y
compensation commission advise:
council by Governor Curley today.
PoliThe ter mis foirn-x years.
dtically, Dr. Lowell is an indepen

, ent.
Other appointments to the council
were;
Representatives of Public: Miss
Amy Hewes (Ind.), professor of economics, Mt. Holyoke College (fon'
years); Philip J. Philpbin (D), Harvard attorney (two years).
Representatives of employers; Edward J. Frost (R), vice president
William Filene's Sons Co., Bost n
(six years); Frank D. Comerford
(ID), president Edison Electric Illuminating Co., Boston (four years);
Albert N. Murray (R), president associated industries of Massachusetts,
(two years).
Representatives of employes; John
F. Gatelee (R), president Massachusetts Federation of Labor, (six
years); Miss Mary V. Murphy (D),
treasurer Central Labor Union of
Boston, (four years): Archie Gillis
(D), organizer United Association
Plumbersand Steamfitters, (two
years)
I. ranscript
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Governor Curley,61
Today, Dectares He
Never Felt Better
BOSTON, Nov. 20 — Governor
James M. Curley of Massachusetts
was celebrating his 61st birthday
anniversary today.
"At the age of 61, I find myself
in the most exacting and busy position that I have ever held in all
my life," he said. "If anyone had
ever attempted to tell me in advance that I could at 60 put in so
many hours of hard labor,,so much
intensive energy and so much time
and thought and still survive, I'd
have found it exceedingly difficult
to believe that he was a truthful
person."
"Yet I'm working day and night
FIE never before and it seems to
agree with me. I never felt better
in my life."
The achievement which brought
as
him his greatest joy was election
governor last November, he said,
was
while his worst political defeat
to enthe failure of the legislature
bill to(
act his $4,500,000 bond issue
gs.
buildin
ional
institut
state
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GOV. C.URLEY IN BIRTHDAY
MESSAGE TO THE YOUNG
Boston, Nov. 20, (/P)—In a birthday message to the young folks, Gov
James M, Curley of Massachusetts
today urged them to absorb all the
education they could before starting out on a vocation.
Gov. Curley is 61 today. He has
gleaned his own education from
personal observations and two hours
a day with his books.
"Regardless of a youngster's aim
In life," the governor said, 'he
should base it on a firm educational foundation. Then he is read!,
for anything."
The one achievement of a long
political career which brought hirr
the most joy was his election a:
governor last November, Curley said
•
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BEACON HILL SHAKEUP
GETS STARTED TODAY
, Governor Curley Appoints Walter V. McCarthy and James T. Moriarty to State
Boards Memberships
BOSTON, Nov. 20. (ip)—A predict,
ad shakeup on Beacon Hill began
today as Governor James M. Curley appointed Walter V. McCarthy
state commissioner of public welfare and James T. Moriarty state
commissioner of labor and Indus.
tries.
McCarthy will succeed Richard K.
Connant, whose term expires Dec.

Governor Recommends Pardon for
Albert Mercier
STATE HOUSE, BOSTON, Nov.
20--Governor James M. Curley this
afternoon submitted to the executive council for its approval the
recommendation for a pardon of
Albert Mercier of Lawrence, who
was sent to jail May 22, 1931, for ten
to fifteen years for putting in fear
and armed robbery. Mercier was involved in the robbery of a gasoline
station.
The governor submitted seven
pardons in all, most of which were
either serving life or long term sentences.
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LAWRENCE
MAN MAY
BE FREED

1, and Moriarty will take the place
of the late Dewitt De Wolf, who
died last week. if the appointments
are confirmed by the executive
council.

APPOINTMENT OF
MORIARTY SEEN
BOSTON, Nov. 20, (UP)—James
T. Moriarty, Boston labor leader,
will be appointed State Commissioner of Labor and Industries by
Governor Curley.
State House observers predicted
•nlat his appointment would be confirmed at tomorrow's Executive
council session under suspension
of the rules.
Moriarty, who would succeed the
late De Witt Clinton De WW1, was
offered the position by the Governor personally last night and accepted. Moriarty has been ill with
a heart ailment for several weeks.
and Governor Curley went to his
home.
Onetime President of the Boston
Central Labor Union. Moriarty
served on the Boston City Council.
the Boston School Building Commission, and the NRA. Compliance
'Council. He was once Acting Mayor of Boston.

case is incurable.

SPVEPNOP eliRtEY'S
BIRTHDAY MESSOGE

-BOSTON, Nov. 20 (,P)--In t
birthday message to the young
folks. Governor James M. Curle
f Massachusetts. today urged
1:
them to absorb all the education
they could, before starting out on
vocation.
Governor Curley Is 61 today. He
has gleaned his own education from
personal observation and two hours
a day with his hooks.
"Regardless of a o u ngster's aim
in life," the governor said, "lie
should base it on a firm educational foundation. Then he is ready
for anything."
The one achievement of a long
political career which brought him
the most joy was his election as
governor last November, Curley
said.
His worst failure in politics, he
added, was the (Weal by the recent
legislature of his 54.500.000 bond
issue hill for the construction of
public buildings.
He drove from his home in the
Jamaica Plain district of Boston
to the Slate House as usual today
and planned to attend an important
Executive Council meeting later.
There was a birthday party at
Us home on the program for tolight.

I
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ILlkjAN ABOUT TOWN]

BY THE MAN HIMSELF
The mere fact that Got,,Guriey has
ample
variety of
aiggested appointing as head of the Landers have
weather and that people in this part ,
:ducational system of the state, a of
the country are in no danger of ,
nen who once advised his class at experie
ncing monotony under at- '
rech to be "snobs" probably will not
mosphe
ric conditions.
ielp the governor if he is again a
•
•
•
•
:andidate for office. The "Be a snob"
I noticed that the city council last
natter will probably be heard from week passed
order,
an
on a petition
again.
from some of the residents at Castle'
•
•
•
•
Hill, naming the Castle Hill playI read the other day that there is ground "St.
Ane's Athletic field." I
no real ground for that taboo against couldn't help
aysters in the months without an if any, "politi wondering what part,
411" which are May, June, July and oil's action, cs" played in the counaugust. Today people have the ad- this move in view of the fact that
was made on the eve of ;
7antages of quick transportation and the municipal
election.
proper handling of the oysters to
"Castle hill" has been a historic
prevent infection. Naturally if the land-mark in
the city practically
bivalves are left hanging around
in since its settlement and to eliminate '
the sun, their condition is not im- that name is, to say
the deast mighty
proved. Personally I have never hes- poor judgem
ent.
Rated about eating oysters in the
Then too, where is there any apsummer. If the place you eat in is propriate
all right, the chances are that what the name significance in attaching
of any religious saint with I
you eat there will not bother you.
an athletic field? In fact it seems
•
•
•
•
•
to me to border on the sacreligious.
I understand that a local man has No, f have
religious prejudice in
purchased a 150-foot boat which was the matter no
whatever, but certainly
formerly used as a government the
preservation of our historic
"lightship" and more recently by the names and
locations should be a
Gloucester Sea Scouts. The craft, part of
every
now deemed unseaworthy, will be This course city government action.
has been followed closely
scrapped by the new owner, who ex- by the
park commission, under
pects to find varied uses for much of jurisdi
ction, by the way, this Castle
, the equipment, such as boilers, fix- Hill
playground has not been placed
tures, brass and steel. The boat, as
yet. It is a city-owned and city.
which was towed to Salem from the develop
ed project to benefit the clanFish City, now lies mired off lower dren of
Castle Hill, regardless of
Derby street.
nationa
lity,
sect and creed.
•
•
•
•
•
The ship-to-shore mail' service
It is interesting how some men
from the steamers Bremen and Eu- chart
their lives when they reach
rope. has been discontinued, the fed- maturi
eral government announces. No rea- course ty and then follow a straight
for the rest of their existence.
son has been given for this move. This applies
to the older generation
The catapult flight from those more than
the present, for the young
steamers formerly took place while
men of today have too much on
the liners were about 200 miles from, their minds
New York on the west-bound voyages, movies, etc., such as automobiles,
than the young man of
This meant that the planes brought a half century
ago, who had to make
European mail to the United States his
own fun. In the old days it was
one day quicker than normal land- an easy
matter to form habits and
ing.
bobbies such as having their hair
•
•
•
•
•
cut in a style all their own; wearing
A number of motorists have trouble a certain
style of suit, a watch
when their car heaters cause a vapor charm or stick
pins in their neckties.
to form on the interior of wind- These
styles went out with ;men's
shields. A Salem driver says he has button
and
high
cut shoes. I met a
found a practical way to overcome
gentleman of the old school a few
this by applying glycerine on the in- days
ago,
who
still
wears a heavy
side of the glass. The idea was tried gold watch
out last Sunday, during the storm, toned watch chain, and an old-fashwhich his father owned
all the way to and from Worcester. and he
That was a real test so the suggestion pon in also sported a diamond stickhis
cravet.
The latter atought to be a good one for any ye- tracted
my attention for the pin was
hide owner.
in the design of a rosette and
•
•
•
•
•
with a.
cluster of small diamonds set
around
Residents along the local water- the
edges. This gentleman was
in
front and autoists who had courage the middle
'70's and he informed me
enough to take shore routes last that
he hadn't changed his mode of
Sunday had a chance during the late
afternoon to observe some very heavy living, or his style of dressing in the
past half century, all of
which
surf with the high tide that accom- if
one develops a hobby in his proves
panied the storm. It was another iiyoung
days,
he
is
apt
to follow it through
lustration of the fact that New Pea_ me,
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CURLEY WARNS
--OF SOLICITORS
BOSTON, Nov. 20 (IT)—Governor Curley is a statement warned
Massachusetts residents
against
certain solicitors who have
been
flagrantly employing the names
of
various state officials as a means
toward attaining their ends."
"It has come to my attention"ithe
Governor said, "that certain
individuals engaged in soliciting contributions for various purposes have
been flagrantly employing
the
names of various state officials as a
means toward attaining their ends.
"In one ease a person representing
himself as an agent of the Disabled
American Veterans of the World
War has been attempting to
obtain money from liquor
dealers,
who were told that an official
of
tho State Alcoholic Beverages Control Board was • interested in the
,
solicitation. In another case a man
identifying himself as 'iCommis- ,
sioner" Michael J. Burke
has approached Greater Boston busine
ss
firms ,asking them to purcha
se.
tickets to a charity ball sponso
red
by Division 52 of the Rncien
t Order
of Hiberniane and fruden
tly representing the Governor as
an interested party. Thia man
has also
called Boston Insurance compan
ies
on the telephone with the
same
purpose in view and
represented
hintaelf as Commissioner Decell
es
of the State Insurance
Department.
I arri informed that Presid
ent John
Bowen of Division 52 of the
Bibernlans ham given no one permission to conduct such operations.
"It should be clearly understo
that such use of the nams of
any
a
officcIal in the employ of the state is
wholly unauthorized and is wilful
mierepsentation
af the
truth.
Anyone who is approached in this
manner should report that inciden
t
In all particulars to the local or
State Police in order that those responsible may be aepreended."

EAGLE
Lawrence, Mass.
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ASKS MEV' PROFESSION
, TO HANE HOUSE CLEANING
Judge Pinanski Declares Expert Testimony
in Civil and Criminal Cases Has
Glowing Shortcomings
BOSTON, Nov. 19 (13)--The medical profes.flon was .called upon tonight by Judge Abraham E. Pinanski of the Superior court to rid its
ranks of members who violate
ethics of the profession in their relations with the courts. Judge
Pinanski referred specifically to
medico-legal testimony introduced
in criminal cases.
The jurist told the annual conference of the Massachusetts Board
of Probatiork_that t.".1eas td111% is a
"house cleaning" in the medical
profession, "psychiatry in the administration of criminal law will
very soon and suddenly lose caste."
"The gains which have been
ma,de, and which were so well
merited, will be swept away almost
over night in the minds of the public," he said, unless this is done.
Judge Pinanski did not mention
by name the case of Abraham Faber
and Murton and Irving Millen,
executed bank bandits and murdt•rers, but he did refer to "a public
specter:le as so recently occurred as
an aftermath of the famous capital
case of last year."
"Massachusetts," he said, "officially recognized the importance
and necessity of mental examination before trial in certain cases by
the passage of the Briggs law in
1921. The importance of psychiatry
in the administration of criminal
law has properly grown upon the
community, but it Is still true that

much nonsense is being uttered
and written concerning the mentality of criminals."
Declaring the legal profession had
taken steps to rid its ranks of
wrong doers, the judge continued:
"Medical and expert medical testimony in civil as well as criminal
cases has its glaring shortcomings,
some of which ought to and can be
eradicated, and those who are
guilty of professional misconduct in
relation thereto ought to be deprived of the honorable title of
physician and the right to practice.
"It is about time the medical
profession took account of stock
and inaugurated a thorough house
cleaning. Those of the psychiatric
specialty had better take heed, for
if they do not purge their own
ranks, then their usefulness, at
least in the administration of the
criminal law, will be quickly obliterated."
Sanford Bates, director of federal
prisons, told the board "the real
forgotten man of the American
penal system is the man in the
county jail, and unfortunately there
are nearly ten times as many of
them who go through the jail
system as enter the penitentiaries
each year."
Bates urged improvement In administration of the country's 3,000
county Jails. He charged the felon
in prison received better treatment
than the man awaiting trial or
serving a short sentence.
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Now °(11935
Gov. Curley Recommends
Pardon for Woman
i
tAP)—The full

/BOSTON, Nov. 20
pardon for a Lynn woman and six
others on parole, were recommended
by Gov. Curley today, to the Council. Jessie Chapman, 70-year-old
Lynn woman, released in 1930 on
,Varole from life, was recommended
I for full pardon. Among the six selected for pardons was Harry Harrison, 66, of Worcester, sentenced in
1931 to an 18-to-20-year term for
kilittig a man in a quarrel.

I

Further Shakeup!
On Beacon Hill
BOSTON, Nov. 20 (AP)—A predicted shake-up on Beacon Hill
, started today as Gov. Curley named
Walter V. McCartlIT-senta commissioner of public welfare, and James
T. Moriarty state commissioner of
'labor and industry. McCarthy succeeds Richard K. Conant, whose
I term expires Dec. 1, and Moriarty
will take the place of DeWitt De
Wolf, who died last week, if the Pppointments are confirmed by the
council.

!
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for appointment expired yesteraay.
The names were certified from the
eligible list of Sept. 5 on a requisition from the commission which !s
seeking to fill six vacancies. Commissioner James M. Hurley, of the
Civil Service commission, has under.
consideration a request from the
Metropolitan District commission,
asking for reinstatement of four former members of its police force, who
were discharged for refusing to do
strike duty during the Boston police
strike in 1919. The commissioner
stated that he believed, that, alBOSTON, Nov. 20—Judge Francis though there had been no request
names,
X. E. Reilley headed a delegation for an extension of certified
one probably would come within a
Historio
Westbor
the
of
members
of
few days. He also said that unless
cal society conferring with Gov. there is a change in the eligible list,
Curley yesterday to see if the state the same list would be certified but
the
would purchase the original model that no action would be taken on
ements until after a conferreinstat
After
gin.
cotton
s
Whitney'
of. Eli
ence with Associate Commissioner
the conference Gov. Curley appoint- Frank A. Bayard, who is away on a
ed Lieut. Gov. Joseph E. Hurley, vacation.
and his secretary, John A. Backus,
funds
As the result of a complaint that
to investigate and see whether
of electric companies had "stepped up"
could be raised for the purchase
volt meters, the governor's advisory
the historic relic.
committee on public utilities conWhitney was a native of Westboro ducted an investigation and had priand the original model of the cotton vate volt meters placed in several
by spots. They reported they could
gin he invented is now owned
Joseph Burdett, of Washington, Ga., find no evidence of any "step-up''
of methods, and also reported that any
and is at present at the farm
Victor Depres, a Westboro cotton - such attempt would be of no adgrower, on the site of the Whitney vantage to a company because the
birthplace. The delegation informed lines are designed to maintain an
the chief executive that the original even voltage.
model . could be bought from Mr.
New 1936 automobile registration
Burdett for $10,000.
plates are being distributed by the
Commissioner of Public Welfare state registrar of motor vehicles' ofWilliam F. Callahan, yesterday ap- fice. The owners who hold the first
proved an additional list of 21 road 100,000 numbers will get their beconstruction projects, none of them fore the end of the present week,
involving an expenditure of more and the first 10 000 were mailed yesthan $5500 of the money that is to terday. The Boston owners have
come from the Governor's bond is- been asigned numbers from 55,001
sue bill passed by the last Legisla- up to 725,000.
ture: The total outlay so far for
Monday the state police were
these projects has been $1,678,251.
again busy in their drive to stop
Yesterday the bids for two large auto speedsters on the Southwest
overpass construction jobs, one in Cut-off, near Worcester, and stopped
Newbury on the Newburyport turn- 25 more cars. Twelve summonses
pike and the other in Weymouth, were issued, one arrest was made
were opened by the department of and four motorists were warned.
public utilities. The lowest bidder No accidents were reported during
for the Newbury job was offered by the day.
M. McDonough Co. of Malden, with
figures of $262,438.20, and the lowMiss Josephine Carmody, of Worest bid for the Weymouth contract cester, is to be appointed chairman
was $94,927.90, made by Bradford of the new hairdressers' board, Gov.
Weston of Hingham. Both of the Curley announced yesterday, at a
projects will eliminate grade cross- salary of $2,000, but he has not yet
ings.
named the other two members. Miss
Carmody is the choice made by Sen.
yet
have
been
ments
appoint
No
John S. Sullivan of Worcester.
made of men as patrolmen in the
police
District
departitan
Metropol
Edmund L. Dewing, district atment. The certification of 10 men torney for Norfolk county, has been
mentioned as a noKible Republican
candidate for the nomination for
lieutenant-governor. He was the
district attorney who prosecuted the
Millens-Faber cases.
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/ Happy Days!

Historical Society Wants
( State to Buy Gin
Model.

GOV. JAMES M. CURLEY
BOSTON, Nov. 20 (INS)—Today was
the 61st birthday of Gov. James M.
Curley and he celebrated by spending
the day at his desk at the state house.
The only manner in which he took
cognizance of the occasion was by
cancelling all engagements for tonight in order that he might remain
at home with his family.
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Cudey to Name 1
McCarthy to Post
BOSTON, Nov. 20, (F.PJ—Governor
Curley announced today he would
submit to the executive council the
nomination of Walter V. McCarthy,
former director of the Boston Public Welfare department, as state
welfare commissioner.
McCarthy would succeed Richard
K. Conant, whose term will expire
The post pays $6000 a
Dec. 1.
AFMCII”.
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I Many Notables to Attend
Installation of Dugan
Payson Smith and State Board of Education
Will Be Present Here
Tomorrow.
Many notables including the members of the State Board of Education and the presidents of all the
State Teachers colleges in Massachusetts and possibly Governor
t.c•le will attend the installation
or7VTAIes J. Dugan as president of
the Lowell State Teachers college
tomorrow afternoon In the college
assembly hall.
The president officer for the afternoon will be Payson Smith, the
commissioner of education for the
state of Massachusetts. Frank W.
Wright, the director of the Divisions of Elementary and Secondary
Education and State Teachers colleges, will speak as well as Zenos
E. Scott. president of the Bridgewater State Teachers college. Vincent M. McCartin will bring the
greetings from the Lowell public
schools. William E. Riley of the
local college will give the regards
from the faculty. Miss Helen Blinkhorn, president of the student council, will bring the greetings from the
students of the school. The subject of Mr. Dugan's address will be
"Education for Tomorrow."
The general program for the afternoon will be as follows;
p. m.
College Assembly HA
Presiding Officer
Payson Smith •
C.ornmissioner of Educatiom
Invocation
Very Rev. Daniel J. Kelleher,
Ph. D., V. F.
St. Peters Church, Lowell
Gluck
Apollo's Temple
In the C'rlmea
Moussorgaky

College ()orchestra
Greetings from Division of Elementary and Secondary Education and
State Teachers Colleges, State Deparent of Education
Frank W. Wright, Director
Teachers Colleges
Zenos E. Scott
President, State Teachers College.
Bridgewater
Lo, a Voice To Heaven Sounding
Bortniansky
Mexican Folk Song
Arr. by Victor Harris
College Glee Club
Greetings from Public Schools
Vincent M. McCartin
Superintendent of Schools, Lowel4
Graduates Association
Anna Grant, President, Cambridge
Saint-Saens
The Swan
At the Brook
Karganoff
Violin obligato by Andronike Mekelatos, Violinist Rosemary
Ridler. Harpist
Greetings from Faculty
William E. Bliley
Instructor, State Teachers College, Lowell
Student Body
Helen Blinkhorn
President of Student Council
Come Again! Sweet Love
Niorely
Though Philomela Lost Her Love
Dowland
Madrigal Group from the College Glee Club
Address, Education for Tomorrow
James Dugan
President, State Teachers College, Lowell
Two Chorales
Bach
Break Forth 0 Beauteous Heavenly
Light
Glory Now To Thee Be Given
College Brass Quartet
Mona
Davison, 14.1la Inc
Liset,
Helen Liater, Eleanor Pflug
The college Hymn
The Faculty and Students
Benedict ion
Rey. Simeon E. Cozad
All Soul's Church. Lowell
Reception in Art Rnnrn of
-
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'CURLEY PARDONS
ELDERLY WOMAN
NOW ON PAROLE
Recommends Thanksgiving Pardons for
Six Men.
BOSTON, Nov. 20 (11.P.).—Governor Curley today recommended to
the Executive Council Thanksgiving
pardons, under parole conditions.
for six inmates of state prison and
a full pardon for a 70-year-old
woman who was released in 1930.
Mrs. Jessie Chapman of Kezar
Falls, Me., was paroled Dec. 23,
1930. She had been serving it life
sentence for the murder of a Lynn
woman during a quarrel over a man.
The governor said that it appeared
she was "leading a God-fearing,
simple existence with her husband,"
and he wished her "to end her days
fully pardoned for her offense
'against society."
Other pardon recommendations
were: August Voce, Lynn, sentenced
May 27, 1930, to 10 to 12 years
for murderous assault; Albert Mercier, Lawrence, sentenced May 22,
1931, to 10 to 15 years for putting
in fear and armed robbery in connection with a gasoline station holdup; William Rolfe, Boston, sentenced Dec. 18. 1925, to 25 to 30
years for armed robbery; William
C. Howard, sentenced March 10,
1909, to life imprisonment for second-degree wife murder at New
Bedford; Sylvester Parham, Winchester, sentenced March 13, 1918,
to life imprisonment for seconddegree murder, and Harry Harrison,
aged 66, of Worcester, sentenced
Nov. 2, 1931, to 18 to 20 years for
manslaughter.
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CURUY ISSUES
'THANKSGIVING
PROCLAMATION
Says the Observance
Serves as Inspiration
in These Times.
BOSTON, Nov. 20 (UM—Governor
Curley today issued a proclamation
designating Nov. 28 for the observance of Thanksgiving day.
The governor pointed to the example of the Pilgrim fathers as
furnishing "an enduring lesson of
the value of faith, fortitude and
fidelity."
"Thanksgiving day, a distinctly
American institution, had its origin
in those trying days of the establishment of the Massachusetts Bay
Colony, when the hearts, the minds,
and the souls of the people had attained a degree of spirituality that
was ever present in the hour of
supreme trial.
The courageous
group of Pilgrims in that first winter at Plymouth was confronted
with lack of food, with extreme
cold, and with the ever present
fear of attack from wild animall
and with the dread of the unknown
that lurked in the forest surround'
ing the settlement. After the?
first harvest, they gave expressiort
of their faith in Almighty God and
to him gave thanks for the shun&
ance of the harvest and for the safe
ending of the trying journey across
the ocean. They were grateful too
for the privilege of worshipping
Almighty God in conformity with
their own belief.
"This first Thanksgiving day may
well serve as an inspiration to present day America, since the most
needy in the land today enjoys the
fruits of his labor in larger measure
than was the lot of these early
settlers. They have given us an
enduring lesson of the value of
faith, fortitude, and fidelity. If
we in America were today animated
by these same sublime qualities,
obstacles which we consider insurmountable would speedily disappear.
"Faith was the cornerstone upon
which was built the Massachusetts
Bay Colony. Love of neighbor was
the cement which bound this structure together, and love of neighbor
should be the basis for the reconstruction today of the economic
structure of America. If we accepted fully that divine commandment, a new day would dawn in the
life of the American people, a day
of general thanksgiving, a day of
happiness in every home. Such a
thanksgiving day is possible if the
people of the nation are animate(l

Curley Works Harder Now
Than Ever in His Life;
Governor of Bay State Is 61 Today—S
ays
sive Labor Seems to Agree IntenWith Him
BOSTON, Nov. 20 (UM—Governor
James M. Curley of Massachusetts
was celebrating his Gist birthday
anniversary today.
"At the age of 61, I find myself
in the most exacting and busy position that I have ever held in all my
life," he said. "If any one had ever
attempted to tell me in advance that
I could at 60 put in so many hours
of hard labor, so much intensive energy and so much time and thought
and still survive, I'd have found it

exceedingly difficult to believe
that
he was a truthful person."
"Yet I'm working day and
night
as never before and it
seems to
agree with me. I never felt
better
In my life."
The achievement which
him his greatest joy was brought
as governor last November, election
he said,
while his worst political
defeat was
the failure of the
legislature to enact his $4,500,000-bond
issue
state institutional hii1r1 so,, bill for
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by the same abiding faith in Almighty God and in their fellowman
that actuated the founders of our
nation. If we are animated by that
faith there must come a recognition of our obligations to our fellowman and his right to employ
the talents with which God has
endowed him and in return for his
labor a recompense that will permit
him to maintain his dependents in
conformity with the best American
standard.
"The task confronting the founders of the colony was most exacting and the task confronting us
today is equally exacting. I have
an abiding faith in the courage
and the ability of the American
people to solve their problems and
I can visualize through an equitable
solution the supreme happiness
that would on Thanksgiving day
reign in every heart and in every
home in the land. God grant that
It may be realized."

The expulsion of the two Republican ex-councillors who went over
to Curley was a foregone conclusion;"-so far as formal party organizations could work such an ouster.
Councillor Cote, now bead of the
Fall River municipal commission,
has been formally put out of the
Republican Club of Massachusetts
of which he was a member, and the
club has asked the newly-appointed
Judge J. Arthur Baker to make
public renunciation of his party allegiance. It would be difficult, per- I
haps, to make a renunciation, more
public or more nearly complete than
was done when the judge lent his
aid to the governor's strategy. We
doubt that even Judge Baker regards himself as any longer a Republican—certainly it is hard to believe that any one else does. One
hopes the new judge relishes his
environment. The pay is good; but
it must be uncomfortable to feel
that the neighbors are saying things.

ITEM
Lynn, Mass.
N(IV Y ii1,35
NEW ENGLAND couNcIL.
Greater Lynners are well aware of
the existence of the New England
Council, which for the past 10 years
has been engaged in intensive economic research and development aimed
at the betterment, in many ways, of
all six of the great New England
states. This week marks the 10th
anniversary of the first New England conference, and at the celebration
in Boston will be all six governors—
Louis J. Brann, of Maine; H. Styles
Bridges of New Hampshire, Theodore
F. Green of Rhode Island, Wilbur L.
Cross of Connecticut, Charles M.
Smith of Vermont and James M.
. of Massachusetts.
ring the past decade, as the result of careful organization and intelligent application of the fruits of
economic research, New England is
now believed to be planted upon a
firm foundation that should render
possible greater progress in industrial '
production and safer expansion of
plant units than ever before in the
entire history of New England's industrial and commercial development.
The field of agricultural progress
has not been neglected. A committee of the New England Council is
constantly engaged in looking after
the interests of New England farmers,
seeking to further the best policies
and to aid in reaching desired objectives.
Community betterment is a most
important feature .of the activities of
the New England Council. Much attention is given to methods of promoting industrial, as well as commercial growth and expansion.
A special feature that has proved
particularly productive of profit to
all New England, has been the pronounced success of recent efforts
to sell New England as a. recreational area, to all the rest of the
country. It is a well known fact that
the summer season of 1935 was particularly gratifying to all those in
any way identified with caring for
the annual influx of tourists from all
parts of the United States, while
nearly all of the six New England
states were visited by groups of tourists from abroad. The volume of
funds received annually from this
source has been steadily increasing
ever since the New England Council
undertook, through legitimate endeavors in judicious advertising in
neuspapers and magazines, to focus
the attention of all Americans and
hosts of visitors from other countries,
upon the superior advantages possessed by the six New England
season playground.
as a summer
providing
Naturally. those

Cut.4

states,

states

funds most liberally for advertising
purposes, are the chief gainers in
patronage by vacationists and tourwho make
ists from other countries,
the United
annual Pilgrimages to
States.

Greater Lynn, Swampscott, Marblehead, Nahant, Saugus, Lae-infield,
Salem, Beverly, Ipswich and other
Essex county communities, get their
full share of the benefits derived from
this source. All of these towns and
cities have their individual appeal to
visitors from at home and abroad.
. Lynn, however, is the natural gateway to all these summer season attractions, and Lynn merchants reap
a just reward in catering to the needs
of the thousands who swell the
population of Essex county. Undoubtedly, the conference in Boston
this week will provide plans for new
activities of the New England Council durini 192&
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COY,CURI EY 61
YEARS OLD TODAY
Urges Youth to Absorb Education Before Starting on
a Vocation.
BOSTON, Nov. 20, 1935.—(AP)--In
a birthday message to the young
folks, Governor James M. Curley of
Massachusetts, today urged them to
absorb all the education they could
before starting out on a vocation.
Governor Curley is 81 today. He
has gleaned his own education from
personal observation and two hours
a day with his books.
"Regardless of a youngster's aim in
life," the Governor said, 'he should
arise it on a firm educational foundation. Then he is ready for anything."
The one achievement of a long
political career which brought him
the most joy was his election as Governor last November Curley said.
His worst failure in politics, he
added, was the defeat by the recent
Legislature of his $4,500,000 bond
issue bill for the construction of public buildings.
He drove from his home in the
Jamaica Plain district of Boston to
the State House as usual today and
planned to attend an important
executive council meeting later.
There was a birthday party at his
home on the program for tonight.
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MANY NEW FACES
ON BEACON HILL
AFTER DEC. 1ST
Coy. Curley Expected to Send
Three Nominations to Council
Today, More Next Week.
BOSTON, Nov. 20, 1935.—elfe—The
first of the fled appointments, to replace the 20-odd state officials whose
terms expire Dec. 1, may conic before
the executive council today.
Governer James M. Curley 1D) has
intimated there would be many teNv
• Beacon Hill e:ter the first
faces
of the month, and he has named several persons he intends appointing to
important state officrs.
He has already announcel James T.
Moriarty of Boston, as the mxt commissioner of labor and industries, to
succeed Dewitt Clinton DeWolfe. who
died last week. Moriarty's name was
expected to be one of those presented
! to the council for confirmation today.
Miss Mary Carmody of Worcester
will head the hairdressers' board, created by the recent legislature, and the
governor has indicated Thomas Green,
Boston city councillor. will be made
commissioner of civil service.
The majority of the appointements
will be held up until the Nov. 27
{ council meetinfi however. The names
, of Mi5s Carmody, Moriarty and
i Green are the only ones expected to
; be placed in nomination today.
Endorse Conant.
Representatives of private and
public social agencies gave a vote of
confidence to Richard K. Conant,
State commission of public welfare,
at a meeting of the Boston Council
of Social Agencies last night last
'light. Conant has been commis;ioner for 14 years. His warrant is
in? of those expiring on Dec. 1.
Educators throughout the State
have urged the reappointment of Dr.
Payson Smith. commissioner of education. and the Governor recently
said his mind was "still open" on
that appointment.
Two labor organizations announced
their support of Charles G. Wood,
Concord, former member of the state
board of arbitration and conciliation,
for appointment to that past again.
Both the United Shoe and Leather
Workers' union and Garment Trades
union joint board endorsed Wood.
who served recently as federal conciliator.
•
Other labor organizations
and
manufacturers' associations in the
shoe and garment industries were ,
reported aligned behind Wood.
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Solon Files Bill to
I Erase State Senate
BOSTON, Nov, 20—Declaring a
two-house legislature was a survival of class representation which
ha.I no place in a democratic
state, Rep. Clarence N. Durant of
Lee, today filed a bill to eliminate the state senate. Nebraska established a one-house legislature
lase year.
Direct responsibility placed on
the legislators by the move. Durant said. would halt log-rolling.
do away with the control of
"special interests" and save the
taxpayers thousands ot dollars bY
giving them more direct control
of the government.
Under the present sYslern. lie

ma& ths taxpayers mit the

houses to do identical work.
If enacted, the bill will decrease
the number of legislators from
280 to 140.
Durant was appointed to the
taxation committee by
special
Speaker of the House Leverett
Saltonstall and to represent the
state at the National Association
of Tax Commissioners at Oklahoma City by Governor James M.
Curley.
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Gov Cur ey and Wm H
Uoyle Celebrate Today
Gov Curley and

Wm H Doyle,
personnel supervisor of this city,state
are
celebrating today. The occasion is their
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w.H 1717e—Treiii----, Banquet Speaker

Marlboro.—William H. Welien.
natal day. They are at their desks at
the State house, however. Gov Curley
preRident of the Massaeltgattts
Is 61 and Mr Doyle is 45.
erkdit Union Was one of '..lie.StiSak
ers at the 25th anniversary celetiration of the Independent Credit
Union of Boston. held list night
at the Woman's Educational Industrial quarters. Othef opeakers
were His Excellency Govornor
James M. Curley and Mayor Mansfield.
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HURLEY'S FATE
STILL UNKNOWN
Governor's Council Now In
Session But Action Not
Announced
The governor's council met at
noon today but it is not known
whether Governor Curley sent in
the name of 'Mamas Green of
Charlestown to replace that of
James M. Hurley of this city for
the office of civil service commissioner.
The Boston Herald this morning
states that the governor said yesterday he would not re-appoint
the Marlboro man. If Governor
Curley withholds his necision for
another week Chatrman William
H. Murphy of the Marlboro Democratic City Committee plans to
call a meeting of that body to
urge the administration to retain
Mr. .Hurley in the office. Mr. Hurley is a follower of Senator Walsh
and if he is fired at this time it
will tend to widen the breach between the two Democratic factions.

MERCURY
Medford, Mass.
NOV 20 1935
Governor Sets
Aside Monday
As Indian Day
Gov. Curley, in accordance willa
the acts of the 1935 Legisdature,
has set aside next Monday as Indian .day. In his proclamation,
much i6 said of tbe kindness showered upon the first settlers of
Massachusetts by the Indians. "In
the Masmehusetts Pay Colony."
the proclamation reads, "as wall
as in the Plymouth colony, the
Indian tribes constantly gave to
the struggling eoloniets generous
and valuable assistance. and the
most drab and harrowing chapter
in the nation's history is the record of perfidy, pillage and extermination in which our gratitude
found expression."

C. S. MONITOR
Boston, Mass.

...Representatives touay. Representative Clarence N. Duranty of Lee submitted the measure
which is modeled after the plan
adopted by Nebra.ska.
Reduction of the present House
and Senate joint membership o 280
to 140 is specified in the bill 1)led.
The reduced membership would
meet as a single body. Sessions
would contirme annually. The bill
does not specify what salaries shall
prevail.
Representative Duranty said he
believed the unicameral legislature
would materially reduce governmental costs and eliminate the system, handed down from England, of
duplicating legislative votes on matters.
Before the Duranty measure could
become effective, it must be passed
by a two-thirds majority of the
House and Senate sitting jointly and
by two separate sessions. Then it
must, be approved by popular vote. It
would thus take from four to six
years to effect the change even if it
won passage without delaying opposition.
The Nebraska plan was suggested
by United States Senator George W.
Norris. It does not become effective
there until 1937.
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Curley Names
Moriarity As
Head of Labor
McCarthy Gets Job as the
State Commissioner of
Public Welfare

Boston Today—also
sees—Bill to make Massachusetts Legislature a
unicameral body filed at
State House—Local shipapprehensive
as
pers
strike
longshoremen's
looms—Plans to equip
Boston & Maine-Maine
Central planes with twoway radio—Price of butter
soar as farmers, selling
cows for meat, cause
cream shortage.
Moriarty —Named
Labor Commissioner
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Pardons —Curley

Sends

Name of James T. Moriarty was
Seven to Executive Councill
submitted to the Executive Council
Commissioner
of
today to serve as
Pardons for seven prisoners in
state institutions were sent to the
the State Department of Labor and
McCarthy,
Industries, and Walter V.
Executive Council for approval by
former head of the Boston welfare
i department, was nominated for, the
Governor Curley today. The action
position of State Commissioner of
was taken simultaneously with issuI Public Welfare.
ance of the Governor's ThanksgivGovernor Curley had previously
ing proclamation.
announc2d his intention of nomiThe Governor has chosen 15 prisnating Mr. Moriarty, but the Mc- !oners, all of whom have served exCarthy appointment was unantensive portions of long sentences.
nounced until a few minutes before
to receive executive clemency for
afternoon.
this
met
Council
the
Thanksgiving and Christmas. One
A. Lawrence Lowell, presidentof those named today was a 70emeritus of Harvard, was designated
year-old woman, Jessie Chapman.
for the unsalaried chairmanship of
She was given a life sentence years
unthe
committee
of
the advisory
ago because of a murder. She was
employment compensation commisreleased on parole five years ago.
sion.
If the Council approves, she will
president
former
Mr. Moriarty, a
now be given full pardon.
of the Massachusetts Federation of
It is expected that the remaining
the
for
Labor, was recommended
; eight prisoners will be released just
new post by organized labor.
before Christmas.
Mr. McCarthy has been politically
Governor ('urley's Thanksgiving
for
Curley
identified with Governor
Proclamation: on this page.
some time. He succeeds Richard K.
Conant, whose term expires Dec. 1.
The position pays $6000 yearly.
;

Ulficameral—One

1Legislative Body Urged
one-house
A bill providing for a
Clerk
!legislature was filed with the
—
of
House
! of the

mum I UK
Boston, Mass.
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Up and Down
Beacon Hill
Paying 01(1 Debts
Governor Curley's announcement
that he miZfft'—appoint City Councilor Thomas Green of Charlestown
to the post of Civil Service
Commissioner, now held by James M.
Hurley, has raised a question as
to
what Green did to deserve the
appointment.
That service was one considered
big in politics. Green backed Curley
in the face of great opposition right
after Curley had 'suffered one of the
major defeats of his career.
At the Democratic pre-primary
convention in Worcester in June,
1934, Curley was severely rebuffed
by the Ely-Walsh faction, then the
Democratic headliners of the State,
who indicated that their choice for
the Democratic nominee for Governor was Brig.-Gen. Charles H.
Cole. It was freely predicted at that
time that Curley had reached the
end of his political trail.
A few days after the convention,
during the June 17 parade in
Charlestown commemorating Bunker
Hill Day, when it is the custom for
the councilman from the district to
ride beside the Mayor of Boston,
Councilor Green chose to ride beside
Curley instead of beside Mayor
Mansfield. He took pains, however,
to indicate that this should be interpreted, not as a rebuff to Mansfield,
but as an indication of his wholehearted support and faith in the
political future of Curley.
Persons who viewed the parade
said that it was a great triumph for
Curley; he was cheered wildly the
entire length of the procession. This
was considered by many to be the
start of the Curley upswing, which
culminated in his election to the
State's highest post.
, That Governor Curley should feel
grateful for this helping hand is
' natural, and with a good turn in
politics always demanding a reward,
there will be little surprise if Green
is given the position.
A
A
A

Another Candidate
, The official announcement of
; former Mayor Malcolm E. Nichols's
candidacy for Mayor of Boston is
expected at the dinner to be
tendered him by friends on Nov. 26
at the Municipal Building, on
Broadway, South Boston.
For the last six months Mr.
Nichols has been telling newspaper
men and friends of his intention to
run in the fall of 1937, but there
has
been no official announcement
as
yet.
A
A
A

Boston Debts in 1821
A large municipal debt is no new
problem for the City of Boston.
in the good old days when Even
muni—

cAntt(YIN) cv-"tx

cipal finances were supposed to b(
1 on a pay-as-you-go basis Bostor
I borrowed heavily for building purposes. The current issue of the City
I Record shows that in 1821 Boston
with a population of 45,000, had a
public debt of $100,000, or approximately $22 per capita. This is probably roughly comparable with Boston's present per capita debt, when
the purchasing power of the dollar
in 1821 as against today is considered. All of the 1821 debt was incurred for the erection of new build' ines.
J. G. H.
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
BY HIS EXCELLENCY, :TAMES M. CURLEY, GOVERNOR
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Conant—Urges Change
In Public Welfare Law
While GovernQr_Cgley was taking'
steps at the Stati-Mouse this noon
which will end Richard K. Conant's
career as Commissioner of the State
Welfare Department, Mr. Conanti
was appearing at a public hearing in
another part of the State House urging changes in the public welfare law.'
He spoke before the recess committee chosen by the last legislative session to study the present law. Mr.
• Conant advised that the system be
rearranged so that the State would
pay 25 per cent of entire welfare'
costs.
This would, Mr. Conant said, give
the State some authority over welfare expenditures. He said that there
are now 25,000 cases in the State
where welfare recipients have not
been residents of their cities or towns
for five consecutive years, and who,
therefore, are dependent for relief
upon the State.

Thanksgiving Day, a distinctively American institution, had
its origin in those trying days of the establishment of the
Massachusetts Bay Colony, when the hearts, the minds and
the souls of the people had attained a degree of spirituality
that was ever-present in the hour of supreme trial. The
courageous group of Pilgrims in that first winter at Plymouth
was confronted with lack of food, with extreme cold, and with
the ever-present fear of attack from wild animals and with
the dread of the unknown that lurked in the forest surrounding the settlement. After their first harvest, they gave
expression of their faith in Almighty God and to Him gave
thanks for the abundance of the harvest and for the safe
ending of the trying journey across the ocean. They were
grateful, too, for the privilege of worshiping Almighty God
in conformity with their own belief.
This first Thanksgiving Day may well serve as an inspiration
to present-day America, since the most needy in the land
today enjoys the fruits of his labor in larger measure than
was the lot of these early settlers. They have given an enduring
lesson of the value of faith, fortitude, and fidelity. If we in
America were today animated by these same sublime qualities,
obstacles which we consider insurmountable would speedily
disappear.
Faith was the cornerstone upon which was built the Massachusetts Bay Colony, love of neighbor the cement which bound
this structure together, and love of neighbor should be the
basis for the reconstruction today of the economic structure of
America. If we accepted fully that divine commandment a new
day would dawn in the life of the American people, a day of
w--,keneral thanksgiving, a day of happiness in every home. Such
a 11,11anksgiving Day is possible if the people of the nation are
animated by the same abiding faith in Almighty God and in
their fellowman that actuated the founders of our nation. If
we are animated by that faith there must come a recognition
of our obligations to our fellowman and his right to employ the
talents with which God has endowed him and in return for his
labor a recompense that will permit him to maintain his dependents in conformity with the best American standard.
The task confronting the founders of the Colony was most
exacting and the task confronting us .0day is equally exacting.
I have an abiding faith in the courage and ability of the
American people to solve their problems, and I can visualize
through an equitable solution the supreme happiness that
would on Thanksgiving Day reign in every heart and in every
home in the land. God grant that it may be realized.
By this proclamation in accordance with the Law of the
Commonwealth and with the authority of the Honorable
Council I declare and set apart Thursday, November Twentyeight of this year, 1935, a day of

Tbanlitgibing anb Proper
that every individual in the Commonwealth may Invoke the
Divine Guidance and Blessing in his customary place of worship. Let us trust that the answer to our prayers will bring

about the adoption of a program through- which prosperity
may replace poverty, happiness may replace misery, and that
a brighter and better day may be the lot of every American
upon each succeeding Thanksgiving Day.
GIVEN, at the Executive Chamber, in Boston, this eighteenth
`4"Tay of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and thirty-five, and of the Independence of the United
States of America the one hundred and sixtieth.
JAMES M. CURLEY
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By Ills Excellency the Governor,
FREDERIC W. COOK,
Secretary of the Commonwealth.

GOD SAVE THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

`11ARY CARMODY HEADS
HAIRDRESSERS' BOARD
BOSTON, Nov. 19 (AP)—The ap
,1ointment of Miss Mary E. Car
ody, of Worcester, as chairmar
of the newly created state hair
dressers' board, was announced to
day by Governor James M. CgAey
She will receive $2,000 a year.
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COUNCIL WILL ACT
ON THREE NAMES
Moriarty, Green Wait Vote
on Appointments Today
Special to Standard•Timea
BOSTON, Nov. 20 —Three appointments to important state positions were expected today from
Governor Curley at the regular
Executive Council meeting. James
T. Moriarty of Boston is already
announced as the next Commissioner of Labor and Industries,
Miss Mary Carmody of Worcester
is to head the hairdressers' board, ,
and the Governor has virtually
promised to make City Councilor
Thomas Green Commissioner of
Civil Service.
The many other appointments to
be made to fill vacancies occurring
by expiration of terms Dec. 1 will
be held up by the Governor until
the Nov. 27 Council meeting, he ,

NOV 2 0 1935
Governor Curley's
Birthday Message
BOSTON, Nov.•2() (P) -- in a
birthday massage to the young
folks, Governor James M. Curley
of Massachusetts, toclay
urged
them to absorb all the education
they could before starting out on
a vocation.
Governor Curley is GI today. He
bas gleaned his own education
from personal observations and
two hours a day with his books.
"Regardless of a youngster's
aim in life," the governor said,
"he should base it on a firm educational foundation.
Then he is I
ready for anything."

DAY
New London, Ct.

NOV 1

'

Bay State GOP Drops
Two Cudgy Appointees,
BOSTON, Nov. 19 (AP) — Two
Republicans, who recently accepted
appointments from a Democratic
governor, were declared party outcosts today by the Republican dirt
of Massachusetts.
Edmond Cote of Fall River
chairman of the Fall River financi
commission, was expelled froxr
membership in the club, and J. Arthur Baker of Pittsfield, newest
member of the superior court
bench, was asked to make a public
renunciation of his Republicanism
Both were formerly members a
the executive council, elgcted tc
that body as Republicans. Both re
signed as councillors to accep
their present positions from Gov
ernor James M. Curley (D)

4.. S. 1110N,rri
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Wife Appeals; Curley Hits
Ex-Officer's Imprisonment
Mate Says Forme'
'Patrolman's Term Due
to Staff Politics
BOSTON, Nov. 19 (AP)—Declar
Bos
ing she would "clean out the
ton Police Department," a forme/
person.
patrolman's wife appealed
toally to Gov. James M. Curley
tc
day to aid her husband, sent
months foi
jail yesterday for six
drunken driving.
O'Connor
The wife, Mrs. Charles
small
accompanied by her seven
her hus
children, told the governor
political
band has been made "a
prosecuted
football" and had been
by ofbecause of personal motives
department.
ficials of the police
Curley, commenting later, termed
outO'Connor's imprisonment "an
rage."
a
"He might have been given
said.
suspended sentence," Curley
ile al
On June 18, an automob
struck
legedly driven by O'Connor
He was
and injured two women.
nt
convicted of drunken and neglige of
driving and leaving the scene
making himan accident without
self known.
DisGov. Curley sent the wife to
trict Attorney Wiliam J. Foley hut
the latter was not in his office.
She then went home. Before leaving the Executive Chamber, however, the governor pressed a $20
bill into her hand.
Mrs.
The governor Informed
O'Connor he had no jurisdiction
over the courts.
"I am going to clean out the
Police Department," Mrs. O'Connor
told the governor, "even if I have
to get Federal agents to do it. No
other policeman's wife will have to
go through what I have had to
endure."
O'Connor, prior to his resignation several weeks ago, had been
a policeman for 13 years.

rOV
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Go‘ernocw,Curley sees a serious
situation for Boston if the city does
not get more relief funds. Thought
so! The same trouble almost
everywhere: "More relief or we perish!"
Recovery will not be entirely satisfactory until that is no more.
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Curley Urges Education
—On His 61st Birthday
F Boston, Nov. 20 (AP).--In a birthday message to young folks, Governor James M. Curley of Massachu-,
setts, today urged them to absorb alli
the education they could before1
starting out on a vocation.
Governor Curley is 81 today. He
has gleaned his own education from
personal observations and two hours
a day with his books. ,
"Regardless of a youngster's aim
In life," the governor said, "he should
base It on a firm educational foundation. Then he is ready for anything."
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'Soldier'Howard,Held
26 Years for Killing
'Wife Here,to Go Free
4

Gates Will Open
After 26 Years
for Howard

Curley Gives Council
Request for Pardon
Thanksgiving Day
Release Asked
Four Previous
Pleas Denied
The name of William C.
Howard, f ormer United
States Army private stationed at Fort Rodman, who
has served 26 years in State
Prison for the murder of his
wife, Ida, in September, 191F,
was submitted by Governor
James Curley to his Executive Council.for approval today.
It was one of seven Thanksgiving Day pardons proposed by Governor Curley on what happens to
be his 61st birthday. At least four
times previously pardon petitions
have been submitted on behalf of
Howard to the State Parol? Board,
in 1925, 1929, 1930, and 1931.
Howard has been in prison sir e
a verdict of second degree murder,
based on the death of his wife. Ida,
was brought against him March
10, 1909, and a sentence

C. S. 51(11\11'1'4w
^
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SHAKE-UP STARTED
BY GOV. CURLEY
McCarthy Succeeds Conant as Welfare Head
—Moriarty Takes Dewitt DeWolf's Position.
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day as Governor Ja
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Would 'Clean U

Boston Police Deportment

—
she paid a call
Roxbury is shown with six of her seven children as
Mrs. Margaret O'Conner of West
She has pro"
ment.
Depart
Police
Boston
the
Boston to "clean up
on District Attorney William J. Foley in
husband, a former police
her
for
jail
In
s
month
six
of
ce
senten
tested to Governor Curley the recent
g th e scene of an
ago. He was convicted of drunken driving, leavin
officer who resigned a few weeks
accident and driving to endanger.

WIFE APPEALS
JAILING OF MAN
Curley Raps Term Given
Ex-Policeman for
Drunken Driving
BOSTON, Nov. 20 (AP) -- The
pawife of a former Boston police
to
trolman has appealed in person
Governor Curley to aid her husband who was sent to jail for six
months for drunken driving.
The wife, Mrs. Charles O'Conner,
small
accompanied by her seven
children, told the Governor her
husband had been made a "political football" and had been proses
cuted because of penional motive depart
by officials of the police
would
she
ment. She asserted
de"clew out the Boston police
pertinent."
's
Curley, after heating the womanan
onment
plea, termed the impris
have been giv,
outrage. "He might

en a suspended sentence," the Governor said.
He informed MI's. O'Conner he
had no juriediction over the court
and sent her to District Attorney
William -T. Foley.
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read Senator Borah of Idaho out of
the party years ago. Today he
stands as its most available candidate for President. Senator Norris
of Nebraska is another whose Republicanism is too liberal for the
silk-stocking group which is determined to rule or ruin the party.
"The Republican club of MassaAs Well as Some Promi- chuset
ts has no more right to 'read'
ican out of his party than I
Republ
a
nent Republicans
would to make Leverett Saltonstall
give up his seat in the subway providing Leverett could be induced to
ON
ENSI
in the subway. It is nothing but
DISS
ride
SES
CAU
a private organization the purpose
of which is to perpetuate Brahmin
control of the people and if unsucSays
burn
Wash
Robert M.
cessful in that to control at least
selection, of Republican candiCouncilor Should Also the
dates for high state office."
Curley got only humor out of
Retire Under "Royal theGov.
Republican club meeting—so he
said. When asked to comment on it,
Purple" Ban.
he first stated he thought it might
be well to have Secretary Grant
continue to disturb and disconcert
Boston, Nov. 20—When Executive
the Republicans.
Councilor Winfield A. Schuster of
"If they keep at this three-ring
!
anded
back-h
a
took
s
East Dougla
much longer," the governor
circus
'
the
at
slap at Leverett Saltonstall,
continued, "the people will be conRepublican club gathering Monday
vinced that it is a three-ring circus.
This has been true since the death
night, calling him a representative
of Murray Crane and Senator
of the "royal purple," he not only
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G.
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the statement of Mr. Schuster
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the state.
"If this is so why should not Mr.
Schuster also get out? For the Schuster family for generations have
been fat manufacturers in Worcester county, textile tycoons. Mr.
Schuster ought to take a bath himself before he establishes his own
political Turkish bath,"
Next came Executive Councilor
Daniel H. Coakley of Boston, with
this statement:
"I am glad to see that my young
friend Win Schuster has finally
tumbled to the fact that the Saltonstall§ and the Parkmans look
upon him as just as much of a
'barbarian' as my self, or as Oscar
Dionne, former Mayor Carriere of
Fitchburg or Max Ulin, who WaS
slaughtered three years ago when
he ran for the nomination of state
treasurer against a blue-blooded
candidate who didn't even bother to
make a speech.
"As for the action of the Republican club against Judge Baker and
Chairman Cote when a man is 'read
i out' of the Republican party by a!
I handful of bluebloods it's a pretty
good sign that his backbone is composed of something stronger than 1
raspberry jello. Old Teddy Roosevelt !

SCHUSTER'S TALK
AMUSES CIIRLE1
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AWAIT PROGRAM OF
CURLEY FOR '1936
Legislators Uneasy as Session Draws Near
NEW BOND ISSUE?
For Building Institutions
is Expected—Legislature May Cause Governor Some Trouble.
Boston, Nov. 20—Uneasy lies the
head of legislators awaiting definite
Indication of the type of program
Governor James M. Curley will recommend on January 1st.
Throughout the state solons are
more than just a bit perturbed over
the character of the governor's
forthcoming proposals.
There is a wide difference of opinion as to just which course he will
follow.
Several Republican legislators, as
well as many Democratic members
of the General Court look with considerable fear on another "work and
wages" tussle, largely because of the
failure of the 1935 promises to reap
anticipated harvests.
The bond issue expenditure has
served somewhat as a boomerang for
the political manipulators and some
concern is expressed lest Governor
Curley submit a similar project for
the purpose of handing out more jobs
to aid in the forthcoming test of the
New Deal and Curleyism.
As to the bond issue for building
of institutions, defeated in 1935,
some political observers in the Democratic party who are close to the
governor (on--their own say so) feeli
that a similar project may be brought
out of the files.
The pliable legislature which Governor Curley held all during the past
year, may become unwieldy and
cause him considerable trouble!
should he attempt to jam through a
program similar to that adopted in
his first session.
In January of 1935 when it became'
apparent to farseeing politicos that
the governor would be forced to resort to a bond issue in order to
meet the financial obligations of his
spending program, both Republican
and Democratic members looked with
much favor on the plan as a means
of providing work and wages on government projects for their constituents.
The stagger plan has reacted unfavorably for legislators fortunate
enough to get some jobs. Constituents now given work are bitter. Those
who worked two or three weeks and
then were laid oft are more critical

r-

,

than the not given ank Work at all,
the suni total being that the average
legILLator is williru to
the
thing rather than continue
harrassed life.
That Governor Curley will not find
the legislature as acquiescent in 1936
as it was in 1935 appears certain at
present, although there is no assurance that after a heart-to-heart talk
with the governor some members ,
now appearing determined to block
his plans, will not be swung into line
again,'shouting louder and louder
the pra:ses of the chief executive.
, Whether the program to be offered
In January is a greater spending
regime for the 1935-36 legislature, or
a reduction in public works on the
basis of political talk that private
industry is absorbing unemployment,
one thing appears certain and that
Is that the public will be appeased
in the best political manner known
to the present administration. Solons
will be held in line with honeyed
words and catch-phrases, but above
all insurance of a pro-Curley, preprimary convention will be the net
result of the January 1st message
by his excellency.
_
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CURLEY, 61 TODAY, URGES
a YOUNG FOLKS TO ABSORI
ALL LEARNING THEY CAr.
Boston, Nov. 20.—(A1')----In a
birthday message to the young
folks, Goverpor James M. Curie)
of Massachusetts, today urgea
them to absorb all the education
they could before starting out on
a vocation.
Governor Curley is 61 today. He
has gleaned his own education
from personal observation ana
two hours a day with his books.
"Regarsiless of a youngster's
aim in we," the governor said,
he sholid base it on a firm eduol'oundation. ,Then he is
craeatidnlr
anything.'
re one achievement of a long
wotical career which brought
-Am the most joy was his election
as governor last November. Curley said.
His worst failure in politica,
lie added, was the defeat by the
recent legislature of his $4,500,000 bond issue bill for the copstruction of public buildings.
He drove from his home hi the
Jamaica Plain district of Boston
to the state house as usual today
and planned to attend an important executive council meeting
later.
There was a birthday party at
his home on the program for tonight.
According to ancient writings,
Iron was known in India earlier
l',000.B. C.
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GOVERNOR CURLEY
NAMES MORIARTY
BOSTON, Nov. 20 (INS)—Nomiof James T. Moriarty, former
f head of the State branch
of the
American Federation of Labor, to
be
labor and industries commissioner
was forwarded to the Executive
Council today by Governor James M.
Curley. William V. McCarthy
was
nominated public welfare commissioner.

nation

SHAKE-UP ON
BEACON HILL
Boston, Nov. 20.—(AP)— -A
predicted shakeup on Beacon hill
began today as Governor James
M. Curley appointed Water V.
McCarthy state commissioner of
public welfare and James 1. Moriarty state commissioner :if labor
and industries.
McCarthy will succeed Richard
K._ Conant, whose term expires
Dec. 1, and Moriarty will take
the place of the late DeWitt DeWolf, who died last week if t:le
appointments are confirmed by
tho executive council.
..„
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CHOSEN TO TAKE
DATA TO UTLEY
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ACCEPT "DEMOCRATIC"
JOBS, ARE "OUTLAWED"
t /Boston GP) — Two Republicans,
who recently accepted appointments from a Democratic governor, have been declared party outcasts by the Republican Club of
Massachusetts.
Edmond Cote of Fall River,
chairman of the Fall River Finance Commission, was expelled
from membership in the club, and
J. Arthur Baker of Pittsfield
'newest member of the Superior
Court bench, was asked to make a
public renunciation of his Republicanism.
Both were formerly members of
the Executive Council, elected to
that body as Republicans. Both
resigned as councillors to accept
their present positions from Govenor James 1:04.X.,,urley (D.)
Their resignations made it possible for Governor Curley to appoint
Democrats in their places and attain, for the first time in Massachusetts history, a Democratic majority in the Executive Council.

Fall River School Board Plans
Protest Against Finance
Commission.

HITS DICTATORIAL POLICY
Supt. Belisle to Ask Ul'e
Technical High for Evening Classes
Pall River Office.
The Providence Journal,
18 Bedford Street

of

1 Tels.

14;1?0-1v

With members charging the Finance Commission with interference
in educational affairs and with the
pursuance of a dictatorial policy, the
School Committee at a special meeting yesterday afternoon ordered formation of a sub-committee to collect
evidence for presentation to Governor James M. Curley, with whom
the committee has voted to seek an
. interview.
' The School Committee further directed Superintendent Hector L.
Belisle to confer with the Finance
Press Clipping Service
Commission relative to use of the
Square
2 Park
Technical High school for evening
classes to be conducted under the
BOSTON
MASS.
provisions of the Emergency Educational Relief program.
EAGLE
The necessary appropriations for
heat, light and janitorial service for
Pittsfield, Mass.
the evening sessions was included in
the current budget according to Custodian of School Buildings Frank H.
Smith, Jr. The cash is sufficient to
carry on the work through Dec. 31,
he commented.
biscussing the situation. Superintendent Belisle declared that information he had received from the
Works Progress Administration and
from New Bedford school authorities I,
I indicated that Fall River could open
; the classes as soon as the necessaryi
BOSTON, Nov. 20 VP).--A prearrangements concerning the builddicted shakeup on Beacon Hill be- ; ing had been made. He noted that
in New Bedford the classes had been
gan today as Governor James M. ,!
under way for the past three weeks,
Gurley appointed Walter V,
and the instructor had already reCarthy State Commissioner of Pubceived pay for two weeks.
lic Welfare and James T. Moriarty
State Commissioner of Labor and
Dr. Norman Presides
Industries.
The meeting was conducted by Dr.
McCarthy will succeed Richard
Joseph G. Norman, vice chairman in
K. Conant, whose term expires Dec.
the absence of Mayor Alexander C.
1, and Moriarty will take the place
Murray, who was in Boston. The
of the late DeWitt DeWolf, who
motion for immediate action upon'
died last week, if the appointments
the evening classes was made by
Dr.
are confirmed by the Executive
Peter F. Harrinern,
Council.
I
Dr.
.1.•••••••••••••.......
Harrington also moved that
the secretary, Alfred R.
Langlais, be I
instructed to write the Governor pe-
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MCCARTHY NAMED
HEAD OF PUBLIC
WELFARE BOARD

1

titioning for an appointment that the
committee might discuss with him
the education situation.
Subsequently Dr. Harrington suggested that there might well be included reference to interference
with the education program of the
city by the Finance Commission. It
was decided, however, to omit this
from the letter.
The sub-committee appointment
developed from the remarks of Dr.
John J. Kerrigan who referred to a
communication addressed to James
Jackson, former chairman of the Finance Commission, from the first
educational survey committee to the
effect. This lette. according to Dr.
Kerrigan declared that the survey
was ready to be put into effect in
Fall River although no survey had
been made.
"The school committee to my
knowledge has never had any requests for conference with either
the present or the former Finance
Commissions relative to discussion
of contemplated changes in the
school system," Dr. Kerrigan declared. "All we ever receive is a
letter telling us that certain things
must happen." Reference was made
particularly to the order closing the
:Ferry Lane school and the abolition
of post graduate courses.
, "This dictatorial manner of writing us telling us we must do something, without discussing the question with us at all should be brought
to the attention of the Governor",
said Dr. Kerrigan. "I believe we
should take all correspondence with
in to prove our point before the
I Governor".
Four Are Chosen
When the difficulty of selection of
pertinent correspondence was suggested Richard J. Barker, Jr.. moved
that Dr. Kerrigan be appointed a
committee to study the files and
make the necessary selections. Dr.
Kerrigan stated it was too much for
one man, with Dr. Thomas E. Boylan then securing adoption of his motion that a committee of four members be designated.
Dr. Joseph G. Norman then appointed Dr. Kerrigan, Dr. Boylan,
Dr. Harrington and Dr. J. Fred
Keeley to prepare the case for presentation to the Governor.
Before adjournment the committee directed that another sub-committee be appointed to go with SuPerintendent Hector L. Belisle last
night before the finance committee
of the City Council to seek favorable action on the request for a
transfer of funds to permit purchase
of typewriters for the high school.
- Answering questions raised by Dr.
Kerrigan Superintendent Belisle asserted that in the high school there
were now 248 more undergraduates
taking commercial courses than a
scar ago, and the post-graduate
classes in these subjects numbered
66 instead of 45 as a year ago. The
superintendent further declared that
evil day six pupils were unable to
practice typewriting because of the
shortage of machines.
Dr. Harrington and Mr. Barker
were appointed by Dr. Norman to interview the City Council. Superintendent Belisle was also delegated
to accompany the sub-committee.
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Bill Filed by Durant
Of Lee Would Abolish
Massachusetts Senate
Provides for One-House
Legislature of 140 InStead of 180 Members
FOLLOWS SYSTEM
USED IN NEBRASKA
Representative Claims
Measure Will Reduce
Cost of State Government
Representative Clarence N.
rItreapt of Lee today filed with
the Clerk of the House of
Representatives in Boston a
k>.12
bill abolishing the Massachusetts Senate. It cuts the , REP. CLARENCE N. DURANT
present combined member- ,rreposes Single-House Loriaig
.
------..
ship of the House of Repre- ernment,
with whom he had consentatives and the Senate sulted, feel that the unicameral sysfrom 280 to 140 members thus tem will provide better government
forming a one-house Legisla- and give the taxpayer better control
ture and following the lead of of legislative appropriations and
lower taxes. He said
the State of Nebraska which consequently
the present two-house Legislature
enacted a unicameral system ..of Massachusetts is nothing but a
in 1934.
survival of class representation,
Representative Durant claims for
his bill that it will materially cut
the cost of government, prevent the
passage of ill advised and irresponsible legislation, prevent "log rolling
appropriations", place direct responsibility on each Representative, and
do away with the control, by "special interests", of House and Senate
conference committees. The bill, if
enacted, Representative Durant says
will also materially improve all legislative procedure.
When questioned about the advantage of his one-house legislature
over the proposed biennial plan,
Representative Durant stated that
many pminent authorities noon zov-

1

which has no place in our democratic institutions, and comes to ua

tfrom the old English system. Our
Citizens through the State Constitution continue to give the House of
Representatives and the Senate
identical legislative authority, and
then ask them to do the same legislative work twice.
The public has frequently accused
Its legislative representatives of
shirking responsibility in their lawmaking, This "buck passing" is
possible and occurs in every two
house legislature, both here and
abroad. The time honored, or as
some say, dishonored method, used
Is the Conference Committee of

House and Senate. It is in ma
Conference Committee that the
control of privileged, (and sometime
vicious), interests is exercised.
There is no doubt in the mind of
the taxpayer who pays for this control of the Conference Committee
by these same "interests." If they
are in doubt the statutes will help
refresh their memories.
Representative Durant has been
serving since early in the summer
as a member of the Special Commission on Taxation, which is
studying how best 1,0 lighten the
terrific burden on real estate and
industry. He was appointed to the
'committee by Speaker
Levered
Saltonstall of the House of Representatives. He was later appointed
by Gov
ley to represent the
Commonwealth at the National Association of Tax Commissioners at
Oklahoma City,
' Representative Durant filed his
bill at 9:30 this morning.
Similar legislation is now pending in 14 States. Representative Durant studied the Nebraska plan
initiated by Senator George W. Norris and had the cooperation of The
Eagle Information Bureau, Washington, D. C., F. J. Haskin, director,
in gathering data on the unicameral
system of government.
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Defending Mr. Baker
To the Editor of THE EAGLE:—
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FULL PARDON FOR
WOMAN; PAROLE
FOR SIX MEN I,
BOSTON, Nov. 20, (iP).—A full
six
pardon for a Lynn woman and
ns
pardons under parole conditio
e
were recommended to the Executiv
M.
Council by Governor James
Curley today,
70-year-o1d •
Chapman,
Jessie
Lynn woman released in 1931) on
was
parole from a life sentence,
recommended for a full pardon,
Governor Curley said, because "it
appears that she is living a Godfearing, simple existence with her
husband." Mrs. Chapman served
of
part of a life term for the killing
a woman during a quarrel.
The other six selected for pardons were male inmates of the
State prison. The six included:
August Voce, of Lynn, sentenced
years for
in 1930 to serve 10 to 1
the wounding of G. Joseph Tauro,
an attorney, in a quarrel; Albert
Mercier, Lawrence, sentenced in
1931 for 10 to 15 years on an armed
robbery charge.
William C. Howard, 53, sentenced
to life imprisonment in 1909,
while a soldier at Fort Rodman,
New Bedford, for murdering his
wife; Sylvester Perham, sentenced
to life in 1918 for murder in the
second degree.
Harry Harrison, 66, of Worcester, sentenced in 1931 to an 18 to 20
year term for killing a man in a
quarrel; and William Rolfe, 38,
Boston, sentenced to a 25 to 30-year
term for armed robbery in 1925.

It is with some sense of disappointment that I have read in the
public print the cynical castigations
visited upon a citizen of Pittsfield
recently. elevated to high Judicial,
office by the keenest and most discerning Governor this Cominonwealthiprobabtilias ever had.
From what I can learn, Mr. Baker
has alWays lived a normal life. As
a boy in the public schools and as
a man in this community he has.
maintained himself. His emotions,
must therefore be under proper control and his judgments must be correct and sufficiently wise, to avoid
the pitfalls and the snare, spoken of
by the psalmist.
His knowledge of the law may not
be as deep as Chief Justice Hughes
of Washington, but It must have
been of a high order, for he was
accepted by the bar association and
the Chief Justice of Massachusetts,
as a proper person to practice law
before the courts of this Commonwealth.
T
is a man of great deterThat
mination will, I think, be readily
Defeat is no
admitted by all.
stranger to him. Time and again
he has gone down, sometimes with
the laughs of Republicans in his
ears. But he did not Stay down—
he got up again.
So then it seems clear to me that
his loyalties were first ,to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and
secondly to himself. When kaleidoscopic changes, political and otherwise, took place in the maelstrom
of Massachusetts affairs, and Mr.
Baker was offered an opportunity
to still further serve his Commonwealth in high office, it would not
be natural, or indeed patriotic, to
refuse. It might be fair to say, that
it would not be in the nature of any
good disciple of Blackstone to refuse such an opportunity for service
particularly when our Governor, by
the whole sweep of his culture, discipline and discernment, offered it.
GEORGE F. MacKAY, M. D.
Dalton.
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'CURLEY WOULD
GIVE MAINE
WOMAN PARDON
BOSTON (UP)—Governor Curley
today recommended to the executive council Thanksgiving pardons
under parole conditions for six inmates of State prison and a full
pardon fo ra 70-year-old woman
who was released in 1930.
Mrs. Jessie Chapman of Kezar
Falls, Me., was paroled Dec. 23,
1930. She had been serving a life
sentence for the murder of a Lynn
woman during a quarrel over a
man. The governor said that it
appeared she was "God-fearing,
simple existence with her husband,"
and he wished her "to end her
days fully pardoned for her offense
against society."
Other pardon recommendations
were August Voce, Lynn, sentenced
May 27, 1940, to 10 to 12 years for
muderous assault; Albert Mercier,
Lawrehce, sentenced May 22, 1931,
to 10 to 15 years for putting in fear
and armed robbery in connection
with a gasoline station holdup; William Rolfe, Boston, sentenced Dec.
18, 1925, to 25 to 30 years for armed
robbery; William C. Howard, sentenced March 10, 1909, to life imprisonment for second-degree wifemurder at New Bedford; Sylvester
Parham, Winchester, sentenced
March 13, 1918, to life imprisonment
for second-degree murder, and Harry Harrison, 88, of Worcester, sentenced ,Nov, 2, 1931, to 18 to 20
years for manslaughter.
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BY TEACHERS
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CURLEY CELEBRATES
i —HIS 61ST BIRTHDAY

BOSTON, Nov. 20 (INS)—Today
was the 61st birthday of Governor
James M. Curley and he celebrated
by spending the day at his desk at
the State Howse.
The only manner in which he
took cognizance of the occasion
was by cancelling all engagements
tor tonight in order that he might
remain at home with his family.

Association Votes for Gov.
Curley to Retain State
Official
The

Quincy Teachers' associatio
n
yesterday unanimously voted to
endorse the re-appointment of
Smith as State Commissi Paysan
oner of
Education, at a meeting which the
association held after a special
meeting held in Central Junior
high
school.

Special Assembly
Prior to the meeting of the
Quincy Teachers' association,
at which
Frank McDonald presided,
a special assembly of all Quincy
school
teachers was addressed by
George
Barton Cutten, president of
!
University, who delivered his
Colgate
convocation address which he
t
Colgate University this past
Sep.
gavea
tember.
The subject of his address
was:
"Natural Checks or Higher
Controls, Which?" Superintendent of
Schools James N. Muir introduced
the speaker and vas also in charge
of the assembly. After Dr. Cutten's address, Mr. Muir turned the
meeting over to Mr. McDonald,
chairman of the Quincy Teachers'
association.
• In his address, Dr. Cutten said:
"Man has always had to be kicked
upstairs, he never went voluntarily.
The higher life is always a hard
life. The names splashed over the
pages of history are not of those
whose lives were happy or easy;
happy lives never made history.
The names which are etched on indelible bronze and sung by generations following, are of the men
of sorrows who have been acquainted with grief.
"The reward of the industrious is
not ease—it couldn't be. The reward of the industrious is more
work, more responsibility, more dependents."
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CURLEY NOMINATES
JAMES T. MORIARTY
FOR LABOR DEPT.
BOSTON, Nov. 20 (INS — The
nomination of James T. Moriarty,
former head of the state branch
of the American Federation of
Labor, to be labor and industries
commissioner was gorwarded Ito
the executive council today by Governor James M. Curley.
The chief executive also nounMated William B. McCarthy as
state public welfare commissioner.
Moriarty would succeed the late
Dewitt Clinton DeWolf. McCarthy,
former director of the State Welfare Division, would succeed Richard K. Conant.

Curley. on Birthday,
Urges Youth Get All
Possible Education
Boston. Nov. 20 Up)—In a
birthday message to the young
folks, GovJames M. Curley of Massachwe
day urged them to absorb tts toall the
education they could before starting
out on a vocation.
• Gov. Curley is 81 today. He
has
gleaned his own educption from personal observation and two hours
a
day with his boots.
"Regardless of a youngster's aim
in life," the governor said, "he
should
base it on a firm education foundation. Then he is ready for anything."
The one achievement of a long
political career which brought
him
the most joy was his election as governor last November, Curley said.
His worst failure in politics,
he
added, was the defeat by the recent
legislature of his $4,500.000 bond issue
'bill for the construction of public
buildings.
He drove from his home in
Jamaica Plain district of Boston the
to
the State house as usual today and
planned to attend an important ex-1
,cutive meeting later.
There was a birthday party at his,
iorne on the program for tonight.
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Vew Judge a
i Native of Cape

Mas achuset s

The nomination and confirmation
of Hon. J. Arthur Baker of Pittsfield as associate justice of the
Superior court, is
f special interest to the people of
the Upper Cape, as Judge Baker is
,a native of Buzzards Bay, and a
graduate of the Bourne High
school. Named by Governor Curl1ST two weeks ago, hiriTtitthration
was confirmed last Wednesday by
the Governor's council.
Judge Baker is a frequent visitor
in Buzzards Bay, at the home of his
mother, Mrs. Joshua Baker, who
still resides there.
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Our Problems
BY L. C. H.

Massacusetts Wakes UP
Whatever the outcome of the
next election in the nation as a
whole, there is little doubt that
Massachusetts will repudiate Curley and all his works and make a
start toward sanity again. We
have had Republican administrations and Democratic administrations, but we have had only one
Curley administration and enough
ig—EtTough.
Massachusetts have
We in
laughed at the clownish actions of
the rulers of other states, we have
snickered at the appointment of
Kentucky colonels, and felt a
superiority over New York with
its Jimmie Walkers and other official moritebacks, but alas we now
must assume an apologetic attitude and humbly acknowledge that
as a state we have sunk to depths
never before believed possible.
Dignity of officialdom has fled
from our state. We no longer can
respect an office held by a buccaneer with piratical intent. Huey
Long in all his glory had nothing
on James Michael Curley in achieving his ends through devious ways
and coercive political control.
Massachusetts has become corrupt, but there is a saving fact in
the growing evidence that the
people are waking up to their
shame and determining to put an
end to debauchery the next time
they go to the polls.
So it is that they are looking
around for the Moses who will lead
them out of the wilderness, and are
determined to search the highways
and byways in the hope of finding
an honorable, upright citizen, untarred with political mud and free
from any taint of opportunism.
The people are not now disposed
to accept as their candidates anyone the "leaders" inflict upon
them. They are insisting that
there be no more hand-picking and
there be a full and free opportunity to select their own candidates.
And, having selected them, they
intend to watch them and see to it
that they keep their pledges. The
era of catering to scions of the big
financial houses and members of
law -juggling firms has passed; as
has also the era of following demagogues and slogan-makers. In
other words Massachusetts is
waking up.
The people are not as trustful
as they were—they have been
fooled too often. They have found
that too many men have their
price; that too many men have
sought office solely for their own

interests and advantages, with the
red auction flag hanging out as an
invitation to come and make their
bids.
In the ruthless scramble for high
of.
and higher positions trusted
ficials have forgotten their obligations to those who put their faith
in them; they have boldly and
brazenly sold their votes for preferment and such plums as fall into their hands.
There is a species of racketeering going on in the state, wherein
political powex is wielded in place
of the blackjack and monopolies of
fees, commissions and "profits"
become the reward for joining the
predatory powers. Honest public
jobs are free no more. They are
parceled out for a price. Under
the present regime a noose is tied
around the neck of every appointee which draws tight whenever his
sense of duty conflicts with the desires of those higher up.
So now comes the purge. The
chicanery is being carried on too
openly. It has become a scandal,
and the people are coming to realize that the smartness which they
have admired and which has been
considered a political asset is
nothing more. than downright robbery of the public treasury and
that they are the victims.
Huey Longs, Jack Waltons and
Curleys flourish for a time because
voters rather admire nerve and
ruthlessness, but there always
comes a time when the people
learn .that they are footing the
bills while the "gang" reaps the
harvest.
Here in Massachusetts eyes have
been opened. There have been
quarrels over the spoils which have
made public the means and methods
of political gangsters. Honeyed
words no longer cover up the ugliness of the situation. Propaganda
is becoming known for what it is
and the mystery of politics is becoming understood even by the
dullest of the people.
It ig no longer safe to leave
politics to the politicians and go
one's way serenely hopeful that
things will turn out all right in the
end. The citizen must take a hand.
He must be vigilant and watchful
.with an understanding eye to what
is going on. Representatives of
the people must be found who are
truly representative, not of a class
which makes politics a business,
but of the class who have to pay
the bills.
There is no question that Charles
N. Cole would have been a better
governor for the people than James
Michael Curley has proven., The
community-selected delegates to
the pre-primary saw it in the true
light and made him and gave him
the endorsement of the
Democratic party. They picked with
discretion. But in the primary which
followed honeyed words, rash promises and character-smirching
tactics won the day and swept into
office the man who styled
the peoples' choice," and himself
who by
attaching himself to the Roosevelt
coattails made it appear that he
and he alone was the
only Simon
DUTP cgrididate.
though his record

'ailed to prove it.
The man with a job is the man
most concerned. Upon him the
ourden rests most heavily. He
looks around him with eyes which
show innumerable "slickers" battening upon the fruits of his labors. He finds it harder and harder to get and keep a job and resents seeing people paid for not
[working, while he strives his utmost to keep his head above the
rising _tide.
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HUBBY RAILROADED,
, WOMAN DECLARES
'An Outrage, Cj,iry , Assures Mrs O'Connor, Sendmg Her to Foley
From Our Special Reporter
Boston. Nov. 19 — Carrying her
baby In her arms
nine-months-old
and with her six other children, the
oldest aged 13 straggling after her,
Mrs Charles L. O'Connor, wife of
former-Patrolman Charles O'Connor
who has been attached to a station
at West Roxbury and who was sentenced yesterday to six months in the
house ,of correction as the result of
an automobile accident, personally
appealed to Gov Curley today, declaring her husband had been made
a. "political football" by a districtattorney, a congressman and a former-state senator.
While she fed her baby from a bottle, Mrs O'Connor, frequently giv•
ing way to tears, told the governor
her husband had been treated unfairly by a newly-appointed police
captain and a sergeant who had
been continually "riding my husband." She told the governor she had
no knowledge as to where her hue.
bent] had been sent and believed
that after 13 years on the force. he
bad been made a "political football."
Gov Curley made It clear he had no
jurisdiction over the courts and directed a member of his staff, Alfred
F Smith, to accompany the woman
to Dist-Atty William J. Foley's office to appeal to him. Commenting
later, the governor said. "I think
this is an outrage. He might have
been given a suspended sentence."
As the woman left his office, the
governor handed her a neatly folded
..I20 bill.
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DEMOCRATS ENJOY
• SCHUSTER ATTACK
ON'ROYAL PURPLE
Dissension in G. 0. P. Ranks
Expected as Councilor Hits
Saltonstall—Gov Curley Is
'Amused'

•

From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Nov, 19—When Executive
Councilor WinneId A. Schuster of
East Douglas took a back-handed
Map at Leverett Salionstall, at the
Republican club gathering last night.
calling him a representative of thc
"royal purple." he not only created
much dissension in the G. 0. P.
ranks, but. as the current saying
goes, he "led with his chin."
Several well-known men, among
them Gov Curley, promptly took
advantage of the opening today and
shot some 'punches at the "young
hedhead'a" jaw. First came Robert
M. Washburn of Boston, president
of Roosevelt club, inc., who issued
this statement—
Schuster Has 'New Rash'
•
•
"Mr Schuster, modest spirit, now
breaks out with- a new rash. He indorses Mr Curley. They say that
Mr Saltonstall should retire from
public service; that he is in substance a social tycoon: that he cannot appeal to the working men of
the state.
"If this is so why should not Mr
Schuster also get out? For the Schuster family for generations have been
manufacturers
tat
Worcester
in
county, textile tycoons. Mr Schuster,
ought to take a bath himself bere he establishes his own political
rkish bath."
Next came Executive Councilor
Daniel H. Coakley of Boston, with
this statement.
"I am glad to see that my young
friend
Win Schuster has finally
tumbled to the fact that the Saltonstalis and the Parkmans look
upon him as just as much of a
'barbarian' as myself, or as Oscar
Dionne, former Mayor Carriers of
Fitchburg or Max thin, who was
slaughtered three years ago when he
ran for the nomination of state
blue-blooded.
against a
treasurer
candidate who didn't even bother to
make a speech.
"As for the action of the Republican club against Judge Baker and
Chairman Cote when a man is 'read
out' of the Republican party by a
handful of bluebloods it's a pretty
good sign that his backbone is composed of something stronger than
raspberry jello. Old Teddy Roosevelt
read Senator Borah of Idaho out of
the party years ago. Today he stands
as its most available candidate for
President. Senator Norris of Nebraska
is another whose Republicanism is
too liberal for the silk-stocking group
which la determined to rule or ruin
the party

'Private Organization'
"The Republican club of Massachusetts has no more right to 'read' a
Republican out of his party than I
Would to make Leverett Saltonstall
give up his seat in the subway providing Leverett could be 'induced to
ride in the subway. It is nothing but
a private organization the purpose
of which is to perpetuate Brahmin
control of the people and if unsuccessful in that to control at least the
selection of Republican candidates
for high state office."
Gov Cawley got only humor out of
the Republican club meeting—so he
said. When asked t.o comment on it
ne nrst stated he thought it might
be well to have Secretary Grant continue to disturb and disconcert the
Republicans.
"If they keep at • this three-ring
circus much longer," the governor
continued, "the people will be convinced that it is a three-ring circus.
This has been true since the death
of Murray. Crane and Senator Lodge.
I was very much interested in the
statement of Mr Schuster that the
time had arrived to end the royal
purple and give consideration to other
elements in the party. Apparently
there are some Republicans who believe that •there are persons eligible
of holding office other than registrants of the blue book. I believe
their trouble is just beginning
"I find the numerous meetings being held almost as amusing as the
play 'Throe men on a horse' and I
hope for the enlightenment and enjoyment of the community they will
hold many more such meetings. That
one last night was very amusing."
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Gov Curley should read the President's Thanksgiving proclamation
to see how it can be done without
giving offense. But, then, Gov Ben
Butler's method furnished him with
a good model. Butler copied one
by a good, old, orthodox governor
who was in office early in the 19th
century; and, with sardonic humor,
he revealed the real authorship only I
when it had been attacked,
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STAMIOUStivonr
Russell and Westfield Arts Approved
From Our Special Reporter.
Boston, Nov. 19—The state emergency finance board this afternoon
approved a loan of 915,000 by Buss1 for municipal relief, and authorized Westfield to transfer from its
reserve fund for old age assistance,
and also to transfer $3941 from its
water revenue
account to water
maintenance.
Holyoke Firm Is Bidder
Daniel O'Connell's Sons of Holyoke
were fifth lowest bidder on both plans
for construction of a bridge and approaches in Newbury and Newburyport, when the public works department onened bids this afternoon. The
Holyake firm's bid was $288,932.82 on
scheme 1, with $262.428.20 the lowest
bid, and on scheme 2, its bid was
$291,164.82, with $283,544.20 the lowest bid. Charles I. Roamer of Greenfield was 10th bidder of 015 for construction of a bridge and approaches
in Weymouth, with an offer of $120,162.50, against the lowest bid of $94,627.50.
State and City to Settle Finances
The commonwealth will settle its
financial score with municipalities tomorrow by sending out checks totaling $8,668.000 to the various cities
and towns. It will receive $13,212,000.
The checks represent distribution of
various taxes and other assessments.
Springfield's
check will be $325,893.72. It has a favorable balance in
the transaction.
Worcester Woman Reads Hairdressers
Miss Mary E. Carmody of Worcester will be appointed chairman
of the newly-created
state
hairdressers' board. Gov carley announced
this afternoon. She will receive a
salary of $2000. The board was created by the last Legislature. Gov
Curley was not prepared to announce
the names of the two other board
members.
Gov Drley's Birthday Today
Gov ertiFlev will spend all of tomorrow, his 61st birthday, "%corking
at the office." At night he will visit
the automobile shove' for a few minutes and then will spend a "quiet
evening at home with my family." He
said no celebration is planned. but
he expects ft number of old friends
to "drop in for a visit." He is postponing an opportunity to take the
fifth degree in the Grange tomorrow
night, in order to spend the "quiet
evening at home," he added.
State Pollee Stop '25 Cars
State police stopped 25 cars on the
socalled Worcester cutoff highway
during the 24 hours up to 8 this
morning. Twelve summonses were issued for speeding, four motorists were
given warnings, and one speeding arrest was made. No accidents were
reported.
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'Reading Them Out'
"Reading them out of the party"
is an expression as odd as it is old,
applied to persons who are no
longer wanted in a political organszation for divers reasons. It is out
of date, in any case, under the pmmary system. A trifle absurd, too,
in view of the legal right of every
citizen, qualified to vote, to register
in one party or another. The newspaper boys, in reporting the resolutions of the Republican club of
Massachusetts, naturally used the
old and familiar expression, yet
actually the club did not attempt to
excommunicate from the party the
said Edmund Cote and Joshua Arthur Baker.
.Mr Cote was expelled only from •
the club, which is not the party by
a long shot. Judge Baker, it appears, has not been a club member;
and so he was reached through a
novel "request." Inasmuch as "he
'has no common interest and no
`(moral) right to continue any po'litical affiliation with the Republican party," the judge was "re'quested" to get out. Of course, he
won't get out, if he feels like staying in, as a voter. The club, however, has administered its public
rebuke and that is the main thing,
from the club's point of view.
It was a sophomoric performance
at the best, out of which the Curleyites derive the. maximum amusement. Yet the underlying facts are
not so funny even in the governor's
intimate circle. The executive council has not been fairly transformed
in political complexion, and the
!charge that the judiciary has been
"prostituted" to serve purely political ends can never be shaken.
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NO VOLTAGE STEP-UP
HAS BEEN DISCOVEREI
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e Editor of The Republican:-1

t is with some sense of disappointment that I have read in the
public print the cynical castigations
visited upon a citizen of Pittsfield, recently elevated to high judicial office %
by the keenest and most discerning
governor this commonwealth probably
has ever had.
From what I can learn, J. Arthur
Baker has always lived a normal life.
As a boy in the public schools and
, as a man in this community he has
maintained himself.
His emotions
must therefore be under proper control and his judgments must be correct and sufficiently wise to avoid the
pitfalls and the snares spoken of by
the psalmist.
His knowledge of the law may not
be as deep as that of Chief Justice
Hughes of Washington, but it must
have been of a high order, for he
was accepted by the bar association
and the chief justice of Massachusetts
as a proper person to Practice law
before the courts of this commonwealth.
That he is a man of great determination will. I think, he readily admitted by all. Defeat is no stranger
to him. Time and again he has gone
down, sometimes with the laughs of
Republicans in his ears. But he did
not stay down—he got up again.
So then it seems clear to me- that
his loyalties were first to the commonwealth of Massachusetts, and I
second to himself: and so when
kaleidoscopic changes, political and
otherwise, took place in the maelstrom of Massachusetts affairs, and
Mr Baker was offered an opportunity
to still further serve his commonwealth in high office, it would not be
natural, or indeed patriotic, to refuse. It might be fair to say that.,
It would not be in the nature of any
good disciple of Blackstone to refuse
such an opportunity for service, particularly when our governor, Ilt the
whole sweep of his culture, discipline
and discernment, offered it.
GEORGE F. MACKAY, M. D.
Dalton, November 13, 1935.

From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Nov. 19—Investigation by
the governor's advisory committee on
public utilities in cooperation with the
state department of public utilities
discloses that there was no evidence
of voltage step-up by any of the electric companies in metropolitan Boston
to increase the consumption of power.
Five Investigators who made spot
tests throughout the area reported
there would be no advantage to any
, company, so far as increased
! was concerned, to increase the revenue
voltage,
because the lines are designed to
maintain an even voltage.
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NOULD SELL WHITNEY'S
I COTTON GIN TO STATE
Gov Curley Will See What
Steps Can Be Taken to
Preserve It

From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Nov. 19—Gov Curley conferred with a delegation from the
Westboro Historical society today and
then appointed Lieut-Gov Joseph L.
Hurley and Asst Secretary John H
Backus to ascertain whether fundS
could be raised In the State to buy the
model of the original cotton gin invented by Eli Whitney, a Westboro
native,
Judge Francis X. Reilley headed the
Weetboro delegation and told the governor the model Is owned by Joseph
Riirdett M Washington, (4a., and is
on the farm of Victor Domes, on the
site of the Whitney birthplace. He
said Burdett would sell to the commonwealth for $15.000 and expressed
the belief it nheuld remain in the
state.
Gov Curley mid he knew of no fund
which could be used to buy the model
but suggested It might be bought by
Henry Ford, or a group of cotton
manufacturers, or by means of general subscription.
%se
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-REPUBLICAN CLUB
ACTION AMUSING,
CURLEY REMARKS
Washburn Takes Schuster
to Task for "Indorsing Goy.,
ernor ; Coakley Gets
•
in Word.

%toe keuvernor /was the first to usa
the characterization "royal purple"
with regard to the wealthier and more
conservative elements • of the' Republican party).
Councilor Coakley stepped into the
picture to Congratulate Judge Baker
and Chairmen Cote of the Pall River
Finance Commission "on the distinction they have earned by their retwilit' to accept the 11.1.oe shinlog concession at the Sorneeset Club" (most
exelusive 'club in Boston).
Turning t'o, the clash betWeen
Speaker , ,Saltonstall and Councilor
Schuster, Coakley said, "I am Iliad tc
see that • ply young friend, Win
Schuster, has finally tumbled to the
fact that the Saltonstalls and the
Parkina:ne• look upon him as jut as
much of a barbarian as myself or as
Oscar Diane', ,former-Mayor Corriere
of Fitchburg or former-State Senator
Max Ulins
'who was rlaughtered three
yetirs ago .when he 'ran for the noraInation for state treasurer against a
blue blooded candidate who didn't
even bother to make a speech.
'As for the action of the Republican
Club against Judge Baker and Chairmag Cote, when a man is read out of
the Republiean Party by a helittle bloods it's a.pretty rani sign that
his' backbone is con-ironed of something strenger than raspberry Jelin.
Old Teddy Roo*velt read Senator
Borah of Idaho out --.)f ihe Party some
years ago. Today lie stands as its
most available call lidate for President. Senator Norrie of. Nebraska is
another whose Repiedicanism was too
liberal for the silk stocking group
which is determined to rule or ruin the
party."

(Spicial to The SPriaaf0d L
BOSTON, Nov. 19--Gov, Janice M.
Curley this afternoon professed to get
a -lot' of amusement out of the Republican doings last night when the
Republican Club of Massachumetts
read Judge J. Arthur Baker of Pittsfield out of the party, took awey
membership in the organization from
former-Ettecutive Councilor Edmond
Cote of Fall River and witnessed a
breach within the party when Exectitii,e Councilor Winfield A. Schuster of
East Douglas took a slap at Levetett
Salionstall by declaring. that the G. 0.
P. must nominate candidates nett
year who have no connection with the
"royal purple,"
Washburn Answers Schuster,
UNION
At the same time Robert M. Washburn., political commentator and deSpringfield, Mass.
feated candidate for the United States
Senate last year against David T.
Walslit hit out at Schubter for the
latte,r's declarations.
NOV
Also getting into the picture was
Executive Councilor Daniel H. Coakley of Boaton, Democratic power behind the throne, who declared that the
Republican Clqb had no right to read
a Republican Out of the party.•
Gov. Curley- likened last night's
meeting of the Republican Club to 3
three-ring circus.' He hoped that tie
Republican e would have many mory
such meetings and said that prett.:
soon the people will be convinced that ,
the Republican party, is. in fact. a 1
three-ring circus and that this has 1
lien,true since the deat'h of Murray
Crane and.former-U. S. Senator Henry
(Special to The Springfield Union)
Cabot Ledge.
ROSTON. Nov. 19—Gov, James M.
"I WWI very much interested," the iThrley this afternoon said that he will
Governor,. continued, "in the statemeet submit the name of former President
of Mr. Sthuster thkt the time brid ar
James T. Moriarty of the State Fedrived. to .end the 'royal purple" and ,ration of Labor to his
Executive
'give consideration to other elements conned tomorrow as Commission
er of
in ,the party. Apparently there art- labor and Industries.
some Republicans who believe that
Asked as to other appointments, the
there are persons eligible for holding
(!oilernor said he had reached no deOffice ,other than registrants of • the
cision
regarding the reappointment or
Blue Book. L find the nemerous meetof Dr. Payson
Smith
ings bring held almost as amusing as replacement
Mate Commissioner of Education. He
elle Play 'Three Men on a Horse' and was
receipt,
In
he
said,
enlightenm'e
of
a resolunt and enI hope for the
joyment of the community they will tion! adopted by the directors of the
hold many more such meetings. Thai Massachusetts Teachers' Federation
Indorsing the services and qualifica•
one last night wee very amusing."
Declarinx that "Mr, Schuster ought lions of Dr. Smith .n his present post.
Former City Councilor Thomas H.
to take a bath himself before he establisheld his own political turkish Given of Charlestown will probably
bath.;' Mr. Washburn charged that the be • tipPointed tomorrow as the successor of Civil Service Commissioner
East Douglas counqi or wasP in
seine boat with Spraker Saltodstal) James M. Htlrley 'Of Marlboro. Other
with regard to bearing the "royal pur- Major appointments are likely to be
ple' label and that it Saltonstall was held up for a week or two. In most of
not fit to run for office, Mr. Schuster the major offices where vacancies
will occur the oppointments do
himself should get out: ,
not
expire unti,J.Dec. 1.
, "Mr. 'Schuster. a modest spirit, now
rash,"
new
Washwith
a
breaks out
bilrn Said. "He indorses Mr. Curley,"
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Gov. Curley Decides
To Name Moriarty

Former Labor Leader's Name
Will Be Submitted
Today
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!I WIFE OF FORMER
HUB PATROLMAN
ASKS CURLEY AID

I

Declares She Will "Clean
Out Boston Police Department." Husband
Is in Jail

BOSTON, Nov. 19 (AP)—Declaring
she would "clean out the Boston Police Department," a former patrolman's wife appealed personally to
Gov. James M. Curley today to aid her
husband, sent to jail yesterday for
drunken driving.
The wife, Mrs. Charles O'Connor,
accompanied by her seven small children, told the Governor her husband
has been made "a political football.'

Cans It "Outrage"
The Chief Executive, commenting
later on the case, termed O'Connor's
imprisonment "an outrage."
"He might have been given a sus,pended sentence," Curley said.
On June 18, Itn automobile allegedly driven by. O'Connor struck and injured two women. He was charged
with drunken and negligent driving
and !keying the scene of an accident
without making himself known.
Gov. Curley sent the wife to Dist.
Atty. William J. Foley tint the latter
was not in his office. Then she went
home. Before she left the executive
chamber, however, the
Governor
pressed a $20 bill into her hand.
The Governor informed Mrs. O'Connor he had no jurisdiction over the
cbu rts.
"I am going to clean out the police
department." Mrs. O'Connor told the
Governor. "even if I have to get Fed'
eral agents to do it. No other policeman's wife will have to go through
what I have had to endure."
O'Connor, prior to his resignation
after the accident, was a policeman
esaL13 years.
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Gov. Curley Is 61 Today
Birthday Message to Young Folks Urges Them
to Absorb All Education Possible
BOSTON, Nov. 20 (AP)—In a
birthday meesage to the young
folks, Gov. James M. Curley of
Massachusetts today urged them to
absorb all the education they could
before starting out on a vocation.
Gov. Curley is 61 today. He has
gleaned his own education from
personal observations and two
hours a day with his books.
"Regardless of a youngster's aim
In life," the Governor said,
"he
should base it on a firm educational foundation. Then he is ready
for anything."
The one achievement of a long

.0.••

••••..
-••••

-

political career which brought him
the most joy was his election as
Governor last November, Curley
said. His worst failure in politics,
he added, was the defeat by the recent Legislature of his $4,500,000
bond issue bill for the construction of public buildings.
He drove from his home in the
Jamaica Plain district of Boston to
the State House as usual today to
attend an important Executive
Council meeting.
There was a birthday party at
his home on the program for tonight.
--- -
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The Lowell Courier-Citizen
The Governor has got things at last
where it is conceivable he
wants
them; he has an unfettered power
to load the State government with
his favorites. It is hard to see how
any Governor can regard doing this
as far-seeing politics; hut it may be
that Governor Curley suspects his
career as a public
servant
has
reached the end of its tether, save
as he may still he able to •ceramand
the fealty of the unterrified Boston
Democrats, and that he feels as if
nothing matters now—so let's go the
limit! Those who consent to play
the game as the Governor wants it
played shall be handsomely rewarded, even if it means introducing
cheap politics into the judiciary.
At least it has not been done covertly. It has been as open and as
flagrant a defiance of the better public opinion as was ever offered by
any governor of Massachusetts. Possibly it Is well worth the cost to
the Massachusetts public, as an inescapable proof of the wages of folly
in dealing with the
governorship.
The people of this State deliberately
invited this thing—and they've got it.
One hopes that they are satisfied. The
disquieting thing is that there remains more than a year in which
a
helpless public must submit to
this
sort of thing, its only defense
being
a possible moderation in the
Governor's conduct of which there
is thus
far no evidence to be seen.

13REEN, MORIARTY
BELIEVED PICKED
FOit STATE POSTS
Opposition Expected if
Green Is Named Civil Service Commissioner — Moriarty Wants Labor Office
Front Our Special Reporter
Boston, Nov. 19—First "definite" assurance that Gov Curley will appoint
former City Councilor Thomas H.
Green of Charlestown to succeed
James M. Hurley of Marlboro as civil
Service commissioner was given by
the governor this afternoon. Asked
If he would submit Green's name tomorrow, he replied that he "might."
It is definitely known that a strong
Move is on to hold up the confirmation of Green if he is appointed. It
Is generally felt that he ought he rewarded by the governor for his support in the past. but that he is not
qualified for the civil service berth.
The move to block confirmation
comes from within the Democratic
ranks.
Moriarty Is Picked
The governor said he visited James
T. Moriarty, former president of the
State Federation of Labor, and found
him recovering from a three week&'.
illness due to heart disease. Moriarty,
th, governor said, indicated he was
willing to accept appointment as commissioner of labor and industries in
the vacancy caused by the death of
DeWitt C. DeWolf of Chester. The
governor will submit the nomination
to the council tomorrow.
Asked 'about EdWard Fisher, whose
term as chairman of the board of conciliation and arbitration expires Del.
rember 1, , the
governor admitted
there are many candidates for the
place. Among those mentioned are
Charles G. Wood of Concord. fort
merly on the board and later a federal
labor conciliator; former Representative John Halliwell of New Bedford,
also a Republican.
In connection with this post, the
governor declared there are many
candidates for every position and it
Is surprising that many now holding
posts are laboring under the impresMon that the world will collapse if
they are replaced. "No one is indispensable," the governor added.
He said he had reached no decision
as to replacement of Dr Payson
Smith as commissioner of education,
and gave out copies of a letter received by him from President Grace
I. Woodbury of the Massachusetts
Teachers federation, inclosing a resolution adopted by the federation's
board of directors on the 16th, praising Dr Smith and conveying the federation's appreciation of the commissioner's services.
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Curley Selects McCarthy
For State Welfare Post;
Moriarty Gets Labor Job
Former Boston Commission Head Named to
Replace Conant in $7000 Position- -Govern- 1
or Indicates No Action Will Be Taken Today on Education Office
OIl to 7'he Springfield Union)
H1STON. Nov. 20—.Gov. James M.
rley this afternoon appointed Walter V. McCarthy as State Commissioner of Public Welfare to succeed
Richard K. Conant who has held the
post since the departmental reorganization in the state government 'a
number of years ago. Mr. McCarthy
was formerly executive director of
the Public Welfare Commission for
Boston when the Governor was mayor
of the city and has been connected
with welfare work for more than 20
years. The post of Public Welfare Commissioner pays a salary of $1000 a year.
As announved yesterday, the Governor submitted to his Executive
Council the name of James T. Moriarty to succeed the late DeWitt Dc. and
Wolf as Commissioner of Labor

Induitry. Mr. Moriarty wai formerly
president of the state branch of the
American Federation of Labor.
The Governor also announced that
President EmeritusA.Lawrence Loaeli
of Harvard had accepted the chairmanship of the Advisory Board of tile
newly created unemployment compensation committee which will administer
the new Federal Social Security Act.
No action wi I he taken today by
the Governor relative to replaclog Dr
Payson Smith as commia.ione? of the
State Department of Edmation hq
indicated, or with regard to the allpointment to high state office of former-Boston City Councilor Thomas H
Green. Mr. Green Is believed slates
. Tamet
for appointment as successor to .
M. Hurley as Civil Service COM MIR.
sinner.
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tiovernment Will
Build„Cape Roads
Gov. Curley Promises Employment for 500 Within 10 Days
Union)
I (Special to The Springfield Federal
BOSTON, Nov. 20—The
for
Government has allocated $302,000new
the
the construction of roads at
on
Bourne
National Guard site at
this aftCape Cod, Gov. Curley stated are supernoon. Five hundred men
project
posed to be given jobs on this be emwithin 10 days. They will
six
ployed for a period of about
months.
alThe Governor said that work
National
ready in progress at the
taken
Guard Camp site has alreadyents of
care of the welfare requirem
consequently the
the area and that
has been
rule restricting employment
out.
waived and unemployed persons
side the area will be given Joh&

Thanksgiving Day '
Message Is Given

2 Park Square
MASS.
BOSTON
UNION
Springfield, Mass.
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tate House Briefsll
By DONAL F. MaePHLE

Curley 61 Years old
BOSTON. Nov. 19 — Gov. Jamea.M.
Curley
spend his 61st birthday
tomorrow working all day at the office. In the evening the Governor said
that he would "spend a quiet evetking
at home with my family," No sPe•
dal celebration is planned at his home,
the Governor raid, although he expects mnay old friends to drop in for
a visit.
License Plates Issued
The Registry of Motor Vehicles today started issuing registration plates
for 1936. Plates for the holders of the
first 100,000 numbers will be mailed
the latter part of this 'week. Plates
for the holders of the first' 10.000 numbers are being mailed today 'and tomorrow. Next ‘dar's plates are maroon with white figures.
.
•
Town Audit Reports
Director Theodore N. Waddell of the
State Division of Accounts; today made
Public reports of State audits of the
loans of Cummington and Goshen.
'loth are shown to be in good financial
condition. Although some minor faUlts
*err found with the way the towns
had hen handling their affairs. no
major criticisms were contained in the
reports.
Gets $2000 Job
Gov. James M. Carley this afternoon
announced that Miss Mary E. Carmody- of Worcester will be appointA
as chairthan of the newly created
She will reState Hairdressers
ceive tOsalery of $1000 a year. The
board was created by act of the Legislature this year. There will be two
other aPpointess to the board but Gov
Curley was not prepared to announce
their names today.

goard.

Gov. Curley Issues Proclamation; Love of Neighbor Basis
of Reconstruction, He Says
BOSTON, Nov. 20 (AP)—Declaring
that love of neighbor should be the
basis of reconstruction of the economic structure of America, Gov.
James M. Curley today issued a proclamation setting Thursday. Nov. 28,
as a day of thanksgiving and prayer.
-if we accepted fully that Divine
proclamation
commandment," t h e
stated, "a iliw day would dawn in the
a day of
American
people,
life of the
general thanksgiving, a day of happiness in every home. Such a Thanksgiving day is possible if the people
of,the nation are animated by the
same abiding faith in Almighty God
and in their fellow men that actuated
the founders of our nation"

Mar Buy ULM Model
FolloWing a,conference ebb a delegation representing the Westboro Historical.Society. Gov. Curley this afternoon ppoianted Lieut. GOV. Joseph L.
Hurley and Assistant Secretary John
Backus a committee lo eseertsen
whether funds could be raised in Massachueetts to purchase a model of
the•eriginal hotton gin invented by Eli
Whitely, who was born in Westboro.
The model, now on a farrif.in Westboro: is offered for Sale at 810,000.
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Governor Curley Proclaims
Nov.28 Thanksgiving Day

I

Press Clipping Service
2 Park Square
BOSTON
MASS.
NEWS
Springfield, Mass.

Points to Example of Pilgrim Fathers as Furnishing
Lesson of the Value of Faith, Fortitude and Fidel.'
ity
"ran In the courage and the
of the American people to
Boston, Nov. 20—Gov Curley to- abilitytheir
solve
problems and I can visdesignatday issued a proclamation
ualize through an equitable' solution
ing November 28 for the observance the supreme happiness that would on
Thanksgiving day'reign in every
of Thanksgiving day.
heart and in every home in the land.
The governor pointed to the ex- God grant that it may be realized."
ample of the Pilgrim Fathers as furnishing "an enduring lesson of the
value of faith, fortitude and fidelity."
"Thanksgiving day, a distinctly
American institution, had its origin
in those trying days of the establishment of the Massachusetts Bay
colony, when the hearts, the minds
and the sohls of the people had attained a degree of spirituality that
was ever present in the hour of supreme trial. The courageous group of
Pilgrims in that first winter at Plymouth was confronted with lack of
food, with extreme cold, and with the
ever-present fear of attack from wild
animals and with the dread of the
unknown that lurked in the forest
After
surrounding the settlement.
their first harvest they gave expression of their faith in Almighty God
and to Him gave thanks for the
abundance of the harvest and for the
safe ending of the trying journey
Press Clipping Service
across the ocean. They were grateful.
too, for the privilege of worshiping
2 Park Square
Almighty God in conformity with
BOSTON
MASS.
belief.
own
their
• "This first Thanksgiving day may
well serve as an inspiration to present-day Atnerica, since the most
NEWS
needy in the lard today enjoys the
fruits of his labor in larger measure
Springfield,
Mass.
than was the lot of these early settlers. They have given us an enduring lesson of the value of faith, tortilla** and fidelity.
.
.... If we in America
same
these
by
animated
today
were
sublime qualities, obstacles which we
speedconsider insurmountable would
ily disappear.
"Faith was the cornerstone upon.
which was built the Massachusetts
Bay colony. Love of neighbors was
Boston, Nov.
the cement which bound this strui-, •61st birthday of 20—Today was the
Governor James M.
neighbor,
of
love
and
together,
ture
Curley and he celebrated by
spending
shonld be the baste for the reconthe day at his desk at the
state
struction today of the economic
house.
accepted
structure of America. If we
The only manner in which he
a
commandment,
took
fully that divine
cognizance of the occasion was by
new day would dawn in the life of
cancelling
all
engagements for tothe Acerican people, a day crf gennight in order that he might
remain
eral thanksgiving, a day of happiat
home
with
his
family.
ness in every home. Such a Thanksgiving day is possible if the people
of the nation are animated by the
same abiding faith in Almighty God .
and in their fellowman that actuated
the founders of our'nation. If we
are animated by that faith there
must come a recognition of our ob.
ligations to our fellowman and his
right to employ the talents with
which God has endowed him and in
return for his labor a recompense
that will permit him to maintain his
dependents in conformity with the
best American standard.
'The task confronting the founders of the colony was most exacting
111(1 the task confronting um today
, is equally exacting. I have so nhid
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CURLEY CELEBRATES
BIRTHDAY AT DESK
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6 THANKSGIVING
PARDONS ASKED
BY COY CURLEY
Would Also Free 70-Year-Old
Woman Who Was Released
in 1930
I

Boston, Nov. 20—Gov Curley today
recommended to the executive council
Thanksgiving pardons under parole
conditions for six inmates of state
prison and a full pardon for a 70year-old woman who was released in
1930.
Mrs Jessie Chapman of Kezar
Falls, Me., was paroled December 23,
1930. She had been serving a life
sentence for the murder of a Lynn
woman during a quarrel over a man.
The governor said that it appeared
she was "leading a God-fearing,
simple existence with her husband,"
and he wished her "to end her days
offense
her
pardoned for
fully
against society."
recommendations
pardon
Other
were: August Voce, Lynn, sentenced
May 27, 1930, to 10 to 12 years for
murderous assault: Albert Mercier.
Lawrence, sentenced May 22, 1931, to
10 to 15 years for putting in fear and
armed robbery in 'connection with a
William
gasoline station holdon;
Rolfe, Boston, sentenceo December IS,
1925, to 25 to 30 yearn for armed robbery; William C. Howard, sentenced
March 10, -1909, to life imprisonment
for second-degree wife murder at New
Redford; Sylvester Parham, Winchester, sentenced March 13, 1918, to life
imprisonment for second-degree murder, and Harry Harrison, 66, of Worcester, sentenced November -- 2,• 1931,
to 18 to 20 years for

(
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HAIGIS MUST BE
CHUCKLING

'.t Democrats are doubtless not the

only persona who are deriving considerable amusement from the socalled "reading out of the Republican party" of Judge Joshua A.
Baker and former Councilor Edmond Cote. Of course the action
taken is more or less (If a joke,
since no club can boot a man out
,of any party, although free to criticize his actions and policies.
However that is not the point of
this comment. It was noted that
John W. Haigis of Greenfield, upon
whom the Republicans of the western part of the state are looking
earnestly and sincerely, with a view
to nominating him for governor, was
not present at the State Republican
club's shindig.
Mr Haigis sent his regrets with
the message that he wanted to be
in condition for an important business engagement the next morning.
This, one of the reporters commented, occasioned a laugh, although
just why was not explained.
Perhaps because absolute frankness is not indulged in by those
who tittered at the Boston gathering. Perhaps Mr Haigis sensed
what a ridiculous situation was
about to develop during the gathering,'since it had been bruited about
that there were liable to be hot
party doings, and would not care
to attend in any event.
At any rate it will do the Haigis
cause no harm for its leader to
have been absent from the vaudeville which has followed the gathering, the Democrats, from Goy
Qy down and non-blue-blood,
nonlilue-stockink Republicans getting a grand laugh out of the proceedings. Mr Haigis, although a
white collar member of his party, is
not placed in the blue-stocking class.
He therefore can afford to smile a
bit broadly and to rightly feel that
what went on at the gathering will
not hurt his aspirations to win the
nomination for governor. He is justified if he is chuckling just a little
bit, at any rate.
For some time now the Republican
leaders, or those who assume to be
leaders, have been pleading and in
fact some of them have been howling for party harmony as the one
thing needed to put the old re-

actionaries back into power at the
are in
State House. And here they
nprelimi
the
of
outset
at the very
y and
harmon
dishing
gn
campai
ary
Boston
hurling it to those vicious
winds.
Curley
It is natural that .Gov
of the
side
us
humoro
the
should see
numersituation. He finds "these
almost as
ous meetings being held
on a
Men
'Three
as
amusing
persons
are
there
Horse.'" In case
referwho do not understand the
that
ence it may be explained
of
one
is
Horse"
a
"Three Men on
gant
extrava
most
and
wildest
the
playfarces ever written. It is now
so
Boston
in
ment
engage
ing an
that the politicans around Boston
the
way will thoroughly appreciate
comment of the governor.
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Sawyer Defends Cutlty
on Jobs Situation
Editor Ware River NewsCertain Boston newspapers have
recently carried stories which mis4,ead their readers as to the real sitdation as to the work being passed
out by the state. Taus mislead there
has been much criticism of the program and those who sponsor it.
Among such criticism I find your
editorial of last week. Were the
facts as the Boston newspapers have
stated, there would be some ground
for the criticism, but the real facts
ere these.
FARM to Market roads in conjunction with WPA work has not at
all started. When it starts, work is
to be given to men who were on
welfare Nov. 1, and the number in
each place is to be according to the

number an welfare Nov. 1st.
Chapter 81 and 90 work has been
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GOV CURLEY ISSUES

I BIRTHDAY MESSAGE

OSTON, Nov. 2A-4ill—In a birthday message to the young folks, Governor :amen M. Curley of Massachusetts, to-day urged them to absorb all
the education they could before starting out on a vocation.
Governor Curley is 61 to-day. He
has gleaned Ms own education from
personal observations and two hours
r• (4ty with his books.
"Regardless of a youngster's aim in
life," the governor said, "he shoulti
base it on a firm educational foundation. Then he is ready for anything."
:file one achievement of a. long
i political career which brought him t..e
most joy was, his clection as governor
la-t November, Curley said.
-..m..••••,10.0111081110.
-

i

only in small part awarded.
Side-walk work has been carried
out in only four places and started

In only six—this work starts with
Welfare men under federal supervision, and concludes with men selected in the state employment offices—men to be taken from the lo-

I

cality.
Extra temporary work, such as
smoothing up shoulders, cutting

brush, has been given out in several
.places, employing around 2000 men
for two weeks in July, and at present employing around
since perhaps two weeks
this type of work being
sex County, where the

1500 men
ago. It was
used in Es-

300 or so
men from Chelsea were put to work.
No men secured employment here

except Essex, Middlesex and Suffolk
county men.
Thus Ware is in the same boat
with at least 98 per cent of the
other towns of the state.
I have at various times talked
with Secretary Molt of the Water
Commission, and with Chairman
Hultman, about using as many local
men as possible on the Water proIcet, and both have assured me they
lo intended to do. I also spoke to
Gov. Curley in the same vein and
he called up the Commission and
pressed the point. So far as I have

been able to learn the Commission
has been very good in hiring local
,t?or.s
eit7ssi, ttvss
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Talk of Ware Man I
for Governor's Council
the Ware River
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Reis talk among the of
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Sunday Sale of Liquor to
Be Banned Under New Rules
Drafted for Coming Year
to
4,
Extra Hour After Midnight Limited Joly
Columbus Day Eve, New Year's Eve --License Fees Raised In Some Cases

Taking advantage of a change in ers licensed to sell all kinds of althe liquor laws, this year, in a bill coholic beverages is increased $100,
signed by Goverrirley in the and will be $600 in 1936, instead of
closing days of thfir slative ses- $500.
The fee for victualers or innholdsion, the Wakefield Selectmen will
ban all sales of liquor on Sundays ers selling beer and wines only is
in restaurants and other places li- increased $50, from $250 to $300.
censed to dispense alcoholic bever- The prices of all other licenses reages, except, of course, that no ho- main the same, except that where a
tel or club having a license can be victualer or innholder licensed to
denied the privilege of selling seven sell all kinds of beverages also has
a permit for dancing, the fee will
_
days in the week.
The new regulations were drafted be $800 or $200 more than the fee
recently by a sub-committee of the without the dancing permit. VicSelectmen comprising Donald White tualers or innholders selling beer
and D. Thomas Dinan, and accept- and wines only, by the glass, will
ed by the board, last night, after be charged $100 extra, if they have a
being under consideration for sev- dancing permit, or a total fee of
$500.
v weeks.
eral
The new regulations are expected
In places licensed to sell liquor to
drunk on the premises, the hours to settle the controversies of the
emain the same, 8 a.m. until mid- past year over the presentation of
ight, except that there will be an entertainment, dancing, or music, at
xtension until 1 a.m. on the night licensed establishments.
For music, the radio only will be
before the Fourth of July, the night
aefore Columbus Day, and New allowed unless the establishment
Year's eve. No recognition is made has a dancing permit.
No entertainment may be provid)f Hallowe'en, over which there was
ed in any establishment unless it
.ionsiderable confusion this year.
In accordance with the state law, has a dancing permit.
All holders of dance-permit lino sales will be permitted on the
day of any state or municipal elec- censes will be allowed an orchestra,
tion or primary until after the singers, and refined floor shows, and
polls have closed. Liquor-selling es- to have dancing must have a minitablishments may be open after the mum of 150 square feet of dancing
polls are closed, which, in Wake- space, all sides of which must have
at least three feet in the clear, exfield generally means after 8 p.m.
The hours for package stores sell- cept where they may border on a
ing bottled goods, not to be drunk fixed wall.
All applicants for licenses for the
on the premises, remain the same,
9 a.m. to 11 p.m., except Sundays, sale of alcoholic beverages must file
holidays, and election or primary a bond in the sum of $1,000.
The new regulations and fees will
days.
The fee for victualers or innhold- be published in full tomorrow.
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DEMOCRATS IN
JIBES AT C.O.P.
Curley, Coakley Quick to
Comment on Republican
Expulsions
SEEKING 'COMFORT'
Washburn Also Chides
Schuster; Fuller Again
Being Discussed
By Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Nov. 19. — Democrats
were busy today trying to read
comforting things for themselves
into developments bf last night's
meeting of the Republican Club of
Massachusetts which expelled former Councilor Edmond Cote of Fall
River from membership and asked
Judge J. Arthur Baker, also a former Councilor, to leave the Republican party.
Governor Curley stepped in with
some comment. So did Councilor
Daniel H. Coakley, one titne enemy
of the Governor.
Washburn Chides
Robert M. Washburn, president
of the Roosevelt Club (T. R.), was
in the fray early, chiding Councilor
Winfield A. Schuster of East Douglas for his remark last night that
• the Republican party should avoid
the "royal purple" in selecting a.
candidate.
Mr. Washburn said: "Mr. Schuster's modest spirit now breaks out
with a new rash. He endorses Mr.
Curley. Tney say that Mr. Saltonstall should retire from the public service, that he is, in substance,
a social tycoon, that he cannot appeal to the working man of the
state.
"If this is so why should not Mr.
Schuster also get out. For the
Schuster family for generations
have been fat manufacturers in
Worcester County, textile tycoons.
Mr. Schuster ought to take a bath
himself before he established his
own political Turkish bath."
Curley Calls for Grant
The Governor said he thought it
might be a good idea to have Dick
Grant, his secretary and now appointee as a Public Utilities Commissioner, continue on the radio
"to disconcert Republicans."
"If they (Republicans) keep at
this three-ring circus much longer,"
he said, "the people will be convinced that it is a three-ring circus. This has been true since the

death of Murray Crane and Senator Lodge."
In the meantime, in connection
with the Republican situation, the
possible candidacy of former Gov.
Alvan T. Fuller came in for renewed discussion. Mr. Fuller has
declined definite comment, but, has
assailed the Governor on several
occasions.
Coakley Speaks
Councilor Coakley said:
"I am glad to see that my young
friend Win Schuster, has finally
tumbled to the fact that the Saltonstalls and the Parkmans look
upon him as just as much of a
barbarian as myself or Oscar
Dionne, ex-Mayor Carriere of Fitchburg or Max Ulin, who was slaughtered three years ago when he ran
for the nomination for state treasurer against a blue-blooded candidate who didn't even bother to
make a speech.
"As for the action of the Republican Club against Judge Baker
and Chairman Cote, when a man
is 'read out' of the Republican
party by a handful of blue bloods,
it's a pretty good sign that his
backbone is composed of something
'ranger than raspberry telly.
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;urley May Name Her

Miss Mary E. Carmody of Worcester whose name was expected to
be presented to the Governor's
Council this afternoon as his appointee to head the Hairdressers'
teLd.
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AK STAtnEEr
WELFARE HEAD
Children's Friend Society
To Write to Curley
As an endorsement of the record
l ot State Commissioner of Publii
,
Welfare Richard K. Conant dur-*
log the past 13 years, the Worcester Children's Friend Society at a
meeting yesterday voted to write
Ito Governor Curley, approving
Commissioner Conant'e re-appointment in January. Mrs. W. Irving
Clark, secretary of the society, will
forward the endorsement.
In a statement issued after the
meeting, the society declared that
it felt that "Mr. Conant's experience and training fit him for the
position he now holds."
"Mr. Conant has conducted this
office in an efficient way for the
last 15 years," said Miss Lucy A.
Turner, director of the society, last
night.
"He is a graduate of Harvard
Law School and has always taken
an active part in social work in
the state. Some years ago Mr.
Conant organized the Massachusetts Child Labor Committee and
has been active in securing the ena,
....ment of legislation for the protection of underprivileged children."
A total of 135 children are now
in the care of the society, Miss
Turner reported, and seven addi-•
tional children have been accepted
during the month for foster home
placement. Mrs. Frank Farnum
Dresser, president, presided. The
next meeting will be Dec. 17.
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PARDON IS SOUGHT
FOR CITY SLAYER
Governor Recommends Release from State Prison
of Harry Harrison
By Gazette State House Reporter
BOSTON, Nov, 20.—Harry Harrison of Worcester, otherwise
known as Aaron H.ougusian, serving a 20-year sentence for manslaughter in State Prison, is one
, of the seven men recommended to
the Governors' Council for pardon
afternoon.
i by Governor Curley this
The fereffli% describe Harrison
descent
or Hougsian as of Turkish
man
and say that he killed a over
row
named Heckler after a
liquor. Harrison was sentenced
Nov. 2, 1931.
Other pardons recommended by
the Governor are:
August Voce of Lynn. sentenced
May 27, 1930, 10 to 12 years for assault with attempt to kill G. Joseph
Tauro, attorney, in a row over settlement of a case.
Albert Mercier of Lawrence, sentenced May 22, 1931, 10 to 12 years
for putting in fear and armed robbery of a gasoline station.
William Rolfe of ISoston, sentenced Dec. 18, 1925, 25 to 30 years,
for robbery while armed.
William C. Howard, sentenced
March 10, 1909, for oecond, degree
murder, to life term. He was
charged with killing his wife,
Sylvester Parham sentenced
March 13, 1918, for life, second degree murder of Prancie A. Roberts,
Jessie Chapman, 70, now under
release on parole, recommended for
full pardon. She was sentenced for
a Lynn murder.
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Work on Cape Cod Guard Camp to Start
BOSTON, Nov. 20 (INS)—Construction work on the new
National Guard carip at Bourne, Cape Cod, will start in 10 days,
Gov. James M. Curley announced this afternoon. The Governor
said 500 men from Bourne, Fall River and New Bedford would be
employed for six months.
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Absorb Education
Is Curley's Advice
Governor, 61 Years Old Today, Gives Birthday
Message to Young Folks
BOSTON, Nov. 20 (qP)—In a birthday message to the young folks,
Gov. James M. Curley of Massachusetts today urged them to absorb
all the education they could before starting out on a vocation.
Gov. Curley is 61 today. He has last November, Curley said. His
gleaned his own education from per- worst failure in politics, he added,
sonal observations and two hours a was the defeat by the recent Legislature of his $4,500,000 bond issue bill
day with his books.
for the construction of public build"Regardlem of a youngster's aim in ings.
life," the Governor said, "he should
He drove from his home in the
base It on a firm educational founda- Jamaica Plain district of Boston to
tion. Then he is ready for any- the State House as usual today and
thing."
planned to attend an important execuThe one achievement of a long tive council meeting later.
political career which brought him the
There was a birthdP, party at his
ROE joy was his election as governor home on the program for tonight.
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Obtain More Education,
Curley Advice to Youth

One of Sen. Walsh's Secretaries Named to Unemployment Group
By Gazette State House Reporter
BOSTON, Nov. 20. — Governor
Curley this afternoon appointed
Philip J. Philbin of Harvard, a
member of Sen. David I. Walsh's
secretarial staff, to the advisory
board of the State Unemployment
commission as one of the representatives of the public on a board
which also carries representation
for employers and employes.
Because of Philbin's connection
with Senator Walsh, his appointment attracted some attention. The
Senator and the Governor have not
been in harmony for some time, a
recent incident being the appointment of a Curley choice for postmaster of Boston against the
wishes of Walsh.
There was speculation concerning the political significance of the
appointment.

BOSTON, Nov. 20 (AP)—In a birthday message to the
young
folk, Governor Curley today urged them to absorb all
the education they could before starting out on a vocation. Governor
Curley is 61 today. He has gleaned his education from
personal observations and two hours a day with his books.
I

, "Regardless of a youngster's aim
lin life," the Governor said, "he
i should base it on a firm educational
i foundation. Then he is ready for
anything."
' The one achievement of a long
political career which brought him
the most joy was his election as
, Governor last November, Curley
said. His worst failure in politics,
he added, was the defeat by the recent Legislature of his $4.500,000
bond issue bill for construction of
public buildings.
He drove from his home in the
Jamaica Plain district of Boston to
the State House as usual today.
There was a birthday party.at his,
home on the program for tonight. i
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state May Purchase
/ Model of Cotton Gin
(Spectra to The Post)
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Approve National Guard
Camp Site at Bourne
BOSTON, Nov. 20 1/PH-Approval by
Federal authorities of a national
guard camp site at Bourne was announced today by Gov. James M.
Curley. Construction -wan begin
a few days, he said.
An appropriation of $302,000 for
road construction by the Federal government, Curley said, would furnish
500 men work for six months.
Workers from New Bedford and
other Cape towns. the Governor said.
• would be hired because the work is
, 50 percent, in excess of that required
to take .tuen cog relief rolls.

STATE HOUSE, Boston. Nov. 20—
Following a conference with a deleation representing the Westboro Historical Society, Gov. James M. Curti, yesterday appointed LietinGov.
Joseph L. Hurley and Asst. Secretary
John H. Bacus as a committee to
ascertain whether funds could be
raised in Massachusetts to purchase •
the model of the original cotton gin
invented by Eli Whitney, who was.
born In Westboro.
The delegation, headed by Judge
FrancLs X. Reilly. informed the Governor that the model owned by Joseph Burdett of Washington, Ga., is
now at the farm of Victor Depres.
Westboro cotton grower, on the site
of the Whitney birthplace. He said
Burdett is willing to sell the model
to the Commonwealth for $10.000 and
expressed the belief that it should remain in the state.
Governor Curley said he knew of
no fund which could be used to purchase the model but suggested that
it might be purchased by Henry Ford,
a group of cotton manufacturers or
by means of general subscription. He
then appointed the lieutenant-governor and Mr. Bacus as a committee
to ascertain whether steps could be
taken to keep the model in MassaChusetts.
Judge Reilly was accompanied by
Mr. Depres, Christopher J. Tyrrell,
Donald Currier and William A. Temple.
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Westboro Wants the Cotton Gin
The proposal to have Massachusetts purchase
the original model of the cotton gin, upon which
Eli Whitney obtained his patent, and keep it in
the inventor's native town of Westboro, seems
to have taken definite shape. A delegation of
Westboro citizens, submitting the plan to Governo(purley, has set forth arguments designed to
Why the model should logically become the
show property of Massachusetts. Westboro's desire to
have the model is a good and reasonable one.
Other states also have legitimate claims, of
course. Georgia, from which the model was
brought to Westboro some three months ago
when the idea of selling it to Massachusetts was
first broached, was the scene of much of Whitney's experimentation leading to the invention.
Connecticut, where Whitney lived, studied and
worked, is properly interested. And it is said,
too, that Texas and California would like the
historic device. So that whether or not Massachusetts decides to purchase it, the opportunity
now offered is one the state should and does
appreciate. The question is, of course, whether
the cotton gin model is historically important
enough to Massachusetts to warrant the expenditure of ten thousand dollars, which is the price
being mentioned. One can understand that the
South, to which the cotton gin has been particularly significant, might well value the model as
highly or more highly than any Northern state.
There are several places where the cotton gin
could be permanently exhibited with historical
propriety. One thing is sure: Wherever the model
is finally placed, or by whom purchased, visitors
can look upon it with the knowledge that few
inventions had more profound bearing on the
economic, social or political history of any nation.
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PLEADS FOR MATE,
EX-HUB POLICEMAN
Mother With 7 Children
Gets $20 From Curley
By Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Nov. 19.—Mrs. Charles
L. O'Connor, with one child in her
arms and six following, called on
Governor Curley today to protest
that her husband, discharged member of the Boston police force and
sentenced to. six months in the
House of Correction on oharges
growing out of an automobile accident, had been made a "political
football."
Later, still accompanied by the
children and under escort of Alfred Smith, a messenger in the Governor's office, Mrs. O'Connor, stopping at the office of District Attorney William J. Foley, threatened to
clean out the Boston police depart6
masta$.
Goveilhor Curley, before the woman left his office, gave her $20 and
said the sentence imposed on her
husband was an "outrage." He
said he might have been given probation. The Governor said he
couldn't intervene in the matter
and sent her to the district attorney's office. In turn the office
said she should go to the Governor.
Mrs. O'Connor asserted her husband had been treated unfairly by
a captain.
On June 18, an automobile allegedly driven by O'Connor struck
and injured two women. He was
charged with drunken and negligent driving and leaving the scene
of an accident without making himself known.
O'Connor, prior to his resignation
after the accident, was a policeman
for 13 years.
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LOWELL ACCEPTS
STATE POSITION
Harvard President Emeritus
to Be Chairman of Unemployment Unit
BOSTON, Nov. 20 (INS)—A.
Lawrence Lowell, president emer
itus of Harvard University, toda
y
accepted the appointment by Gov.
•Jami.
§ M. Carlay to be chairman
of the advisory council of the Unemployment Compensation Commission.
The full set up of the cornmissio
n
follows:
Representatives of the Public
A. Lawrence, chairman, term of
six years.
Miss Amy Hewes, professor of
economics at Mt. Holyoke College,
South Hadley, an authority on social insurance, term of four years.
Phillip J. Philbin of the town of
Harvard, attorney at law, term of
two years.
Representatives of the Employer
Edward J. Frost, vice-president
of William Filene's Sons Co., Boston, term of six years.
Frank D. Comerford, president
of the Edison Electric Illuminating
Co., Boston, term of four years.
Albert N. Murray, president, Associated Industries of Mass., term
of two years.
Representatives of the Employer
John F. Gatelee, president, Massachusetts State Federation of Labor, term of six years.
Miss Mary V. Murphy, treasurer,
:.lentral Labor Union of Boston,
erm of four years.
Archie Gillis, Organizer United
kssociation Plummers and Steam;tiers, term of two years.
fi.ese are non-paying positions.
By Gazette State House Reporter
BOSTON. Nov. 20.—Walter V.
McCarthy, former director of public welfare for the City of Boston
when Governor Curley was mayoi,
will be appointed Commissioner of
Public Welfare this afternoon, the
Governor said.
The position pays $6000 a year
and is one of several that are open
i+
Ind in connection ',orb
nas been predicted the Governor
will make practically a clean
sweep.
In the case of Commissioner
Conant, as in others who face replacement by the Governor, an effort has been made to retain him.
with welfare organizations taking
a hand in the battle.
The McCarthy appointment, indicated last week but without confirmation by the Governor until today,
will be sent to the council at its
meeting this afternoon.

mile name of James
T.
active in labor circles, willMoriarty,
mitted to fill the place made be subvacant
by the death of Comm
issi
Labor and Industries DeWi oner of
tt
C. DeWolf.
It was indicated by Gove
rnor
Curley that he would not
send
pointment of a civil service the apsioner to the Governor's commisCouncil.
Asked if he planned to subm
it
the name of Thomas H.
tiring Boston city councGreen, rethe position held by Jameillor, for
s M. Hurley of Marlboro. the Gove
he didn't think he would rnor said
submit it
today.
The Governor said he woul
d submit recommendations
for
pardons to the Council. He seven
dicated that he will reco Ms inmmen
pardons during the Thanksgi d 15
ving
and Christmas season.
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MARY E. CARMODY
TO GET $2000 JOB
City Woman To Be Head of
Hairdressing Board
By Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Nov. 19.—A campaign
which has been carried on several
months to obtain appointment of
!Miss Mary E. Carmody, 5 Pleasant
street, Worcester, to the State
Hairdressing Board, was successful
today
when
Governor Curley
agreed to make her chairman of
the board at an annual salary of
$2000 a year.
Miss Carmody is president of the
Worcester and Central Massachu
setts Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Association, and for years
has been active in annual campaigns—fruitless until this year
—
for state regulation of beauty
shops.
The board, which will regulate
the hairdiessing business of the
state, was created by an act of the
last Legislature and represented
several years' effort on the part of
hairdressers to obtain recognitio
n.
Sen. John S. Sullivan of Worce.ter has been active in Miss Ca:mody's behalf.
The Governor refused to say who
would be named as the other ttto
members.
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State House
Briefs

By Telegram
State House Reporter
BOSTON, Nov.
19.—Governor
Curley will be 61
row and said todayears old tomory he would observe the occasion
without special
Icelebration. However,
he said he
' expected some
to drop in for a of his old friends
visit"
Would spend a quiet and that he
evening with
his family.
Issuance of 1936 plate
s began at
the Registry of
Moto
day. Holders of ther Vehicles tofirst 100,000
numbers will recei
later in the week.ve plates by mail
The holders of
the first 10,000
go out today and
tomorrow by mail.
maroon, with whiteThe plates are
figures.
Diving to recov
which police belieer the shotgun
ve was used in
the murder of
Elliott Speer, headmaster of the Mt. Herm
on School
at Northfield, has
been discontinued temporarily
because of cold
weather.
Edmund L. Dewi
torney of Norfolk ng, district atcounty, was today included in
the list of possible
candidates for
the Republican
nomination for
nor, Dewing, as lieutenant-goverdistr
prosecuted the Mille ict attorney,
ns and Abe
Faber cases.
Payment of the
$22,000 reward
offered by the
state for the apprehension and convi
ction of the Mt-lens and Abe
sidered by the Faber will be conGove
rnor's Council
at a public
hearing Thursday
at
10.30 o'clock in the
forenoon.
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There can be no question but
what J. Arthur Baker and Edmond Cote richly deserve the
lambasting they got at the hands of the Republican Club of Massachusetts the other night.
Both gentlemen, while members of the Governor's Council, were guilty of treason to their
party. Their course cannot be described as anything else. Thanks to their defection, the Council which, as the voters picked it, stood 5 to 4
Republican now stands 6 to 3 Democratic.
It was Governor—Curley who wrought this
seeming magic. First he named Mr. Cote to the
Fall River Finance Commission—a six-year job
at a salary many times that of a Councilor; and
next he raised Mr. Baker to the Superior Bench
—a life job at $12,000 a year. This favoritism
towards a couple of supposed Republicans was
not all kindness of heart on the Governor's
part. Messrs. Baker and Cote had rendered invaluable services, and their co-operation was
absolutely essential to the successful metamorphosis of the Council. The details of the sordid
story are too unpleasantly familiar to bear repeating.
It is one thing for a Republican in private
life to go to the polls and vote for a Democratic candidate or a Democratic proposal. It is
quite another thing for a Republican officeholder, elected as a Republican and by Republicans, to desert his party when the principles
of that party are at stake. It is in this latter
category that Messrs. Baker and Cote belong.
Nevertheless the Republican Club's action in
ousting Mr. Cote from membership in the Club
and in requesting Mr. Baker, who apparently is
not on the Club roster, to renounce his Republicanism is at best a futile gesture. Public opinion has already passed judgment on Messrs.
Baker and Cote. It might have been just as well
if the Republican Club had left it at that.

Mr. Cote and
Judge Baker

Masrt may surp e a
sachusetts people to discover that
next Monday will be Indian Day. The
Legislature passed a law about it, and Gayernor Curley accordingly has issued a proclamation appointing November 25th to fulfill legislative specifications, thus "honoring the
friendly deeds of the Indian tribes of Massachusetts."
So all honor to the friendly Indians of Massachusetts: And there were many—Samoset, for
instance. But perhaps it would be just as well
to shed a tear for some of the Indians who were
not so friendly—King Philip perhaps. The
friendly Indians and the hostile ones alike have
passed—except for some curly-headed "redskins" down by Cape Cod—so no feeling will
be hurt if the hostiles get a bit of recognition.
And they deserve some recognition. As a
rule, they were hostile in defense of their own
hunting grounds. And they often had good cause
for hostility. King Philip himself gave the colonists no worse than they handed him and his
people.

Indian
Days /
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CURLEY TO NAME
MORIARTY, GREEN
Both Picked For High Paid
State Positions
13;7 Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Nov. 19. — Governor
Curley has settled definitely on two
appointees for highly paid state
jobs—James T. Moriarty of Boston
for Commissioner of Labor and Industry, and Thomas H. Green, also
of Boston, retiring city councilor
for a post not yet announced.
It was reported Green might be
made Civil Service Commissioner,
succeeding James M. Hurley
of
Marlboro. But Green apparently
would prefer Col. Paul G. Kirk's
job as Commissioner of Public
Safety.
The Governor wasn't very comforting to the several state officials
or
whose terms expire Dec. 1
shortly thereafter. He said "no one
is indispensable" and added that
many now holding jobs are "laboring under the impression that the.,
world will collapse if they are replaced."
Governor Curley said he would
send Moriarty's appointment to the
Governor's Council tomorrow, but
wasn't sure whether he would submit the Green appointment then.
No decision regarding Commissioner of Education Payson Smith
has been made, according to the
Governor.
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overnor Remembered by Staff on
61st Birthday

Sixty-one candles burned
their brightest at the State Hou
se
today. And first among tho
se to wish Governor Curley "many
happy returns" were mem
bers of his staff. They are sho
wn
here presenting the Gov
ernor with a birthday gift as a tok
en
of their esteem and
admiration. Immediately behind
the gift

(Pieltne from Internatio

nal News Photograph ServIre
box may be seen "Dick" Grant,
who today ends his term a?
secretary to the Governor
to succeed
a member of the State Utilitie Com to his new position at
s
mission. The Governot
celebrated his birthday by putt
ing in an unusually busy da3
at the State House.

FRIENDS HONOR
CORLEY, NO.', 61,

Governor Curley's offi
ce today
was banked with flow
ers and gifts
from friends in and
state in honor of his outside the
61st birthday
anniversary.
In addition the
Governor received more Ulan
zo0 telegrams of
greetaig and cong
ratu
Among gifts wer lation.
ing gown, neckties e a silk dress, shirt studs, etc.

A - humidor. filled with
gift of the executive offi cigars,
ce force,
was
presented by Frank Pedo
I
nti,
executive messenger.
The Governor made a fitt
ing
reply, while the office forc
e gathered
around for
ft nroun rupture.
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HEIM 3 Lifer Pardons
AUTO DIEM [0111Elb
J
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Before Council
ADVISERS
TO WELCOME
GOVERNOR
Governor Curley and his military
staff are to he the guests of the
Boston Dealers' Automobile Msociation at the Auto Show in Mechanics building.
The show so far has exceeded
the fondest hopes of the dealers,
whose salesmen reported that more
people are opening their pocketbooks this year and buying new
ears.
More titian 240 new models, rangto
ing in price from about $600
$8200, are on exhibit, not including
disthe new trucks and "'Used Car"
plays.
the features of the show
One
car to
is the award of the prize night.
some lucky person every
at
The winner does not have to be is
drawing
the show when the
made.
C'harles Cooper of Pine Top
Farm, South Essex, won a new
the
five-passenger Ford sedan at alautomobile show last night,
though his ticket was the second
drawn from the box.
disThe fist ticket drawn was
qualified, because the stub had been
left on fit.

a
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Teachers' League
Favors Reardon
Candidacy of John G. Reardon,
superintendent of Adams public
schools, for state commissioner of
i education, has been endorsed by the
!executive committee of the Teacher's Civic League, according to word
received at the governor's office today from John L. Davoren of Milford, president of the league,
Governor Curley has come to no
decision 'ytor**/1 to whether he will
reappoint or replace the present
commissioner, Payson Smith.

Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell, president
emeritus of Harvard, has accepted
the chairmanship of an advisory
board to assist the new State Unemployment Compensation Commission, it was learned today.
The state-commission was created
to co-operate with federal authorities on unemployment insurance
under the Social Security program
which has been temporarily held
up by a lack of an appropriation.
Judge Emil Fuchs, former president of the Boston Braves, is chairman of the commission. An advisory board of nine, three to represent employers, three to represent employes and three the general public, Is to be named.
GoveenegSaulay, through Judge
Fuchs, tend-Wed the chairmanship
of this board to Dr. Lowell. The
other members have not been announced. None of the board will
be paid.

Pardons for seven prisoners, Inchiding three lifers, were submitted
to his council for approval by Governot
.
:...p.srley today.
They were the first of the
Thanksgiving. and Christman pardons promised by the governor last
Monday,
A full pardon was recommended
for Miss Jesse Chapman of Lynn,
who was paroled on December 23,
1930, after ser,ing a number of
years for the murder of a Lynn
woman.
Other lifers recommended for
pardon were William C. Howard,
ilefittentenced to life in 1909 for
second degree murder while he was
a soldier attached to Fort Rodman,
and Sylvester Parhom of Cambridge, sentenced to life in 1918
for the murder of Francis Roberts.
William Rolfe, serving 25 to 30
years for a 1925 robbery, Harry
Harrison of Worcester, 18 to 20
years, manslaughter, Albert Mercier, 10 to 15 years, holdup, and
August Vose of Lynn, sentenced in
1930 to 10 to 12 years for the shooting of Attorney G. Joseph Tauro
of Lynn who had represented Vose.
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CEP( NAVES
FOR JOBS
Governor Curley sent to the
Governor's Council
today
the
names of Walter V. McCarthy and
James T. Moriarty as
nominees
for state posts.
McCarthy, former executive secretary of the Boston welfare
board,
the governor nominated
as state
commissioner of public welfare, to I
succeed Richard K. Conant,
whose;
term expires December 1.
The job
pays $7000 a year.
;
Moriarty, who lives in Roslindale and who for years
has been
prominent in labor circles, is nominated for
commissioner of labor
and industries, a
$7500 office held
by the late DeWitt
C. DeWolfe,
former secretary to
Governor Ely.

••••
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U. S. Grants Cape
i Camp $302,000

overnor Curley announced today the /*mon)t of a federal grant
of $302,000 for construction of
roads at the new military camp
on Cape Cod.
Work at the camp, he said, is
about 50 per cent ahead of the
local labor available, and as a result it will he possible to hire outside workers, some of whorri will
come from New Bedford.
The
camp project, the Governor said.
will furnish work for 500 men for
six months.
....
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BUSINESS ENDS SLUMP
IN, N. E.
Press CI1PPing Service

Council
To See
Way

2 Park Square
Boston
Mass.
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LOBSTERS,
CRABS AID

acclaimed as Ln naLueet.. nLiu 1111.,bl
efficient grinders ever made—and
mounted wheels for die-grinding
that can operate at 100,000 revolutions a minute, are on the list.

Yankee resourcefulness is restoring New England to its
New Trade
place in the sun in industrial
world.
The theme of the conference,
The 10th annual conference Of which
will bring businessmen and
the New England Council tomor- governors togetlir, is expansion of
ew England i dustry and agrirow in the Hotel Statler will re- culture
to find new markets.
Veal new products devised here Development of New England's
to meet the world's latest de- recreational facilities, the finest in
America, will also be discussed,
mands.
ilong with community improve-

Shoes and textiles still hold their "tent and planning.
places as this section's leading Governor James+ M. Curley heads
products, but in emerging from the lisrVt state exe ___tib, which
the depression, New England has includes Governors Louis J. Brann
—
varied its manufactures a hundred- of Maine,
H. Styles Bridges of New
fold and stepped out into amazing Hampshire, Theodore Green of
new fields.
Rhode Island and Wilbur Cross of
Buttons, made in Cambridge Connecticut.
from nut-shells, oyster and crab The governors will meet in exshells and lobster claws, will be on ecutive session before the first
display.
public meeting with representatives of the planning boards of the
states and executives of the councll.
On exhibition also will be shirt
studs made from brazil nuts,
hickory nuts and chestnuts, and
dress fastenings from lobster claws.
Patent leather in pastel shades
with a pearly lustre will be shown,
in shoes, handbags and belts.
Draperies, costumes, handbags
and safety gloves made of metal
mesh are other new and interesting products, and another is paint
made of skimmed milk.
Diamond wheels for grinding—

Lobsters and Milk

Curley, 61, Puts
In Day at Desk
Governor Curley is 61 today.
He is celebrating his birthday
by tending to business in his office at the State Hoase.
Governor Curley beamed happiness as he entered his office.
He cast a glance across Boston
Common toward his native Roxbury and sighed.
Not a sigh of sorrow, you may
be sure, but just a sigh of remembrance and retrospection.
And then he went into the governor's council room to present
three names for approval to important posts.
First was that of James T. Moriarty, of South Boston, whom he
nominated as commissioner of labor and industries. Then came Miss
Mary Carmody, of Worcester, whom
he named to head the hairdresser's
board. And finally was the supposed nomination of City Councillor Thomas Green as commissioner
of public service.
The governor, who has educated
himself by exhaustive reading of
old and new literature every day.
until he has reached the point of
being considered one of the bestread men In the city, advocated
college education for young men
and women.
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Nearly 100,000 X-9ers Greet Governor
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CCVERNOR JAMES M CURLEY
—*STATE HOUSE BOSTON MASS
NINETY FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY NINE MEMBERS OF THE BOSTON
EVENING AMERICAN SECRET AGENT X-9 CLUB EXTEND TO STATE'S LEAGING
MEMBER HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR SIxTY:FIRST'BIRTHDAY wiTH- HCFE
YOU WILL CELEBRATE MANY MORE. AGAIN THANKS FOR YOUR APPEARANCE AT
OUR EGGHUNT AT FRANKLIN PARK EASTER SATURDAY.
CHIEF SECRET AGENT X-9 BOSTON 01v1S1 ON
GEORGE W .CR IMM.
(Picture from International News Photograph Service)

Ninety-four thousand, one hundred and forty-nine members of the Boston American's branch of
Secret Agent X-9 are behind this birthday salutation to Masachusetts' governor, James M.
Curley. The governor has been a friend of the X-9 folk in the past. He'll continue to be one.
The numbership app.reciate his aid in behalf of the huge orgunization.
—
-
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To Begin Work at Camp

WEEKLY MEETING OF
COUNCIL SUSPENDED

NOV

The Federal Government is going ahead with the development of
the proposed military camp on
Cape Cod, Gov Czley said today,
and has allotted the sum of $302,000 for road building at the camp.
This will mean, said the Governor,
work for 500 men for six months,
and the work should begin in 10
days.

GovThe 1.vz.zkly nleeti-g of the 1:30
at
ernor's Council was suspznded
members
today. when the Council
--••se to attend
went to the Park
-r memthe annual luncheon of fort.
It was said that
bers of the Council.
appointments ncom•
action on the
James M. Cur
mended today by Gov week.
ley went over for one
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RETAIN CONANT
CURLEY IS URGED

Commissioner Conant and Malcolm
S. Nichols, member of the Department of Public Welfare in Winchester, both denounced the settlement
laws as archaic.
The advisory committee which indorsed Commissioner Conant consists
R.
of Cecilia F. Logan, Jeffrey
Brackett, Ada Eliot Sheffield, George
Crompton, Francis J. Murphy and
Ilarry G. Solomon. -....oromINOOMe."°

Welfare Advisory Body
Indorses Record
Reappointment .of Richard K.
Conant as commissioner of Public
Welfare, a post he has held 15 years,
was urged upon Gov Curley yesterday by all six members of the Advisory Committee of the Department
of Public Welfare and also by about
200 persons attending a meeting
sponsored by the Boston Council of
Social Agencies. Conant's term expires Nov 30.
The members of the Advisory Committee, who were unanimous in their
indorsement, which was sent to the
Governor, said that Conant has made
public welfare a life study, has conducted his office with distinction, and
has carried out the "ideas and ideals
of the present *administration in regard both to legislation and the spirit
of public welfare service."
The indorsement by the Boston
Council of Social Agencies was made
after Sanford Bates, director of Federal Prisons, paid Conant a tribute.
At the end of Bates' tribute, Herbert C. Parsons, former Commissioner of Probation and how director of
the Massachusetts Child Council,
moved for the indorsement.
The meeting held at 25 Beacon st
was called to familiarize those interested, with a proposed substitute
for House bill 1024 of 1935. introduced by. Commissioner Conant, al
act relative to assistance to personY
in need of relief. The bill comes
lid for a hearing at the State House
this morning.
Mr Bates, in his remarks, said:
"The whole subject of relief, its
effect on individual initiative and on
the cititudes and resources of the
people of the nations is an acute one
'and can only be solved by having the
best available leadership."
"Washington," he continued, "recognizes this need and has furnished
expert guidance, in such people as
Frances Perkins, Harry Hopkins, Au-,
brey Williams and others.'
Mr Cqnant, he told the group,--is
looked up to nationally as well as
in this state in the field of social
work, and he expressed the hope
"that he (Mr Conant: will be permitted to have a prominent part in
this work."
The vote of confidence followed.
Robert B. Stone, president of the
Council, presided, and introducest
speakers on the bill proposed by
Commissioner Conant.
The act, as explained by Commissioner Conant, is "a bill to improve
the administration of relief by discarding the settlement laws as a basis
of state reimbursement and substituting a percentage subsidy of 25
percent
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WARNS DOCTORS
TO PURGE RANKS
Judge Pinanski Assails
Medical Testimony
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COTE BOARD SCORED
FOR "INTERFERENCE'
Fall River School Group tc
I
Write Curley
Special Dispatch to the Globe

FALL RIVER, Nov 19—The School
Committee at a special meeting this
afternoon voted to send a letter to
Gov galley for the purpose of
arranging a conference with the
Governor to request the latter to use
his influence to stop the Board of
Finance, of which Edmund Cote,
former member of the Governor's
Council, is chairman, from interfering in the administration of the
School Department.
The members of the School Committee are quite disturbed for the past
few weeks because of recommendation made by the Board of Finance
in its program of economy.
The members of the School Board
shy that economy is all right, but
that they must maintain a certain
standard in their department and
that the recommendations of the
Board of Finance which is usually
followed by a withdrawal of funds
impairs the efficiency of the School
Department.

Declaring that medical and psychiatric testimony in both civil and
criminal cases has its "glaring shortcomings," Judge Abraham E. Pinan.
ski of the Massachusetts Superior
Court last night asserted "it is about
time that the medical profession took
account of stock and inaugurated a
thorough house cleaning."
He told 300 attending the annual
conference dinner of the Massachusetts Board of Probation that doctors
who are guilty of professional misconduct in relation to medical and expert medical testimony ought to be
deprived of the honorable title of
physician and the right to practice.
"Those of the psychiatric specialty
had better take heed," he warned,
"for if they do not purge their own
ranks, their usefulness, at least in
the administration of the criminal
law, will be quickly obliterated."

Millens-Faber Case
Judge Pinanski's admonition was
made after he had discussed the case
of the Millen brothers and Faber,
executed murderers, over whose
sanity leading Massachusetts psychiatrists differed.
Explaining that psychiatry is a
young branch of medicine, he continued: "The grave danger is that, if
the community is frequently presented with such a public spectacle as so
recently occurred as an aftermath
of the famous capital case of last
year, then psychiatry in the administration of the criminal law will
very soon and suddenly lose caste,
and the gains which have been made.
and which have been so well merited, will be swept away almost overnight in the minds of the public."

Probation Discussed
Judge Pinanski said it is his opinion that probation, when properly
and intelligently applied, can even be
preventive of crime. When applied
to certain selected individuals, he
said, it can be utilized to bring about
rehabilitation with safety and protection to the community. Before
probation is applied, the court should
be convinced that the offender is
likely to respond favorably, he stated.
He said no judge in the criminal
court can use probation today in ,
every case that he thought it should
be used, because to do so would be to
disregard public opinion, and a judge
would soon lose his effectiveness as a
judge if he permitted himself to act
too far in advance of public opinion.
B. Loring Young, chairman of the
Board of Probation, said there are
26,000 under probation in Itlassachu-

dv47, crw(,44 'k

I setts. Attorney John H. Backus of
New Bedford represented Gov Curley.
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Day Conference Sessions
Massachusetts is one of the leaders
in the penal field, according to Sanford Bates, director of Federal prisons
and former Massachusetts Commissioner of Correction, who spoke yestesday afternoon at the annual conference of probation officers held in
th Federal Building. He stated that
Massachusetts should be congratulated upon its "courageous insistence
on the use of probation even in these
very trying days." He declared only
an "infinitesimally small percentage"
of paroled men are arrested.
During the morning session. Judge
John F. Perkins of the Boston Juvenile Court suggested the organization of a sort of "probation school" at
which boys, sent there after being
brought into juvenile courts, would
engage in some "civilizing activity."
Commissioner of Correction Arthur
T. Lyman declared Charlestown State
Prison is "Massachusetts' oldest
monument to neglected youth" and
that the 50 new commitments to the
prison during October comprised the
highest number for a month in the
history of the institution, which dates
back to 1805.
Explaining that the Concord Reformatory was originally built for
prison use, Mr Lyman said that the
-contamination that takes place there
is shocking" and that if any real
progress is to be made, a real reformatory must be built.
In illustrating the serious need of
major repairs in the penal institutions, he related that one girl escaped
from Framingham, by taking up the
floor of one of the strongest cells
there with no other instrument than
a toothbrush and a comb.
He urged transfer of the criminally insane 4io the Department
of Mental Diseases and the erection
of a new men's reformatory of 400 to
500 capacity. Such changes, he said,
would allow for the practical abandonment of State Prison as such.
William F. Stearns, assistant director of the National Youth Administration for Massachusetts, said the organization stands ready to labor
shoulder to shoulder with the Board
of Probation and its local officers In
tits cause of giving youth a better
chance for satisfactory adjustment to
the difficult conditions which surround it today.

Group Visits State Prison
A group of 187 probation officers.
attaches of the State Prison and
Parole Departments, among them
several women, yesterday visited the
State Prison in Charlestown and inspected the shops, cells, deathhouse
and other divisions.
Among the visitors, who were
greeted by Warden Francis J. W.
Lanagan, were Commissioner of Correction Lyman, Deputy Commissioner
John J. Murphy, Hon James Warren,
Bridgewater, State Parole Agent
Thomas Mahoney, and B. Loring
Young of the Probation Board.

BAKER, COTE ACTION
AMUSING TO CURLEY
Coakley Salutes Both Men
for Show of "Backbone"
Commenting on the Monday night's
meeting of the Republican Club of
Massachusetts. at which Judge Joshua
Arthur Baker and Edmond Cote,
chairman of the Fall River Finance
Board, were "read out" of the party,
Gov Cyay called the action very
amusing.
"If they keep at this three-ring
circus much longer the people
will be convinced that it is a
three-ring circus." said the Governor.
"This has been true since the death
of Murray Crane and Senator Lodge.
"I was very much interested in the
statement of Mr Schuster that the
time has arrived to end the royal
purple and give consideration to
other elements in the party. Apparently there are some Republicans
who believe that there are persons
eligible for holding office other than
registrants of the Blue Book. I be.
lieve their trouble is just beginning."
Executive Councilor Daniel H
Coakley in commenting on the situation said, "As for the action of the
Republican Club against Judge Bakes
and Chairman Cote, when a man Is
'read out' of the Republican party by
a handful of bluebloods it's a pretty
good sign that his backbone is com.
posed of something stronger that,
jelly. Old Teddy Roosevelt read Sen.
ator Borah of Idaho out of the party
years ago. Today Borah stands as its
most available candidate for President.
"The Republican Club of Maasachusettt. has no more right to 'read' a
Republican cut of hic. party than_1...
would to Make Leverett Saltonstall
give up his seat in the subway, pro.
viding Leverett could be induced to
ride in the subway.
"I congratulate Judge Baker and
Chairman Cote on the distinction
they have earned by their refusal to
accept the shoe-shining conce;ision at
the Somerset Club."
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FOLEY SAYS HE CAN'T
/ AID MRS O'CONNOR
Ex-Officer's Wife Asserts
She Will Clean Out Police
Dist Atty William J. Foley said
last night that in prosecuting the case
against ex-patrolman Charles O'Connor of the Boston Police his office
had completed its duty and there
is nothing he or his office can do
for Mrs Margaret O'Connor, the exofficer's wife and her nine children.
Mrs O'Connor, accompanied by
seven of her children, was sent
yesterday from GQV Cuaey's office to
the District Attorney's office after
she declared her husband had been
forced to resign and had been used
as a political football. He was sentenced Monday to six months in the
House of Corection on a hit-and-run
charge.
"My office did its duty when it
tried the case," said Foley. "The
court found him guilty of driving
upon a reservation, running over
two people waiting for a street car,
and then running way. He was also
found guilty of operating under the
influence. A hit-and-run accident in
which there is personal injury requires a mandatory jail sentence.
O'Connor, a World War veteran,
was involved in the automobile accident last July 18. He resigned Sept
20 as a trial board convened to hear
allegations charging him with conduct unbecoming an officer. His wife
ran for the City Council on a vindication platform at the last election
but was defeated.
The Governor gave her $20 yesterday, remarked that he considered the
jail sentence an outrage but said
there was nothing he could do.
In the outer office 'at the district
attorneys Mrs O'Connor said:
"My husband was forced to resign.
I'm going to clean out the Police
Department. I'll bring in the Federal
agents. I know plenty.
"I've been kicked around from politician to politician, and my husband
has been used as a political football."
Mrs 0Conor was told that Gov Curley, with his pardoning power, was
the only one who could help her.
Police Commissioner McSweeney
said last night.
"It is a very pathetic case and Mrs
O'Connor has my heartfelt sympathy.
But, as her husband resigned from
this department, he is no longer under my jurisdiction and I, as well as
the department, can do nothing about
reinstating him."
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CURLEY TO MAKE
APPOINTMENTS

,a .ye
sumed considerable proportio,
terday and may make it necessary
place
for Gov Curley to tind another
for Green.
Carmody,
The appointment of Miss
hairdressers'
a hard worker for ,the Gov Curley
law, was announced by
yesterday, The chairmanship of the
the
board which was authorized by
salary.
last Legislature carries a $2000
decided last
The Governor had not name
to the
night whom he would
of
other two places on the board
three.

Expected to Name Three
in Council Today

Hearing Tomorrow on Disposal
of MiIlens-Faber Rewards
Three appointments to important
state positions are expected today
from Gov Curley at the regular
Executive Council meeting. James
T. Moriarty of Boston is already announced as the next Commissioner
of Labor and Industries, Miss Mary
Carmody of Worcester is to head the
hairdressers' board, and Gov Curley
has virtually promised to make City
Councilor Thomas Green Commissioner of Civil Service.
The many other appointments to be
made to fill vacancies occurring by
expiration of terms Dec 1 will be
: held up by the Governor until the
Nov 27 Council meeting, he declared
yesterday.
Failing yesterday to reach an
agreement concerning the disposition
of the Millens-Faber reward money,
the Council, at a special meeting,
voted to hold a public hearing tomorrow morning at 10:30 to hear the
various claimants for the $22,000
offered for the capture and conviction of the Needham Trust Company robbers and slayers. All those
who have filed claims for part of the
money will be heard at this session.
The Council did not act yesterday on the proposed readjustment
of salaries of 25 classes of state
employes, nor was any action taken
on the report of Commissioner of
Correction Arthur T. Lyman on a
recent break of five men from Concord Reformatory.
Gov Curley has secured t'ne acceptance of the Labor and Industries appointment from Moriarty, he
declared yesterday, and will submit
the nominatibn to fill the vacancy
caused by the death last week of
DeWitt C. DeWolf, thus ending a
scramble for that post.
,Although the Governor did not
definitely state that he will name
Green to the position now held by,
Commissioner of Civil Service James'
M. Hurley, he said "maybe," and
added that if Green's name does go
in today, it will be for the Civil
Service post. A late drive to retain
Hurley's position for him had as-
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INQUIRY FAILS TO REVEAL
I ANY STEPPED-UP VOLTAGE

1

No evidence of stepped-up voltagt
on lines of Metropolitan Boston electric companies in order to overload
and burn out bulbs was found during
the investigation of charges to that
effect carried on by the Governor's
Advisory Committee on Public Utilities and the State Public Utilities
Commission. it was announced yesterday.
Five investigators who made spot
tests throughout Greater Boston reL ,
ported that the lines are designed to I
maintain an even voltage and that
the companies wbuld not benefit by ,
I
the acts attributed to them.
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A, LAWRENCE
LOWELL NAMED

F

Unemployment Board of
Nine Appointed

A Lawrence Lowell, president emeritus of Harvard University, has
been appointed chairman of the Advisory Council of The Unemployment
Compensation Commission, to serve
for six years, it was announced today by Gov Jamekal.,Curley.
The council consists of nine mem.
bars. The latter represent, three
each, labor, employers and public.
The appointments to the Advisory
Council are:
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE
PUBLIC
A. Lawrence Lowell, chairman,
term of six years.
Miss Amy Hewes, protesser of economics of Mt Holyoke,f3iglege, South
Hadley, an authority on social insurance, four years.
Philip J. Philibin of Harvard, Mass,
attorney, two years.
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE
EMPLOYERS
Edward J. Frost, vice-president of
William Filene's Sons Company, Boston, six years.
Frank D. Comerford, president of
The Edison Electric Illuminating
Company, Boston, four years.
Albert N. Murray, president, Associated Industries of Koissachusetts,
s.n
itey
pe
reasre
two
tatives of the Employes
John F. Gatelee, president. Massachusetts State Federation of Labor,
six years.
Miss Mary V. Murphy, treasurer.
Central Labor Union of Boston, four
years.
Archie Gillis, organizer, United As.
sociation Plumbers and Steamfitters,
two years.
There are non-paying positions.
The political affiliations of the
group follow: Dr Lowell, Indepenient; Prof Hewes, Independent; At.
torney Philibin, Democrat; Mr
Frost, Republican; Mr Comerford,
Democrat; Mr Murray, Republican;
Mr Gatelee, Republican; r Murphy,
Democrat, and Mr Gillis, Democrat
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GOV CURLEY TO VISIT BOSTON
AUTOOBILE SHOW TONIGHT
New England Has Contributed Much
Development of Great National Industry
isianirs ana nignway engineers came
here often to learn how it was done.
By JAMES T. SULLIVAN
In legislation this state led the way
pay
will
Gov James M. Curley
in planning safety. measures. Ameritribute to the automotive industry ca's first headlight laws was drafted
by visiting the Boston Automobile here by a group of motorists. It covspeciShow at Mechanic's Building this eral approval for lenses. Later
fications were made for entire lamps
evening. Mrs Mary Curley Donnelly, and car makers had to Puy toe comhis daughter, may accompany him. plete equipment.
Tests for driving were made here
Members of his military staff instates ever
cluding Lieut Col Edward C. Don- long before many other factor. First
realized it was a safety
nelly, his son-in-law, are expected al for chauffeurs, it became mandatory
the show. Pres George W. Sweet for all wishing to pilot vehicles. Later
will head officials of the Boston Au. it was amplified to include eye, readfamiliarity with motomobile Dealers' Association to wel. ing, hearing and
tor laws.
come the party.
•
Back in 1907 we decided here it
If Gov Curley is inclined to make was time to have some check on
a talk from the stage tonight he owners of automobile, so there folregistering them.
could undoubtedly tell something lowed the law on
And Fred Tudor, the man who was
about New England's contribution to given No. 1 plates 28 years ago, still
the industry, especially what part retains that privilege. It was a long
Massachusetts played in its upbuild- time before some other states caught
ing. Of the thousands visiting the up with us on that plan.
Inspection of motor equipment is
exposition 'few have any knowledge rather recent. But its scope has been
of this contribution, large though it
the tests given now
be. Outlined briefly in a radio talk widened so that
year tires have
last week by the writer, here are a are very strict. This
been included. And the worn ones
few of the facts:
be discarded
Charles E. Duryea of Springfield that are dangerous must on the road.
does not go
laid the corner stone of the industry or the car
-by winning a motor race at Chicago
40 years ago this month. His car Glidden's Contribution
was built in 1893. To cover 52 miles
The greatest contribution to the
took 71
/
2 hours. It was not the time
and the winning that meant much, industry in breaking down restrictive
but the fact that a car had been built laws and wiping oil, prejudice was
which could keep going without re- made by Charles J. Glidden of Boston. In 1905 he pioneered the famous
pairs.
It awakened the imagination in Glidden tours that in 10 years had
many minds of motor transportation caravans of cars and men and women
on highways. After the turn of the traveling about so that the entire
century there was a rush to build country—Canada to Gulf of Mexico,
vehicles. New England had many Atlantic Coast to the Rocky Mounautomobile plants really leading the tains—was covered. L cost him thoucountry. But it was too far from sands of dollars and he never reraw materials. So the industry moved ceived or expected any remuneration.
Automobile and tire manufacturers
west. What cars we built ranked
learned a lot about how to build betwith the best.
Getting a start there the executives ter vehicles and tires. Meanwhile, the
drafted the skilled men from Massa- crusaders were apostles of good will.
chusetts and other New England They built up in the minds of the
states. Our men brought along their younger generation through seeing
precision tools and to this section the tourists whizzing along, somewas due the building of quality into times in places where a motor vecars. Makers sought the materials hicle never had been, the desire to
here because they were high-grade— go places and see things in motor
lamps. machinery, tire fabric, up- cars.
holstery and other things. They buy
There are other things that tie New
them yet.
England into the indsutry but space
does not permit enumerating all of
them. However, it is not surprising
Leading the Way
It was a Massachusetts car, built that this section took up the motor
by the Stanleys at Newton, that first possibilities early betause it had the
background. Pioneers in r, ilroad
went more than two miles a
Fred Marriott of Newton, stillminute. building, expanding the West, with a
living,
drove the car a mile in 28 seconds, or spirit to achieve New Englanders took
to motoring early.—.
about 130 miles an hour, at
Florida.
The Bay State early built some
of
the finest roads in the
country. Leg•••••••••......140

Its a matter of fact men in East
Boston, Springfield, Lewiston, Me,
Beverly or Salem, Providence and
other places had built steam motor
vehicles which went out on highways
and kept going. Somr of them were
built some 75 years ago, and longer.
However, they were too early. The
new "contraptions" made big rackets,
scared people and animals, so the inventors were advised to bury their
ambitions to revolutionize highway
transportation.
You can see the evolution in the
1936 cars at the motor show. They are
well worth inspection. Incidentally
you may win a new one free by visiting the show.
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STATE OLICE INVESTIGATE
D TH OF MONSON NEGRO
SPRINGFIELD,Nov 19—Lieut Richard N. Cotter, assisted by a detail of
State Troopers attached to the Monson Barracks, is investigating the case
of Henry Pierce, 42, a Negro, of
Bethany road, Monson, who died in
Springfield Hospital today as the result of an injury to his stomach suffered in a brawl.
Members of the group alleged to
have been involved in the fracas are
being sought by the officers for questioning. Dr Charles J. Downey,
Medical Examiner, reported that
Pierce died of general peritonitis resulting from trauma.
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THANKSGIVING
DAY PROCLAIMED
Gov Curley Has Faith to
See "Equitable Solution"
Gov Curley today issued the following Thanksgiving Day proclamation:
"Thanksgiving Day, a distinctively
American institution, had its origin
in those trying days of the establishment of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, when the hearts, the minds, and
the souls of the people had attained
a degree of spirituality that was ever
present in the hour of supreme trial.
The courageous group of Pilgrims in
the first Winter at Plymouth was
confronted with Hick of food, with
extreme cold, and with the ever-present fear of attack from wild animals
and with the dread of the unknown
that lurked in the forest surrounding
the settlement.
"After their first harvest, they gave l
expression of their faith in Almighty
God and to Him gave thanks for the
, abundance of the harvest and for the
safe ending of the trying journey
across the ocean. They were grateful,
too, for the privilege of worshiping
Almighty God in conformity with
their own belief.
"This first Thanksgiving Day may
well serve as an inspiration to present day America, since the most
needy in the land today enjoys the
fruits of his labor in larger measure
than was the lot of ,these early settlers. They have given us an enduring lesson of the value of faith, fortitude, and fidelity. If we in America
were today animated by these same
.sublime qualities, obstacles which
we consider insurmountable would
speedily disappear.
"Faith was the cornerstone upon
which was built the Massachusetts
Bay Colony. Love of neighbor was
the cement which bound this structure together, and love of neighbor
should be the basis for the reconstruction today- of the economic
structure of America. If we accepted fully that divine commandment, a
new day would dawn in the life of
the American people, a day of general thanksgiving, a day of happiness
in every home.
"Such a Thanksgiving Day is possible if the people of the nation are
animated by the same abiding faith
in Almighty God and in their fellowman that actuated the founders
of our nation. If we are animated by
that faith there must come a recognition of our obligations to our fellowman and his right to employ the
talents with which God has en-,
dowed him in return for his labor
a recompense that will permit him
to maintain his dependents in conformity with the best American
standard.
"The task confronting the founders of the colony was most exacting
and the task confronting us today, is
equally exacting. I have an abiding
faith in the courage and the ability
of the American people to solve their

as and I can visualize through
equitable solution the supreme
•ilappiness that would on Thanksgiving Day reign in every heart and in
every home in the land. God grant
that it may be realized.
"By this proclamation in accordance with the law of the commonwealth and with the authority of the
honorable Council, I declare and ret
apart Thursday, Nov 28, of this year, ,
1935, a day of thanksgiving and pray- !
er, that every individual in the corn- !
monwealth may invoke the divine
guidance and lllessing in his customary place of worship. Let us trust
that the answer to our prayers will
bring about the adoption of a program through which prosperity may
replace poverty, happiness may replace misery, and that a brighter and
a better day may be the lot of every
American upon - each Succeeding
Thanksgiving Day."
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PARDONS FOR
/ 7 SUBMITTED
Several Lifers in List Sent
in by Governor
Gov Curley this afternoon submitted to the Executive Council for
approval his recommendations for
the pardon of seven inmates of State
Prison either serving life or long
terms.
The names submitted were:
August Voce, Lynn, sentenced May
27, 1930, for a term of from 10 to 12
years for assault with attempt to
kill. Voce shot C. Joseph Tauro, attorney, in a quarrel over the settlement of a tort action.
Albert Mercier, Lawrence, sentenced May 22, 1931, for a term of 10
to 15 years for putting in fear and
armed robbery. Mercier was involved
in the robbery of a gasoline station.
William Rolfe, Boston, aged 38,
sentenced Dec 18, 1925, to from 25 to
30 years for robbery while armed.
William C. Howard, aged 53, sentenced for life March 10, 1909, for
murder in the second degree. Howard, a soldier stationed at Ford Rodman, New Bedford, murdered his
wife.

6yivester
Parham,
March
3, 1918, for life forsentenced
second degree
murder. Parham killed Fiancis A
wo
R
ifbeerts over trouble about Parham's

Harry Harrison, Worcester, aged 66,.
sentenced Nov 2, 1931. to 18 to 20
years for manslaughter. Harrison,
a Turk, whose Turkish
name was
.Aaron Hougusian, killed a man named
IHicieu
co
krlar in a row in connection
with
Jessie Chapman, 70 years of
age,
released from State Prison under
parole conditions Dec 30,
recommendation for a full
She
killed a Mrs Ingalls ofpardon.
h hciw city she also Lynn, from
came,
quarrel over a man. She had in a
sentenced to life imprisonment.. been
The list of pardons
submitted by
Gov Curley was referred
to the pardon committee of the
Council.
-

' HUSBAND WROTE TO MRS
CHAPMAN DAILY 17 YEARS,

Among the seven
recommendations
,for executive clemency
to convicts in ,
I State Prison
submitted today to the;
Council by Gov Curley was
that of
a woman, sentenced to
life for killing
another woman in a fit of
frenzy,!
whose prison life was
17 years by receipt ofbrightened for
a
letter
each
day from her loyal,
husband.
The woman, Mrs devoted
Jessie Chapman
Of Lynn, 70 years old,
convicted of'
second degy•ee murder for
the killing
of Mrs Eva Ingalls of
from 1913 to 1930 in Lynn, served
Sherborn. Her
busband, besides writing
letter, moved to a littleher a daily .
in
,Maine and prepared a home town
which
he could bring her for a newtolif.A.
In Decembir, 1930, Gov Frank G.
Allen recommended that she be
paroled. Only she is living in Kezar
Falls, e, a cripple from arthritis. Gov
Curley recommends full pardon that
she may end her days at peace with
society.
"It appears to me that she is lead• ing a God-fearing, simple existence
with her husband" said the Governor
in sending her name to the Council.
Voce, 48 years old at the time of
his conviction, was sentenced to
from 10 to 12 years for an assault in
which he shot his attorney twice in
1 an argument over settlement of an
, insurance payment following an automobile accident in which Voce was
awarded $1700 damages.
The attorney, Joseph Tauro of
Lynn, had just been married and
was in his office for the first time
after his honeymoon when the assault occurred.

I

Howard Sentenced in 1909
William Crockett Howard, a soldier
at Fort Rodman, New Bedford, in
September, 1908, persuaded his estranged wife Ida to go rowing with
him on the Apponegansett River, near
the Fort. His wife's body was later
found floating in the river. Howard's defense at hi strial maintained
that his wife had committed suicide
by leaping from the boat.
The government contended that his
wife had been strangled and her unconscidus body thrown into the water, and alleged as motive that Howard was infatuated with a New Bedford girl Whom he hoped to marry.
He was found guilty of murder in the
second degree March 9, 1909, and
sentenced to life imprisonment.
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cCARTHI' DI
SPLACES CON
ANT
MORIARTY GETS 1
1 DEWOLF POST

Welfare, Labor and Industries Commissioner

Gov Curley this afternoon announced the appointment of Walter
V. McCarthy as State Commissioner
of Public Welfare, to succeed Richard K. Conant, whose term expires
Dec -1.
At the same time the Governor
made announcement of his appointment of James T. Moriarty as Stat
e
, Commisisoner of Labor and Indu
stries, to till the vacancy caused
by the
recent death of DeWitt Clin
ton DeWolf.

McCARTHY FORMERLY ON
BOSTON WELFARE BOARD

Walter V. McCarthy was form
erly
executive director of the
Boston
I Board of Public Welfare, resi
gning
shortly after the inau
guration or
Mayor Mansfield.
Mr McCarthy, who lives
Saratoga at, East Boston, marrat 1109
ied the
former Ella Shea, well
-known concert singer. Tney have two
He was graduated from children.
Suffolk
Law School in 1920, high
est ranking
man in his class, and deli
vered the
valedictory address. De
tive in East Boston civichas been acaffairs, and
before becoming exec
utive secretary
of the Boston Boar
d of Public Welfare, for 11 years had
been with the•
department in charge of
• guidance of hundreds the care and
of children in
j destitute families.
I He is a memb
er
of the Charitable
JAMES T. MORIAR
TY
!! Irish Society, the Catholic Alumni SoLabor and Industries
Commissiour, ! dality, St James Council, K. of C.;
Boston City Club
a past president
of the Municipal and
Clerks' Association

as well as chairman of the Massachusetts Relief Officers' Association executive committee.
His first appointment with the
lic Welfare Department in Bost Pubon was
as a South End visitor. In 1924
was appointed to succeed Will he
iam
Hardy, retired, on the board
of overseers.
Mr McCarthy was born in 1889,
and
was graduated from Roxbury High
School in 1908. He played footb
all,
basketball and baseball in high
school.

CONANT APPOINTED IN
1920 BY COOLIDGE

Commissioner Richard K. Cona
nt
was appointed in 1920 by Gov
Coolidge, succeeding Robert W.Calvin
Mr Conant at that time was Kelso.
35 years
old, and a Harvard graduate
. He
practiced law for two
years after ,
graduation but became inte
rested in
the Massachusetts Child
Labor Committee work in 1909, givi
ng up his
law practice to devote
child welfare work. Hehimself to the
served as a
first lieutenant in the
304th Infantry
in France during the Worl
d War.
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GOVERNOR TO SPEND
— BIRTHDAY IN OFFICE

Gov Curley, who is 81 today, will
spend the day "working at the office,"
he said last night. In the evening
he will pay a brief visit to the autc
show and will then spend a quiet
evening at home with the family.
No celebration is planned, but it
Is expected that many old friends
will drop in to see the Governor and
. extend their congratulations.
,
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AND NOW HE HAS A NEW FORD

„..
Charles Cooper of South Essex, leg, being congratulated by C. A. Dale of
the Ford Motor Car Company, Ritter winning a new Ford
automobile at
the Boston Automobile Show at Mechanics building last
night. A differant. our ic crivan away (Ram, nirhf
tomobile was presented him by C.
A. Dale, representing the Ford Motor Car Company.
A different make of automobile has
been given away every night of the
show, except last Sunday night,
—
and the practice will continue daily
until the close of the show Saturday
Today Will Be Governor's night.
Allen Fay, member of the
Day at Motor Show Here show committee, announced last
night that the person holding the
Charles Cooper of Pine Top farm. winning ticket does not have to be
South Essex, last night won a 1936 in the building at the time his
model five passenger Ford sedan ticket is drawn, because the managewhen a young woman who pre- ment Will deliver the car to his door.
ferred to remain anonymous drew
That the show is proving a success
his admission ticket from a barrel in automobile sales as well as pubcontaining thousands of others a lie attendance was shown last night
the Boston Automobile Show at when salesmen reported having sold
Mechanics Building.
three times as many automobiles yesMr. Cooper's ticket was the sec- terday as they did on the same day
having
first
the
drawn,
ond to be
at last year's show. The used car
been disqualified when the stub departments
d
in the basement are
was
found
name
owner's
bearing the
also reporting increased sales.
middle
Cooper,
a
Mr.
attached to it.
Today will be Governor's day and
aged man, was escorted to the base- Gov...ley and his military staff
mAnt a the building where the all- will attend the show and be
escorted
through the hall to view the various
displays. The Gevern:z also will address the audience.

t NEW FORD IS \VON
BY SO. ESSEX MAN
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State House Briefs

ViE)
eM
— AN ALLEGES
MATE 'FRAMED'

By HENRY EHRLICH
Following a conferepce with members of the
Westboro Historical Society, Gov. CurMy yesterday appointed Lt.-Gov.
Joseph L.
Hurley and John H. Backus, assistant secretary, to
ascertain
whether funds could be raised in Massachusetts to
purchase the
original model of Eli Whitney's cotton gin. Whitney
was a native
of Westboro.

Ex-Patrolman's Wife Sees
Curley; Charges Boston
Police Graft
--...._
Charging that her
husband,
Charles O'Connor, a former Boston
policeman, had been "framed," and
' threatening to turn Boston's police
. force "inside out," Mrs. Margaret '
' O'Connor was prepared today for a
second visit to Gov. Curley's office
In the State House.
She went there yesterday with six
of her seven children to complain
that her husband had been unjustly
sentenced to six months' imprisonment Monday as a hit-and-run
, driver.
He was accused of striking a man
and a woman near the Dedham Boston line and of driving on without offering aid. Mrs. O'Connor,
however, insisted that both persons
had assured him th2y were not injured. She has proof, she said, that
the man went to work the next day.
When she made charges of graft
\in the police department, especially ,
In the West Roxbury station, to I
which her husband was attached,
Gov. Curley sent her to Dist. Atty. ,
guittailet.'
William J. Foley under the
Smith.
F.
Alfred
secretary
,
of his
However, the district attorney was
told
not at his office. There she was
that the matter was now out of his
jurisdiction and that only the GoVernor's pardoning power could help
her.

1
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COUNCIL ACTS TODAY
ON MORIARTY, GREEN
Gov. Curley's nominations o
James T. Moriarty to be state commissioner of labor and industries
and of Councilman Thomas Green
be state commissioner of civil
service will be submitted to the
executive council at today's regular
weekly meeting, the Governor indicated yesterday.

The delegation, headed by Judge :
Francis X. Reilley, informed the
Governor that the model, owned by
Joseph Burdett of Washington, Ga.,
is now at the farm of Victor Depres,
Westboro cotton grower, on the site'
of the Whitney birthplace. He said
Burdett is willing to sell it for $10,000. Accompanying Judge Reilley
were Depres, Representative Christopher J. Tyrrell. Donald Currier
and William A. Temple.
State police Monday stopped 25
more cars on the southwest cutoff
this side of Worcester, where a
drive on speeding is under way.
Twelve summonses were issued,
four motorists were given warnings, and one arrest for speeding
was made. No accidents were reported.
The certification of 10 men for appointment as patrolmen in the met- ,
ropolitan district police department
expired yesterday. The names vier'
certifled from the eligible list Sept
5 on a requisition from the commission seeking to fill six vacancies. Nc
appointments, however, have yet
been made. Meanwhile, James M.
Hurley, cil service commissioner,
has under consideration a request
from the metropolitan district commission for the reinstatement of four
former members of its police force
who were discharged for refusing to
do strike duty in F3ston during the
police strike in 1919.
—
Although no request for an extension of the certified names has been
received by the civil service commissioner, he expressed the opinion that
one would be forthcoming within a
few days. He said that unless there
is a change in the eligible list, the
same names would be certified. No
action will be taken on the reinstat::-..- ents, he said, until after e
. conference with Frank A. Bayrd, associate commissioner, who is on his
I vacation.

I

Miss Mary E. Carmody of
Worcester, the choice of Senator
John S. Sullivan of Worcester, will
' be appointed chairman of the
newly created state hairdresses
board, Gov. Curley announced yesterday. She will receive an annual
salary of $2000. The Governor said
he was not prepared to announce
the names of the other two board
members.
7.westigation by the Governor's
advisory committee on public utilities in co-operation with the state
department of public utilities has
I disclosed no evidence of voltage
step-

up by any of the electric companies
in metropolitan Boston to increase
power consumption. Investigators,
who made spot tests in various parts
of the city, reported that such a stepup would be of no advantage to a
company because the lines are designed to maintain an even voltage.
Registration plates for 1936 are
now being distributed by the registry of motor vehicles. Holders
of the fi”st 100,000 numbers will
receive theirs before the end of
the week. The first 10,00 were
mailed out yesterday and will be
finished up today. Boston motorists have been assigned the block
of numbers between 55,001 to
725,000.
Bids for two large overpass construction jobs, one in Newbury on
the Newburyport turnpike, and the
other in Weymouth, were opened
yesterday at the department of public works. Both projects will eliminate railroad grade crossings. M.
McDonough Company of Malden was
the lowest bidder for the Newbury
job, with EL bid of $262,438.20, while
Bradford Weston of Hingham, with
a $94,627.90 offer, was the lowest
bidder for the Weymouth job.
A list of 21 additional road construction projects, none of them involving an outlay of more than
$5500, was approved yesterday
by
William F. Callahan, commissioner
of public works. The money is
to
come from the bond issue bill passed
the last Legislature, and with
yesterday's expenditure amounting
to $55,058, the total outlay so
far I
has been brought up to $1,678,251.
I
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BUSINESS LEADERS
10F N. E. WILL MEET
1000 to Attend Conference of
Council Here Tomorrow

•

More than 1000 business leaders
of New England will attend the 10th
annual conference of the New England Council in the Hotel Staler
tomorrow and Friday, at which the
Governors of the six New England
states and 31 outstanding leaders
In business activity will co-operate
in the formulation of a definite program for the expansion of industry.
agriculture, recreational facilities
and community improvement.
As a preliminary to the first public
session at 2 P. M. Thursday, the
Governors will meet in executive
session with the New England planning commission, representatives of
the planning boards of the six
states and the executives of the
New England Council.
In addition to Govs. Brann of
,Maine, Bridges of New Hampshire,
Smith of Vermont, CArley of Massachusetts, Green of RhotreTslirtirand
Cross of Connecticut, Dr. Glenn
Frank, president of the University
of Wisconsin, will discuss at the
Thursday afternoon session current
trends in national and state governments and their relationship to the
economic life of individuals and
corporations.
Six state dinners will precede the
joint assembly at 8:15 P. M., Thursday, at which Harold G. Moulton of
Washington will speak on "A New
Program for Industry," H. J. Baker
of New Brunswick, N. J., will talk
about agriculture in the industrial
Northeast and Louis M. Brownlow
of Chicago will discuss the future of
the New England community.
The featured speaker at the conference will be James M. Landis,
chairman of the securities and exchange commission, who will make
the concluding address at the Friday
afternoon assembly. Other speakers
will be 0. Max Gardner, former
Governor of North Carolina, and W.
W. Waymack, Des Moines, Ia.,
editor, who will interpret to New
England the economic objectives
and conditions in the areas of the
country which they represent.
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C1UNCIL ACTS TODAY
ON MORIARTY, GREEN
Gov. Ci,jiley's nominations of
James T. Moriarty to be state
commissioner of labor and industries
and of Councilman Thomas
to be state commissioner ofGreen
service will be submitted to civil
the
executive council at today's
regular
weekly meeting, the Governor
inIdicated yesterday.
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GOVERNOR
IS 61 YEARS
OLD TODAY
Will Attend Council
Meeting, Have Evening Party at Home
As he prepared to observe his 61st
birthday anniversary, Governor Curley stood in the Executive Chamber
at the State House last night, gazed
across the Common towards his native Roxbury, and recalling a career
of intense struggle against stiff opposition, advised the youngsters of to- 1
day to absorb all the education they
can get before starting out on a vocation.
FOR COLLEGE TRAINING

5

ASK CURLEY TO
SQUELCH COTE
Fall River School Board
Complains of Fin. Corn.
FALL RIVER, Nov. 19—The
Pall
River school committee today
voted to
request a conference with
Governor
Curley and ask him to order the
Pall
River finance committee' to cease
their
alleged interference with the
administration of the schools. Edmund
Cote,
former member of the
Governor's Council, is chairman of the finance
committee.

Although he has gleaned his own
education from personal observation
and two hours of study a day year in
, and year out, the Governor Is a strong
!advocate of college training for the
modern youth. He has sent his own
children to college.
Regardless of A
youngster's aim in life, he believes he
should base It on a firm educational
foundation, for then he is ready for
anything, if he "has the goods."
Asked for the one achievement of his
career that brought him the greatest
joy, the Governor quickly replied that
It was his election as Governor last
November.
As his worst failure in politics, the
Governor picked the defeat of his $4,500,000 bond issue bill for the construction
of public buildings to house State wards
and inmates under the guardianship of
State
the
Department
Mental
of
Diseases in the last Legislature.
"My worst failure," he said, -was to
find defeat in my efforts to obtain the
cc'-opera lion of the last Legislature In
the prog-ramme to provide adequate
housing facilities to protect the inmates
of our State hospitals from the hazards
of fire and conflagration,"

Very Busy at 61
"At the age of 61, I find myself in the
most - exacting and busy position that I
have ever held in All my life," the Governor confessed. "If anyone had ever
attempted to tell me in advance that I
could at 60 put in so many hours of
hard labor, so much intensive energy
and so much time And thought and sill
survive, I'd have found it exceecliagly
difficult to believe that he was a truthful person.
"Yet I am working day and night as
never before and it seems to agree with
me. I never felt better in my life."
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PLEA FOR DR. SMITH I
Tokie Editor of the Post:
St I wish everybody who is interested in our schools and who has at
heart the welfare of the boys and girls
of this great Commonwealth, would
register a protest against any plan designed to eliminate Dr. Payson Smith
from the educational service of the
State.
His is a great and luminous soul. He
I, known from one end of the country
to the other, and in other lands.
have attended affairs innumerable
when he seemed tr bn the only one who
really brought a message to the feast.
We can't spare such men. We ought
to keep them on and on and on, not
only for the power of the good example
they set, but because of their genius
for organization, their talent for teaching, the trust the Inspire, thc standards they elevate, the ideals they stress.
We In western Massachusetts feel
very strongly about the reports emanating from Boston that Dr. Smith may
have to go. Isn't there anything that
can he done abor t it?
JOSEPH HOLLISTER.
Pittsfield.

TEACHERS' OATH
To the Editor of the Post:
Sir—Referring to the following news
Rem in the Boston Post of Nov. 18:
"Worcester, Nov. 17—State officers of
the American Legion Auxiliary, meeting here today, voted to write Governor
Curley and ask him not to reappoint
rson Smith Cornmissioner of Education because he did not favor the
teachers' oath bill. Mrs. Susan Eisler of
Boston, State vice-president, was delegated to write the letter."
I wish to state that Dr. Payson
Smith, Commiesioner of Education,
along with the Rev. Louis A. Gallagher,
president (If Boston College; Dr. James
Bryant Conant, president of Harvard
University; Dr. Daniel L. Marsh, president of Boston University; and Dr.
Carl Compton, president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, did
oppose the teachers' oath bill because
of the injustice to teachers whose profession was singled out for this attack.
GRACE I. WOODBURY,
President Massachusetts Teachers'
Federation.
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Names Miss Carmody
to State Job Today
Miss Mary E. Carmody of
5 Pleasant
street, Worcester, will be
day as chairman of the appointed tonewly
-created
State hoard to regulate
conduct of hairdressing establishments in
this Cornmonv‘eaith, according to an
announcement made by
GovernoLcurley late
yesterday,
She will receive a
salary
year. The announcement og $2000 a
was made
following a conference with
Senator
John S. Sullivan
and Representative
Belward J. Kelley,
both of Worcester.

TO FILL STATE
POSTS TODAY
Goy. Curley to Name New
Department Hee s
Governor Curley will submit to the
Executive Council today the names of
several new appointees to important
State positions, although he expressed
doubt last night as to his readiness to
make all of the changes expected during the next few weeks.
James T. Moriarty will be appointed
commissioner of labor and industries to
fill the vacancy caused by the recent
death of DeWitt C. DeWolf, It is expected that City Councillor Thomas H
Green of Charlestown will be namee
commissioner of civil service to eucceee.
James M. Hurley of Marlboro, present
commissioner, although last-minute efforts in behalf of Mr. Hurley may make
it necessary to shift Councillor Green
to assietant public works commissioner
in place of Richard K. Hale, whose
term is about to expire.
Whether or not Walter V. McCarthy,
termer head of the Boston welfare dePartment, would be named today as
commissioner of public welfare, succeeding Richard K. Conant, was somewhat
uncertain last night, although there appears to be no doubt that Mr. McCarthy
will ultimately get this post..
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ASKS CONANT
BE RENAMED
Social Agencies Council
Backs Commissioner
Richard K. Conant, State
commissioner of public welfare
for 14 years, who
will be replaced by
Governor Curley
when his term expires
Dec7T, according to preeient reports,
was yesterday
given a unanimous vote
of confidence
by 200 representatives
of private and
public social agencies at
a meeting of
the Boston Council of
Social Agencies
at 25 Beacon street,
Sanford Bates, now director
of the
Federal Bureau of Prisons,
but for 10
Years dommissioner of
of correction, between the department
1919 and 1929,
when he and Conant
were personal
friends and lunched
together
daily, suggested the vote.
Mr. Bates paid a
tribute to Commie.
sloner Conant as a
modest and unassuming man, who has won
national dietinction for the
thorough manner in
Which he has carried
out his dutjee.

MOTHER IN PLEA
TO CURLEY
Accompanied by her seven small
children, two .4 whom elle carried
in her arms, Mrs. Margaret O'Connor, of Dedham st., Hyde Park,
made a dramatic appeal to Gov.
Curley yesterday in behalf of ner
ex-policeman
husband
Charles,
who was given six months as a
hit-run driver last Monday.
While her five-months-old infant
son. Roderick, sucked on a nursing
bottle, Mrs. O'Connor told the Governor she believed her husband was
innocent.
She also told him that her husband had been treated unfairly by
his superiors before he resigned
from the force under chax•gee last
September.
The Governor lister:
attentively to her story, but e told her
it was impossible for him to do
anything for her husband. He suggested she see Dist. Atty. William
J. Foley and sent Alfred Smith,one
of his secretaries, along with her.
At the Court House, Mrs, O'Connor was told Foley had gone for
the day.
The spectacle of the distra
mother and her brood aroused the
sympathy of all at the Court House,
but it was pointed out to Mrs.
O'Connor that the district attorney
could do nothing for her.
O'Connor
was sentenced
last
Monday on charges of drunken
driving, leaving the scene of an accident and driving dangerously in
connection with an accident last
June in which a njan and a woman
were badly injured. He resif2d
before trial by a police hoard on
charges growing out of. the acztdent.
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CURLEY WANTS TO
BUY COTTON GIN
Gov. Cu!icy a ppointud Lt.-Gov
Hurley and Asst. Secretary John W
Backus a committee yesterday to
ascertain whether funds can be
raised in Massachusetts to buy the
model of the original cotton gin
invented by Ell Whitney, a native
lof Westboro. The gin model, owned
:by Joseph Burdett of Washington,
Ga., is now at the Victor Dupree
.farm, the site of the Whitney birthBurdett will sell it for
place
$10•000•
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GOV. CURLEY AT
/ 61, GRATEFUL
By BERT BROCKBANK
For an answer to the perplexing
; question of whetter "life begins at
90," take a page from the life his- 1
tory of a distinguished Massachusetts citizen, who today cele'-rates
the 61st anniversary of his birth.
He is James Michael Curley, Gov
,ernor of the Commonwealth, three
,times Boston's mayor, former congressman and member of the old
common council of his home city,
who was born to humble but respected parents in Roxbury on
Nov. 20, 1874.
"Does life really begin at 40?"
he queried on the eve of his
birthday, as he rounded out a
day of activity at the State
House that would have made
stout hearts quail and weak
minds falter.
"In answer to that question,"
he said, "I confess I am inclined
to the belief that life really begins at 60, for I have never
known a period in my life when
I was required to work harder
than during the past year.
"And yet I find there is nothing that contributes more to
mental and physical fitness than
hard work. I thank God that I
have had it to do, and 1
thank God that I have been and
am still able to do it."
HE IS GRATEFUL
Gov. Curley was also grateful fo,
other things on his natal anniver
sary, particularly those affectini
the welfare of his fellow citizen,
whose interests lie close to hi
heart. He said:
"I am a year older than I was
this time last year. '-here i, Pim
Notation on this 61st birthday,notwithstanding that my work is
more exacting than any I have
ever undertaken, due to the depression of the last five years.
"There is consolation in the
knowledge that the transfer of
23,000 persons from welfare rolls
to payrolls will be completed by
the state and federal authorities
on my 31st birthday. Also in the
knowledge that the work and
wages program affecting 25,000
persons employed in the institutions of the state is completed.
"Conso;ation Is afforded in the
knowledge that industry has revived and is absorbing its quotas
of women and men and that the
terrors of these depressing years
disin America's history are fast
appearing.
"It is, of course, a joy to know
atat one has been a part of the
recovery program from the beginning, and instrumental in a
small way in laying the foundasecuritions for future economic people,
ty and happiness of the

the necessity for which has long
been acknowledged, but long disregarded.
iVER THE YEARS
"Looking back over the years,
I consider the most notable
achievement of my life the winning of the last election, and the
fact that I have found it possible
to devote my time and attention
w.thout stint to carrying out the
pledges I made in that campaign.
"I also look forward on this,
my 61st birthday, to the formulation of a program that will insure increased qusiness for New
England industry.'
In this connection the governor
said he was looking forward to inaugurating his 62d year by attending the conference of the State
Planning Board at the Hotel Stetler tomorrow, together with the
governors of the other. five New
England States, for the purpose of
planning a program for the conservation and improvement of the
Industrial life of New England.
"The passing of the cotton textile industry, an important factor in the life of New Englanders, and the necessity for providing a new source of employment for the people gives an atmosphere of importance to this
meeting greater than any heretofore held." the governor said.
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AND MANY MORE

The Governor of the best state in the Union is 61
years old today. Congratulations to both.
In this state and under the laws and liberties of
our Federal and state Constitutions, James M. Curley
has gone steadily up the ladder of public position and
responsibility.
His Excellency is ever mindful of his blessings.
This is particularly exemplified in his loyalty to the
country and to the state in which he rose from humble
beginning to place and power.
Likewise he ever bears in mind the less fortunate.
This quality has been manifest over and over again
during the period of depression. His labors for others
are widely known.
May he have many more happy, useful birthday
anniversaries.
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G. 0. P. 4ROY4L PURPLE'
ROW AMUSES CURLEY
Curley yes-

1

"Very amusing" was the summary by Governor
terday in commenting upon the Monday night rneettng of the _Republican Club of Massachusetts, its action on Judge J. Arthur
Baker and Edmond Cote, and thc, clash between Speaker Leverett i
Saltonstall and Executive Councillor Winfield A. Schuster.
The club called upon Judged*,
Baker to give up his affiliation
with the Republican party and
struck Cote's name from the club's
membership roll.
Gov. Curley first stated that he
thought it might be well to have
Richard D. Grant, his secretary,
now nominated to the State Public
Utilities Commission, continue to
disturb and disconcert the Republicans. He went on:
"If they keep at this three-ring
curcus much longer the people
will be convinced that it is a
three-ring circus. This has been
true since the deaths of Murray
Crane and Senator Lodge."
Then he referred to the Saltonstall-Schuster episode. At the Republican Club meeting Saltontitall
declared certain Republicans were
opposed to his candidacy for governor on the ground he was a
"blue blood." Councilor Schuster,
a few minutes later, urged the club
members not to choose men who
could be attackod by Governor Curley as "wearers of the royal purple."
"I was much Interested," Governor Curley said in his comment, "in the statement of Mr.
Schuster that the time had arrived to end the Roral Purple
and give eonsideraion to other
elements in the party.
Daniel E. Coakley, Democrat,
Boston member of the Executive
Council, said that when a man is
"read out" of the Republican party
by a "handful of bluebloods," it
is a pretty good sign that his backbone is composed of something
stronger than raspberry jelly. He
added that the club is only a private organization, has no right
to
read out a Republican from
the
arty, and that the club's only purose is to perpetuate "Brahmi
n
ontrol" of the people.
Robert M. Washburn said
"theY
ay" that Saltonstall Is, in
sublance. a "racial tycoon"
who can
tiot appeal to the working
man.

\
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GOV.CURLEY'
61 TODAY,TO
KEEP ON JOB
A day of work at the office, a
short visit to the auto show and
a quiet evening at home with the
family constitute the celebration
Gov. Curley plans for his filet
virthday today.
He will be at his office as usual,
he said, and attend the meeting of
his executive council in the afternoon. The stop at the auto show
will be on the way home in the
evening.
No special celebration is planned
at his home, the governor said,
but he expects many old friends
will "drop in for a visit."
He has cancelled all other engagements for this evening, Including his scheduled taking of
the. fifth degree in the Grange.
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CURLEY TO ACT ON
t MILLEN REWARD
A public hearing to decide disposition of the $22,000 reward offered
for the capture of the Millen brothers and Abe Faber, machine gun
murderers, will be conducted at the
State House Thursday morning at
10:30 by the governor and his council, It was decided yesterday. All
claimants will be heard.
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CURLEY. SLIPS $20 TO
Accompanied by her seven small
children, two of whom she carried
in her arms, Mrs. Margaret O'Connor, of Dedham at., Hyde Park,
made a dramatic appeal to Gov.
Curley yesterday in behalf of her
ex-policeman
husband, Charles,
who was given six months as a
hit-run driver last Monday.
While her five-months-old infant
son, Roderick, sucked on a nursing
bottle, Mrs. O'Connor told the Governor she believed her husband was
Innocent.
She also told him that her husband had been treated unfairly by
his superiors bet:ire he resigned
from the force under charges last
September.
The Goevrnor listened attentively to her story, but he told her
it was impossible for him to do
anything for her husband. He suggested she see Dist. Atty. William
J. Foley and sent Alfred Smith, one
of his secretaries, along with her.
Before she left however, the
Governor pressed a $20 bill In her
hand.
At the Court House, Mrs. O'Connor was told Foley had gone for
the day.
The spectacle of the distracted
mother and hre brood aroused the
sympathy of all at the Court House,
but it was pointed out to Mrs.
O'Connor that the district attorney
I could do nothing for her.
O'Connor was sentenced last
Monday on charges of drunken
driving, leaving the scene of an accident and driving dangerously in
connection with an accident last
June in which a man and a woman
were badly injured. He resigned
before trial by a police board or
charges growing out of the acct.
dent.
He is a World War veteran, an
several years ago, wsastruck bI
an automobile and severely injure
while on duty.
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Timely Warning ,if

' Psychiatrists—who specialize in the
Study of man's'intuitions and instincts-need make no great use of their own
Intuitive powers in order to recognize the
wisdom of giving close heed, at this time,1
to the warning sounded by Judge Pinanski. Psychiatry and psychiatrists stand
to suffer heavy damage in public esteem,
the judge declares, if there should be
another episode of the kind which
recently occurred as a blundering sequel
to the Millen-Faber case. The charge
loosely hurled at District Attorney Dewing passed all bounds of discretion. It
Merely served to revive public memory
of a trial in which the use of expert
testimony, was such that all of the best ,
members of the psychiatrists' profession
in Massachusetts must wish it soon forgotten.
Without mincing words, it must be said
that lawyers for the Millen-Faber defense brought to the witness-stand in
that case every invention, every device,
that exists in all the arsenal of forensics. 'rhe expert testimony, so called,
ranged all the way from the most obvious quapkery to expressions of judgment
by men of real worth and standing who
nevertheless could not free themselves,
under the peculiar circumstances of this
case, from public doubt lest witness fees
had played a part, consciously or unconsciously, in their diagnosis.
It is significant, of course that this
unhappy condition of affairs came to
pass not in the normal course of Massachusetts practice under the Briggs law,
but as a sudden departure from that
practice by attorneys who refused to respect it. This Commonwealth has been
signally free of the sordid battles between paid psychiatric experts—and pretended experts—which are so characteristic of murder trials in many other
States. But, by very reason of this fact,
the spectacle at Dedham was all the
more serious in the adverse effect which
it exerted upon public opinion. Highminded psychiatrists will now either find
a' way. as Judge Pinansiti advises, of
cleaning house and preventing recurrence of that unfortunate episode, Or
they must expect to see their profession I
lose ground.
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Curley Names
Armed Bandits
on Pardon Lisi
Three Murderers Also
in
Group of Seven Recommended to Council
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to Abolish
State Senate
I Filed in House

Pill

ment for murder in the second deg
ree of
Francis A. Roberts.
Harry Harrison of Worcester
tenced Nov. 2, 1931, to eighteen to, sentwenty years for manslaughter.
Jessie Chapman, who was rele
from prison on parole Dec. 23, 1930 ased
, was
recmomended for full pardon
. She had
been sentenced to a life ter
m for the
•

Rep. Durant Says Unicameral
Legislature of 140 Would
Cut Taxes

Claiming that his measur
e would materially cut the cost of Stat gov
ernment
e
, and do away with the cont
rol by "special
' Interest" of the House
and Senate conference committees, Represent
ative Clarence N. Durant of Lee today file
d with the
clerk of the House a revoluti
onary bill
Governor Nominates Form
providing for a one-branch Legi
slature.
er
Ily the provisions of this bill
the Massafor Welfare Job, Latter to
chusetts Senate would be elim
inated and
the membership of the Hou
Labor Post
sentatives would be cut frose of Repremembership of 280 to 140. m its present
Such action would follow,
Pardons for three per
the State of Nebraska whi the lead of
sons convicted of
Inspiration of Senator Geo ch, under the
murder and for two
rge
others serving long
enected a one-house Legislat W. Norris,
terms for armed band
ure
itry were recomRepresentative Durant claimelast year.
mended to the Execut
d in addition to cutting the cost
ive Council today
of gov
by Governor James M.
such a legislature would preven ernment,
Curley.
sage of ill-advised and irrespon t the pasAt the same council sess
ion, Walter V.
lation, prevent the so-calle sible legisMcCarthy was appoin
d log-rolling
ted to succeed
appropriations, and place dire
Richard K. Conant on
sibility on each representative ct responDec. 1 as commissioner of public welfare.
if enacted, also would material The bill,
The position
ly
carries a salary of
all
leg:nlative procedure, accordimprove
$6000 & year. Mcing to
Durant.
Carthy was former
head of the Public
When questioned about the
Welfare Department of
advantage
(Photo by Perham)
Boston.
of this dropomed one bra
nch legislature
Governor Curley had
Charles E. Flynn
over the proposed biennial
ann
oun
ced
his
plan
in, Durant
tention of appointin
stated t at many eminen
today's meeting of theg McCarthy before murder of a Lynn
on govel-nment with who t authorities
m
he
cons
He also reiterated his Executive Council. living in Kezar Fall woman. She is now
ulted
feel thae the plan would
s e., and is a cripple.
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The full pardon for re.
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ident of the State is ommended on the grounds that "she
ive appropriationi
Federation of Labor, as
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con
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lower taxes.
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mitted to the CounCalls Present System
cil this afternoon.
The council took a dons.
Out-Moded
while the governor recess at 1.30 P.M.
Durant characterize
The governor said
d the present two.
house Legislature
pect to send to the that he did not ex- attended the annualand the councilors
nothing but a surv of Massachusetts as
nomination of Tho Council today the Councilors' Club, com luncheon of the
ival of class represenCharlestown, a mem mas H. Green of and past members of posed of present
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the Council, at the
of the Boston City Pg rtnor
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cratic institutions. no place in our demosio
ner
of civil service
to succeed James M.
our citizens throug He maintained that
h our State constituWhose term expires Hurley of Marlboro.
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continue to giv
Dec. 1.
The governor was
!Senate identical authe the House and the
ority, and then ask
unprepared to say
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1 them to do the sam
e legislative work
er any additional Council meeting wheth;twi
ce.
appointments would
made today.
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legi
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buck passin
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use
legi
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slature both
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Durant said. "The
tlement of a court quarrel over the settime-honored, or som
case
.
e
Albert Mercier
method is used in the nay, dishonored
May 22, 1931, to of Lawrence, sentenced
mittee of the House and conference comten to fifteen
year
Senate. /t is in
intimida.Von and arm
s for
this conference com
ed robbery.
mittee that the con
William Rolfe,
trol
of
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Bos
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, sentenced Doe
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18, 1924, to
.
Interest is exercised. sometimes vicious,
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The
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year
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s
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doubt
robbery.
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William C.
for this control of thetaxpayer who pays
Howard, sentence
10, 1909, to life
conference commitd March
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these same
imprisonment for
der in the
murthey are in doubt, single 'interests.' If
be wee asecond degree of his wife
the statutes will help
Bedfordsoldier at For
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refr
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their memory."
New
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Rep
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McCarthy, Moriarty
for State Positions

l

was appointed to the committee by
Speaker Leverett Saltonstall of the
House. Later, Durant was appointed by
Governor C.ta to represent the Commonwealth iirrne National Association of
Tax .ommittaloiteus at •Giclo,htana,„fitak.
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, Transcript's Radio Programs
(Ia Eludern Standard Time)

1230K-WNAC-244M 1410K-WAAB-213M Hour
Hour I 590K-WEEI4013M I 990K-W132-303M
Racing Matinee.. 4,00
;Betty and Bob.. Drama
4.00 I Talk
4,15
Curtis
Talk
'Animal
..
.4
4.151 Musicale
4,30
Institute
Antobal's
14
Alone
II
4.30 ; Girl
4.45
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of
Cubans
d.
announce
4,45 ' To be
... 5.00
Asfao W
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Spotlight
5.00 1 Al Pearce
5,15
., Racing
McKenney
Joe
Revue
Gang
5.15 1 and
5.30
Armstrong.. Matinee
Jack
Lady....
Singing
5.30 i Tom Mix
0g, Son of Fire.. 545
Dick Tracy
5.45 1 Clara, Lu and Ern Little Or* Annie.
6,00
Buck Rogers
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Supper Show
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... 6.15
Bobby B
Talk
Sports
s.
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The
6.15 1 Recordings
6.30
GovereLs_Pffice "Vanished
6.30 I Hawaiian Orches. Press Radio News.
6.,45
Voices"
iiMusicani
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6.451 Sea Stories
7,00
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7.00 Amos 'n' Andy... Easy Aces
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Eddie Dooley.... 7.30
Kate Smith
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Scott's Orchestra I 7.45
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7.45 Chevrolet Program Danger's
I 8.00
Master of
Lucas' Orchestra 1Cavalcade
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....
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..
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Golf Talk
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9.30
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i
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9.30 1 Quartet;
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....
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11.30
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.
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....
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Halsted's
r's
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12,30 "Light's Out"
12.45
Orchestra
Dramatization . Orchestra
12.46
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Maj. George L. Berry, the President's co-ordinator for industrial
go-operation, will arrive in Boston
Friday to extend New England industrialists, attending the annual
meeting of the New England
Council, an urgent invitation to
attend the nation-wide conference of industry management and
labor leaders in Washington,
Dec. 9.
"A "reasonably certain prospect"
looms now that funds will be made
available to dredge a ship channel
5000 feet wide, 40 feet deep, with
a mile turning point off the Army
Base, Gov. Curley told the meeting
of the CouncMors' club in session
at the Parker House. The channel
would run from th outer harbor
to the Charlestown navy yard, lw
said.
_
Two and a half gallons of ice
cream to every man, woman and
child represents the amount of lee
cream consumed in this state during the past year, according to
figures made public today at a
meeting of the New England Association of Ice Cream Manufacturers at the Hotel Statler. With
a total of approximately 10,000,000
gallons for the year, Massachusetts
was one of the leading states of
the country, with vanilla representing about 50 per cent, of the
total output, chocolate second and
strawberry a close third.
With a sarcastic reference to
"political pip squeaks," James N.
Muir, superintendent of Quincy
schools, said at the anniversary
meeting of the Quincy Rotary Club
today that he had never heard of
"such asinine reasoning as was
given at the Republican Club as
to why the competent and the fit
should not be nominated for GovMuir's statement was
ernor?'
taken as a craitism of the asserlicit made at the Republican Club
dinner Monday night by Councillcr Winfield Schuster that "blue.
bloods" and "wearers of the royal
purple" should not be nominated
by the G.0. P.
-Found in bed unconscious, Mrs.
Marion Neckers, 29, of 15 Wales
street, Alattapan, was pronounced
dead by Dr. George H. Shoht of
Columbia road, who was called by
her mother-in-law, Rose Nee
ho lives next door.
natural
edieal Examiner Timocauses.
thy Leary was notified and viewed
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Governor Appoints
Dr. Lowell
Curley Fills State Jobs
Gives Dr. Lowell Post
7

Walter V. McCarthy of Boston was
today nominated by Gov. Curley to —John F. Gatelee, president Massa
Laboi
be state commissioner of public wel- chusetts State Federation ofMary V
ears Republican; Miss
'x
fare succeeding Richard K. Conant
Y hy, treasurer Boston Centro,
;41,0Itirp
of Lincoln, whose term will expire Labor Union, four years, Democrat
Dec. I. McCarthy was formerly ex- and Archie Gillis, organized Unite(
ecutive director of the Boston wel- Association of Plumbers and Steam'
fare department,
fitters, two years, Democrat.
The Governor also sent to the
The members of the advisory board
council the name of James T. Mori- will serve without salary.
arty, prominent labor leader, of BosAction on the Moriarty and Mcton, to be state commissioner of Carthy nominations went over for
labor and industries in place of the one week wider the rules.
late De Witt C. DeWolf.
• McCarthy is now in the institutions department of the city and has
been In public welfare work for 20
years.
Former President A. Lawrence
Lowell of Harvard University today accepted Gov. Curley's offer
to be chairman of the advisory
committee for the unemployment
compensation commission of the
state.
The membership of the advisory
committee, as named by Gov. Curley
today, together with the terms of
office, connections and political affiliations of the members are as 101lows—
Representatives of the public—Dr.
Lowell, six years, independent; Miss
Amy Hewes, professor of economics
at Mt. Holyoke College, four years,
Independent, and Philip J. Philbin,
lawyer, Democrat, and close friend
of Senator David I. Walsh.
Representatives of the employers
—Edward J. Frost, vice-president
William Filene's Sons, Boston, six
years, Republican; Frank D. Comerford, president Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston,four
years. Democrat, and Albert N. Murray, president Associated Industries
of Massachusetts, two years, Republican.
Representatives of the employes

.1.4.• Inv
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PRESENT FLOWERS TO GOVERNOR

Gov. Curley receives congratulations and a big basket of flowers from pupils of the Industrial School foe
I Crippled Children in honor of his 61st birthday today, in his office at the State House. The children, left right,
are Zavan Kachadoorian. Irene Nolan, Katherine Flynn, John Swank and Marian O'Hanley. In back, left to
right, are Vernan K. Brackett superintendent of the school; James F. Gaffney and Rpresentative George F.
Killgoar.

In reply, the Governor called the
tribute an unusual one and recalled
that a man is best known by his
from Admirers in
servants and the present ones have
to take a lot of abuse from him,so he
Montana
is doubly grateful for the' gift.
Dr. Martin J. English, the GoverGov Curley was 61 years old today
nor's family physician, gave the
and his office at the State House Governor a gold safety razor.
revealed that his friends had re-' "A H- Parker and Office Associmembered it.
ates" sent several volumes of Pareto's
•
The office was filled with baskets i "The Mind of Society."
I Seven boxes of cigars. 16 neckties,
of flowers and a table was filled , a dressing gown, a pipe set, several
with gifts.
hundred telegrams, birthday cards
He received 61 silver dollars with by the dozen and other books were
a card "from your admirers in among the gifts.
I Four crippled children from the
Butte, Montana."
The staff of the Governor's of- industrial school for crippled chilfice, through Messenger Frank Pe- dren presented the Governor with a
donti, presented the Governor with bouquet.
V. P. Brackett, superintendent of
a cigar humidor. Pedonti made a
accompanied the
speech saying that the staff hopes the school, who
told by the Governor
the Governor will continue to ex- enilaren, was make a study with a
would
tend happiness to the people of the that he providing orthopedic treatview to
state.
ment for the children now attending
the school.
31.
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Gov. Curley Is Showered with Gifts
Birthday
61st
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McCarthy and Moriarty
I Named to State Posts
Walter V. McCarthy of Boston was
today nominated by Gov. Curley to
be state commissioner of public welfare succeeding Richard K. Conant
of Lincoln, whose term will expire
Dec. 1. McCarthy was formerly executive director of the Boston welfare department.

The Governor also sent to the
council the name of James T. Moriarty, prominent labor leader, of Boston, to be state commissioner of
labor and industries in place of the
late De Witt C. DeWolf.
McCarthy is now in the institutions department of the city and hasi
been in public welfare work for 20
years.

Press CliPPing Service

2 Park Square
Boston
Mass.
TRAVELER
Boston, Mass.
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CURLEY GUEST
'OF AUTO SHOW
Visits Exhibition Tonight; Sales Reported
Mounting
Today is Govympor's day at the
automobile show in Mechanics
building. His Excellency is due at
the hall at 8 P. M., accompanied by
his full military staff, and will make
! his inspection of the entire exposition. He will also make a short address.
Exhibitors reported that sales
were continuing to mount today.
One dealer sold 18 cars in a single
afternoon. The buying is distributed along all the price ranges.
The fourth car to be given away
free ‘%ill be presented to some lucky
ticket holder at 9:30 this evening. A
new 1936 model, five passenger kedan,
of different make each night, is
awarded in Grand hall. It is not
; necessary for the winning ticket
holder to be present at the drawing,
but thus far the winner has always
appeared to claim the prize.
The doors of Mechanics building
are open from 10 A. M. to 10:30 P.M.,
and the show will continue through
Saturday.

\
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Cape Cod National Guard Site Work
,To Employ 500, Gets Federal Approval
Gov. Curley announced today that
the federal government has finally
approved the start of work on the
Cape Cod national guard site and
.
,Tinttori 5.302.000 for
road con-

struction. The work will start in
about 10 days and will employ 500
men for six months.
The Governor said the federal
work on the Cape is determined to be
50 per cent. in excess of what is required to take men off the welfare
rolls, so the regulations have been
lifted to permit contractors to employ men from New Bedford and
other nieces on the Cane.

-• • • vli."4.,‘,
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Heads Committee
on Legion Ball
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By His LVallenry
JAMES M. CURLEY
GOVERNOR

A PROCLAMATION
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days
Institution, had its origin in those trying souls
Thanksgiving easy, a distinctively American
the
Bay Colony, when the hearts, the minds, and
supreme
of
of the establishment of the Massachusetts
hour
the
in
present
ever
was
that
confronted with
of the people had attained a degree of spirituality
in that first winter at Plymouth waswild animals and
trial. The courageous group of pilgrims
ever present fear of attack from
the
with
and
cold,
extreme
with
food,
of
After their
lack
lurked in the forest surrounding the settlement.
the
with the dread of the unknown that
Almighty Clod and to Him gave thanks for
in
faith
their
of
expression
gave
they
They
first harvest,
ending of the trying journey across the ocean. own
their
abundance of the harvest and for the safe
with
conformity
in
worshipping Almighty Clod
were grateful ton for the privilege of
belief.
day America, since
well serve as an inspiration to present
may
Day
This first Thanksgiving
was the lot
the fruits of his labor in larger measure than
enjoys
today
land
the
in
needy
most
fortitude, and
the
given us an enduring lesson of the value of faith,
which
obstacles
of these early settlers. They have
qualities,
sublime
same
these
animated by
fidelity. If we in America were today
.
disappear.
we consider insurmountable would speedily
neighof
Love
Colony.
the Massachusetts Bay
basis
Faith was the cornerstone upon which was built
together and love of neighbor should be thedivine
bor was the cement which bound this structure
America. If we accepted fully that
of'
structure
economic
the
of
thanksgeneral
for the reconstruction today
of
day
a
people,
American
the
of
commandment, a new day would dawn in the lifea 'thanksgiving
Day is possible if the people of the
Such
giving, a day of happiness in every home. faith
in Almighty Cod and in their fellowman that actunation are animated by the s.sme abidingare animated by that faith there must conic a recognition
we
ated the founders of our nation. If
whieh God has endowed
and his right to employ the talents with
of our obligations to our fellowman recompense
that will permit him to maintain his dependents in
a
him and in return for his labor
conformity with the best American standard. Colony was most exacting and the task confronting
the
The task confronting the founders ofabiding
faith in the courage and the ability of the Amerius today is equally exacting. I have anI can visualize through an equitable solution the supreme
and
problems
their
solve
to
people
can
in every heart and in -every borne in the land.
happiness that would on Thanksgiving Day reign
realized.
be
may
it
that
grant
Cod
law of the Commonwealth and with the authority
By this proclamation in accordance with the Thursday, November twenty-eighth of this year,
of the Honorable Council, I declare and set apart
1935, a day of

THOMAS H. CARENS

MILITARY BALL
FOR WORCESTER

.Q7Itattittinittittil attb tiratIrr
Illettaint in hia
h tiny iniake the I avine (Mid:titre andabout
the adopthat every individual in the Commonwealtthat
the answer to our prayers will bring
trust
misery,
replace
. customary place of worship. Let us
may
happiness
may replace poverty,
succeeding
tion Of ri program through which prosperity
each
upon
merican
every.A
of
lot
the
be
and that to brighter and a better day may
Thanksgiving Day.
this eighteenth day
GIVEN at the Executive Chamber, in Boston,
Lord one thousand nine hundred
of November, in the year of our
the United States
of
Independence
the
of
and
and thirty-five,
of America the one hundred and sixtieth.

State Department American Legion Sponsoring Event
The state department of the Amer, ican Legion will sponsor a military
' ball on Saturday evening in the
Bancroft Hotel, Worcester. The
Worcester country council is in
charge of the arrangements, in con-

JAMES M. CURLEY.
fly

MS Excellency the Governor,

nection with the department way:
and means committee which t
headed by Thomas H. Carens o
Wellesley Hills.
A grand march will be held a
10:45 P. M. headed by Departmen
Commander John H. Walsh and Mrs
Walsh. Department. county, ant
Post Legion leaders will participate

FREDERIC NY. COOK,
Secretary of time Commontceoffli,

ti5ettg
(gob *abt ZEbe Comniontutaltii of Ologntli

i

together with members of the National Guard and the Emmett
Guards.
Among the invited guests are Gov.
Curley, Lt. Col. and Mrs. Edward C.
Donnelly, U. Col. and /Vfrs. Paul 0
Kirk, State Fire Marshal and Mrs.
Stephen C. Garrity, Judge and Mrs.
Thomas F. Quinn, Judge and Mrs
Francis J. Good, Sheriff and Mrs
Patrick H. Dupuis of New Bedford,
Lt. Gov. and Mrs. Joseph L. Hurley,
State Treasurer and Mrs. Charles F.

.4 7)..• Cr"- 0.s.•:.
0

of-t- -‘\. . 1 1\``''

Hurley, State Auditor
and Mrs.
Paul A. Dever, Mayor and Mrs
C. Mahoney of Worcester, Rep . John
resentative Edward J. Kelley,
and Congressman Joseph E. Casey.
A number of parties from the Ha
rvard-Yale and Boston Colleg
e-Boston University games wil
l attend.
Mr. Carens. chairman
assisted
by a committee which isinc
ludes:
William E. McNamara,
Leo Murphy,
Edward P. Cunneen, Sid
Harris, Edward Gregg, Car ney J.
Edward J. Norman, Net l Neiion,
Marguerite Donnelly, Ger tie Kibur,
tru
idan, Richard A. Morrissey de Sher, Paul F
Hillery, Col. Matthew
John J. Harrington, Edwa P. Scullin
Harold Redden. Edward rd Morgan
J. Hoye, anc
Dana A. Haverty.
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SEVEN PARDONS
OThrNee LiCferUs iRn SLeveEn Y LIST
Pardons Recommended

Seven pardons. includ
ing one for iI Albert Mercier of Lawrence and
a woman lifer released
five years ago William Rolfe of Boston.
under parole condition
Parham was sentenced
s, were subMarch 13,
mitted by Gov. Curley
to his council 1918, for life for second degree mu
rtoday, with the na
mes of two men der of Francis A. Roberts, wh
o was
serving life also bei
ng included in alleged to have been friendly wit
the list.
h
Parham's wife.
The woman recomm
en
de
d for parVoce was sentenced Ma
don was Mrs. Jessie
y 17, 1920,
Lynn, who in 1913 M. Chapman of , to 10 to 12 years for
assault with atsho
t
to
dea
th Mrs.
Eva Ingalls in a fit
tempt to kill. He sho
t G. Joseph
was released from of frenzy. She
Sherborn refor- Taw% an attorney, in
matory in 1930
a quarrel over
by the then Gov. the set
tlement of a tort act
Allen, and joined her
ion.
husband outside the state.
Mercier was senten
ced May 22,
Mrs. Chapman is
193
of Kezar Falls, Me. now a resident rob1, to 10 to 15 years for armed
, and is a crippl
bery. He was inv
suffering from
e
hritis. Th Gov- robbery of a gasoline olved in the
eenor recommenart
ded her fullepar
Rolfe, 38, was sen station.
don
in order that she
tenced Dec. 18,
119
mig
25,
ht
to serve
"en
d
her
t days fully pardoned
for her offence for robbery whifront 25 to 30 years
i against society."
le armed. He wa
involved in a
s
' The other lifers
were William C. I Harrison, 66,hold-up in Malden.
Howard of New Bedfor
ca
me
fr
om
Wor
ces
d and Sylves- 'and is of Tur
ter
ter Parham. Arrest
kish extractio
slaying of Edwarded in 1908 for the Turkish name was Aaron Hou n. His
gusian.
Dewhurst three He killed a
years previously, Howa
man in a row ove
on a plea of self-drd was freed of liquor. He was sentenced r a sale
Nov. 2,
efence, Two 1931
months later he str
ang
Mrs. Chapman
Parham. a Negro, waled his wife,
is
70.
Sh
e was res sentenced leased under
for murder.
23. 1930. . parole conditions Dec
Other pardons re
co
mmended were
The pardon lis
those of Hari
as Hougusiony Harrison, also known. Governor WAS ref t submitted by the
, convicted of ma
erred to the pardon
slaughter in the
n- committee
killing of an Ease sideratio of the council for conJaffrey man;
n
later today.
August Voce of Ly
nn,

r

